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AT MY DESK

ACCC inquiry welcomed

T

HE announcement by the Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister for
Agriculture and Water Resources
Barnaby Joyce of an Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) inquiry into the national dairy
industry is welcome.
The ACCC inquiry, to begin in November, will investigate sharing of
risk along the supply chain, supply
agreements and contracts, competition, bargaining and trading practices
in the industry and the effect of world
and retail prices on proﬁtability.
The ACCC will release an issues
paper, conduct public and private
hearings, and accept written submissions before delivering a ﬁnal report
to the government in the second half
of 2017. The ACCC’s Agriculture Unit
will lead the inquiry.
There is a real need to look at the
arrangements between processors
and farmers, particularly with developments in recent months.
Our story on page 17 about nine
dairyfarmers in Western Australia
who have been told by their processors that they will not collect their
milk highlights the power imbalance
between farmers and processors.
The problem is unique to dairyfarmers. They produce a perishable
product that needs to be collected in
a timely fashion and then processed
into different products to be sold to
consumers.
This makes them extremely vulnerable. Dairyfarmers are in a weak
position when trying to bargain for a
better price because they run the risk
that their milk will not be collected.
They cannot store that product while
they try to ﬁnd a different processor.
If it is not collected, it is wasted.
The late-season milk price drop by
Murray Goulburn and Fonterra and
subsequent clawback of money from
farmers also highlights this vulnerability. Dairyfarmers have little recourse when a processor takes an action that affects them adversely.
The need for better sharing of the
risk along the processing chain is vital
because dairy farm businesses – the
vast majority of which are owned by
families – invest for the long term.
And we are not talking about small investments.
For example, a dairy farm business
that makes a decision to put in a new
dairy, usually at a cost of more than
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a million dollars, expects to continue
in that business for at least another
decade. A farm business that makes
a decision to retain and raise heifers
expects to be still producing milk in at
least two years time when those heifers enter the herd.
The ACCC inquiry needs to get a
clear understanding of this relationship between processors and farmers
and to clearly identify the impact of
the power imbalance.
It needs to come up with recommendations that help give farmers options to be able to address this.
The processors also need to have a
good look at their relationships with
farmers. As I said in the previous issue, the relationship between farmers and processors is symbiotic: both
need the other to survive.
Processors who do not treat their
suppliers with respect run the risk
of losing their suppliers. Dairy farm
family businesses will go elsewhere.
Where that’s not an option, they simply won’t invest for the future.
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MILK MATTERS
provided by Australian Dairy Farmers Ltd

Key points

ADF working behind the scenes
✔ Seeking transparent milk pricing
✔ Invesgang Commodity Milk
Price Index
✔ Advocang for eﬀects test
introducon

By David Basham
Australian Dairy Farmers
acng president

T

HE dairy industry is working together to provide farmers with
the support they need during
this challenging time. As an industry,
we are united in going beyond shortterm measures to create stability for
our industry’s long-term future.
Behind the scenes, the Australian
Dairy Farmers (ADF) is continuing
to provide the dairy industry with
strong representation regarding important issues that affect the industry, and we are working towards fostering a stronger relationship with
government.
We want to ensure every Member
of Parliament understands the challenges and opportunities facing our
primary food producers. We are helping our key decision makers understand the value our industry delivers
to Australian businesses, families and
communities, and highlighting how
decisions made in Canberra affect our
capacity to produce.
ADF has made clear its priorities
for the this government — extend and
streamline access to the concessional
loans and Farm Household Assistance
for all affected farmers, create a safer, more resilient workforce, ensure
secure sustainable access to water
resources and above all, address the
imbalance of market power within the
dairy supply chain.
An important aspect of this is the
need for transparency and improved
fairness by ﬁnding new ways to manage price volatility for farmers. We
are working to address these issues
through simplifying supply contracts
and improving transparency in the
milk-pricing system. Other important
areas include:
• Transparency of milk pricing: ADF
continues to push for increased trans-

David Basham: ADF helping key decision makers understand the value of dairy.
parency throughout the dairy supply
chain, and to work towards building
a fairer pricing system. It is essential
that processors come to the table and
discuss this as a collective, to help
protect the future of our sector.
We need a practical and viable solution to increase transparency in the
way the milk-pricing system works
and to simplify milk contracts to ensure the volatility of the market is bet-
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ter balanced along the supply chain.
While we cannot change the milk
price, ADF is working hard with our
state members to improve the transparency in the milk-pricing system
and simplify milk contracts. Improving equity and transparency are just
some of the matters ADF is driving
with the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission and the Federal Government.

MILK MATTERS

‘ADF has made clear its
priories for the next
government....’
• Commodity Milk Price Index: ADF
is working to investigate and progress
potential solutions and tools regarding contracts, transparency, volatility, farmer response and industry
response; and investigate opportunities for a Commodity Milk Price Index
Tool. Further work will be commissioned on Collective Bargaining to
investigate opportunities to improve
and strengthen the current collective
bargaining system.
• Ratiﬁcation of China-Australia Free
Trade Agreements: ADF, state members and industry partners have
worked collaboratively with government to broker new trade deals that
increase access to Asian markets.
ADF welcomed the China-Australia
Free Trade Agreement (ChAFTA),
which was ratiﬁed late 2015, followed
by further tariff reductions early in
2016. The ChAFTA places Australia
on a more level playing ﬁeld with key
international competitors and is the
number one industry trade priority.
• Effects test: ADF has advocated
strongly for the introduction of an effects test by the Federal Government,
which will strengthen competition
across the grocery supply chain. The
provision will address the unequal
distribution of market power and encourage transparency to the beneﬁt
of producers, consumers and retailers. This is a constructive step toward
fostering a fairer and more competitive business environment.

ADIC Sustainability
Framework awards
The Australian Dairy Industry Council
(ADIC) has won major awards for the
ADIC Sustainability Framework: the
2016 Organisation Leadership Award
from the United Nations Association
of Australia and the 2015 Banksia
Food for Sustainable Thought award.
The Banksia award recognises demonstrated leadership, innovation and
achievement in addressing food security through sustainable food practices.

Seasonal worker program
extended to dairy
ADF successfully lobbied for the
Seasonal Worker Program to be expanded to the broader agricultural
sector, increasing the types of low

Cung the red tape

A

USTRALIAN Dairy Farmers (ADF)
recognises the importance of eﬀecve and necessary regulaon to maintain and uphold the industry’s reputaon
as a producer of safe and nutrious food.
We support the comprehensive food
standards and regulaon across the dairy
producon and processing chain that ensure the integrity of the industry.
However, it is important that regulaon is appropriately targeted, clearly
understood and is not duplicated to the
detriment of the industry and the economy. When regulaon is unnecessary, it
oen adds an avoidable cost to dairyfarmers, which has to be absorbed by the
business. This can constrain growth or
limit a farmer’s ability to allocate funds
to necessary aspects of the business.
A dra report released earlier in the
year by the Producvity Commission
into the regulatory burden on Australian
agriculture was welcomed by Australian
Dairy Farmers (ADF) as an important ﬁrst
step. The report backed recommendaons made previously in an ADF submission, which highlighted how the level
of red tape imposed on dairyfarmers,
including constraints around land-use
planning, plant science technologies,
and transport regulaons, are cosng
farm businesses needlessly.
Unnecessary red tape has the potenal to sﬂe modernisaon and restrict
growth in an industry that requires innovaon to prosper. We are pleased many
of the dra ﬁndings in the report will remove red tape, such as eliminang statebased moratoria on genecally modiﬁed
crops and streamlining transport issues.
However, we are concerned about adding further regulaon to the industry
with the recommendaon to introduce
and unskilled jobs included under the
program. This program enables dairyfarmers to secure a returning workforce, as it allows seasonal workers to
return the Paciﬁc and Timor-Leste to
assist during peak times, when local
employees are not available.

Backpacker Tax
The Federal Government recently
announced a review of the proposed
backpacker tax. ADF together with
agricultural commodities have advocated that the tax would have a negative impact on Australian agriculture,
regional tourism industry and the
broader economy as dairyfarmers
rely on backpackers to ﬁll vital em-

ADF supports necessary regulaon that
upholds the industry’s reputaon as a
producer of safe food but is concerned
about red tape that adds to the cost of
business.
an independent animal welfare oﬃcer.
Our submission expands on these points
and provides further comment on the
dra recommendaons.
Since our ﬁrst response to this review,
the dairy industry has suﬀered from a
signiﬁcant downturn in milk prices, largely due to internaonal market forces.
Opening prices announced on July 1 are
below the cost of producon for many
dairyfarmers, causing many to be operating at a loss for at least the next year. The
substanal impact that global milk prices
have on our domesc price emphasises
that dairyfarmers are price takers in a
globalised industry.
Reducons in red tape that reduce
the costs associated with running a dairy
farm and therefore increases farmers’
producvity are welcomed by ADF, especially during the current situaon.
ployment roles. ADF agree with the
proposed tax, however, said that 32.5
per cent is too high and a tax rate of
19 per cent is a fairer compromise.
With backpackers representing 25
per cent of Australia’s agricultural
workforce and as high as 85 per cent
in the Northern Territory, including a
tax might signal the end of the working holiday creating a shortfall in labour.
The dairy industry has been investing heavily in recruitment, training
and retention programs since 2006,
and will continue to do — being able
to recruit overseas is just another option for farmers to meet demand in
the short to medium term.
D
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While recent rain is welcome, long-term soluons are sll required to ensure enough water is available to dairy businesses in the
Murray Darling Basin.

Key points

Keeping an eye on the big picture
✔ Environmental water trading
needed
✔ Murray Darling Basin Plan must
not remove water from ag
✔ Connecons project must get
right outcomes

A

MAJOR priority for Australian
Dairy Farmers (ADF) has been
to secure targeted assistance
and roll out support to help farmers
with their most pressing needs.
At the same time, we remain focused on the big picture — especially
when it comes to water. It won’t be
enough to help farmers get over this
hurdle if their businesses later fall
over because water is too scarce and
expensive to stay milking in seasons
to come.
We can’t control the weather. The
recent rains are a welcome reprieve,
but to make a substantial difference
to the bleak outlook on water allocations for next season it will need
to keep raining heavily in the catchments in the next few months.
So while we watch the skies, our
priority remains achieving long-term
objectives on what can be controlled.
Environmental water trading, the Murray Darling Basin Plan and the Connections reset all have an important

‘Environmental water
trading, the Murray
Darling Basin Plan and
the Connecons reset
all have an important
bearing on whether
enough water will be
available...’
bearing on whether enough water will
be available when farmers need it and
at a price they can afford in 2016/17
and beyond.
We are advocating for State and
Federal Government commitments to
assist our industry by making more
water available next season.
Potential untapped sources include
trade in northern Victorian allocations to urban centres such as Melbourne, as well as a share of the environmental water held in Victorian and
Commonwealth accounts.
The amendments to the Federal
Water Act last month mean that the
Commonwealth Environmental Water
Holder (CEWH) now has more ﬂexibil-
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ity to trade water it may not need. As
of March 31, the CEWH still had just
over 300 gigalitres in storage.
While it has no plans to trade in
2016-17 at this stage, this may change
as part of environmental planning
now underway.
We also remain focused on the Connections reset. The announcement
that only $388 million is left to deliver
more than 100GL savings was unwelcome news at a time when farmers
already have so much on their plates.
Now more than ever, we must get this
reset right to provide sustainable infrastructure for a resilient dairy industry.
Now that the election is over, we
will be working to keep the pressure
on the elected party to achieve the
Murray Darling Basin Plan’s environmental outcomes without removing
any more water from irrigated agriculture.
State and Commonwealth Governments have an in-principle agreement to deliver the full 650GL in environmental offsets, and undertake
more robust socio-economic assessment before any attempt to achieve
more than the 2750 GL target. We are
holding them to all of these commitments.
D

MILK MATTERS

The Dairy Futures CRC has made big breakthroughs in pasture breeding.

Key points

Dairy Futures CRC’s research legacy

J

✔ Dairy Futures CRC winds up major
pasture and animal research
✔ Research and industry sectors
working together
✔ DairyBio to connue work

UNE 30 marked the ﬁnish of Dairy
Futures CRC (Co-operative Research Centre) and ends a longstanding industry and research partnership to improve dairy herds and
pastures.
The major legacies of this work are
the comprehensive ability of farmers
to use genomics (DNA-based information) to make breeding decisions and
a suite of new pasture-breeding innovations that will deliver more than
$500 in value per hectare per year
from improved yield, nutritive value
and persistence.
The CRC’s chief executive ofﬁcer Dr
David Nation said Australia now had a
new and impressive ability to do practical science on an enormous scale.
“We can now test the merit of any
bull or cow against the DNA proﬁles
from tens of thousands of cattle from
across all states of Australia,” he said.
“The ﬁnal delivery of herd improve-

ment innovations means that farmers
will be able to use genomics with conﬁdence, accessing young sires and
making faster progress with herd improvement.”
All of these outcomes mean that
the CRC has achieved its goal to double the rate of genetic gain and will deliver more than $100 per cow per year
in value from improved herds.
The CRC’s chief scientist and executive director of the biosciences
research branch of Agriculture Victoria, Professor German Spangenberg,
described the progress made in pasture breeding as the most profound
change in more than 30 years.
“Our major achievement is the invention of a hybrid breeding technique for ryegrass breeding,” he said.
“This will unlock a 20 per cent yield
advantage in hybrid ryegrass varieties and also make it easier for plant
breeders to use genomic selection
and add novel endophytes in new pasture varieties.”
Dairy Australia’s managing director
Ian Halliday said the CRC model had
been a great example of industry and
research sectors working together.
“Each year our $2 million invest-

ment of farmer levies resulted in $20
million of R&D (research and development) activity and enabled very large
research projects to deliver some of
the most positive and permanent
changes to dairy herds and dairy pastures,” he said.
Mr Halliday and Prof Spangenberg
are also conﬁdent about the future
role of biosciences research to continue to improve pastures and herds.
Both Dairy Australia and the Victorian
Government are major investors in a
new, ﬁve-year initiative called DairyBio.
“DairyBio will continue the partnership between industry and research
sectors, make the most of the rapid
progress in bioscience, and deliver
commercial-ready solutions for a
broad span of new innovations,” Mr
Halliday said.
Prof Spangenberg said: “We are
pleased to continue to deliver solutions for Australian farmers that will
drive down the cost of production
and improve the quality of pastures
and herds.”
D
Read more about the Dairy Futures CRC’s achievements on page
13.
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Taking stock of our situaon

Key points

By Ian Halliday
Managing Director
Dairy Australia
✔ Taking Stock provided to more
than 400 farmers
✔ 107 discussion groups across
Australia
✔ Knowing business well is key to
proﬁtability

A

S we put winter behind us and
look forward to seeing pasture
growth increase on the back of
good winter rain and warming soils, it is
timely to take stock of our situation.
Many farmers in most regions of Australia are experiencing lower milk prices, placing enormous pressures on farm
cash-ﬂows and proﬁtability.
Consequently, Dairy Australia and the
Regional Development Programs have
been focused on supporting farmers
during these challenging times. As I’ve
travelled around the country in the past
three months, I have been delighted to
speak with farmers who are taking full
advantage of the resources Dairy Australia is providing through the Regional
Development Programs.
At last count, about a month ago,

more than 400 farmers in south-eastern
Australia had signed up for a Taking
Stock session. And I am sure by the time
you read this that number will have continued to rise.
Taking Stock’s key strengths are that
it is a free, one-to-one session with an
experienced consultant and it is totally
conﬁdential. It takes three to four hours
around the kitchen table or in the farm
ofﬁce and is designed to assist farmers
to budget, create an action plan and
look at all their options. Taking Stock is
available to all farmers including lease
and share farmers, thanks to funding
from the Gardiner Foundation.
Taking Stock is a proven process that
has made a real difference to the thousands of farm families that have used
this service since its launch in 2004.
While Dairy Australia has ramped up
its help for farmers in the current climate through Tactics for Tight Times
and Taking Stock, these initiatives are
in addition to our ongoing, long-term
research, development and extension
(RD&E) programs underpinning future
proﬁtability of the industry.
Another development Dairy Australia
has supported has been the increase
in the number and size of discussion
groups. At last count, there were 107 nationally (an increase of 27 groups in the
past three years). As well as that, several regions have been running well-attended on-farm Tactics for Tight Times
sessions where they are seeing many
new faces.
A consistent message coming from

both advisers and from other farmers at
these sessions is that, although there is
no silver bullet solution, knowing your
business well and growing your own
fodder is a clear path towards proﬁtability.
After a recent GippsDairy session on
Craig and Kellie McWhinney’s Shady
Creek farm with 66 people packed into
the shed, Craig said: “It’s about stocking
rates, percentage of imported energy
and pasture and fodder. Once you get
them right, the business will be pretty
robust.”
It is this kind of positive thinking in
the face of adversity that gives me every
conﬁdence that we, as an industry, will
not just pull through but we will succeed, by working together, supporting
one another and fully using the available advice and support.
By accepting there are things we
can control and things we can’t and
focusing on those we can control, we
create the opportunity to be in control. Fortunately, as an industry, we
have established our Regional Development Programs, which are there
to help in directing people to the resources they need. They are there to
make sure any dairyfarmer who asks
can get business and technical guidance free of charge through the Tactics for Tight Times program.
There’s so much knowledge that people in this industry are willing to share,
which is what Tactics for Tight Times is
all about. I urge everyone to take advantage of these services.
D
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Key points

Bioscience powers dairy compeveness
✔ Pasture improvement – 20 per
cent more yield, 10 per cent more
energy
✔ Elite pastures with extended
persistence
✔ Herd improvement — genomics
doubles rate of genec gain
✔ Breeding values for new traits
✔ More bulls with elite ferlity
breeding values

D

AIRY Futures CRC, which ended
on June 30, delivered a range of
bioscience-based innovations to
improve the two drivers of dairy farm
proﬁt: pastures and herds. The CRC has
produced a comprehensive report and
video summarising what it achieved in
seven years of operation.

Pasture yield, energy
and persistence
In terms of improved pastures, Dr Nation said the CRC focused on the three
big issues: higher yield, more energy
and better persistence.
“The transition phase to new breeding methods has begun and we expect
to see them embedded in commercial
breeding programs within the next ﬁve
to 10 years,” he said.
The 20 per cent yield gain was
achieved through a novel approach to
hybrid vigour. It was an improvement
on traditional plant-breeding programs
where the average yield improvement
was half a per cent.
The team also tripled the rate of genetic gain in plant-breeding programs

‘The CRC has produced
a comprehensive report
and video summarising
what it achieved in seven
years of operaon.’
by using the latest advances in genomic
technology to identify DNA markers
for desired traits in pastures, including
yield. More than 500 existing ryegrass
varieties had been genotyped.
Dr Nation said breeding for higher energy content was difﬁcult because gains
in energy were usually offset by losses
in yield. The CRC developed a high-energy ryegrass by inserting an additional
copy of two ryegrass genes into elite
varieties. A major beneﬁt of this innovation was that it did not involve a tradeoff between energy and yield.
Commercial-ready high energy varieties had been developed. Dr Nation said
this was the only Dairy Futures CRC
innovation that involved genetic modiﬁcation, which meant its availability on
the market would be subject to future
regulatory approval and suitable commercial arrangements.
He said to improve pasture persistence, the team worked with fungal endophytes that had the potential to help
the plant withstand insects and stresses
such as heat and drought.
Dr Nation said some speciﬁc combinations of endophytes and plants con-

ferred beneﬁts on pasture. “Advances
in genetic technologies have enabled
us to ﬁnd a plant-endophyte combination that extends the productive life of
a pasture by more than a year with high
levels of animal safety,” he said. “The
ﬁrst of these endophytes is now in commercial production.”
Dr Nation said that, in the past, it
typically took 12 years to breed a new
pasture variety. The CRC’s innovations
had laid the foundation to breed better
varieties more rapidly, with larger gains
in each breeding cycle and speciﬁc improvements to the traits that drive pasture performance.
“Today’s advances in plant breeding are more profound than what was
achieved in the previous 30 years,” he
said. “Collectively our pasture improvements are expected to deliver about
$500 per hectare per year through improved yield, nutritive value and persistence.”

Animal breeding
While the impacts of the Dairy Future
CRC’s pasture improvement work are
likely to be realised on farm over the
coming decade, the team’s animal
breeding work has already been a gamechanger. Genomics is unlocking faster
and more targeted genetic gains in Australian dairy cattle. “Genomic selection
by bull companies is now routine and
within two years we expect the majority of purchases of cattle genetics will be
based entirely on genomic selection,”
Dr Nation said.
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Australian dairyfarmers can now
conﬁdently select bulls that are up to
ﬁve years younger than before, making
it possible to double the rate of herd
improvement. Genomics has enabled
Dairy Futures CRC to deliver more reliable breeding values and an expanded
range of traits.
“As the technology develops, farmers
will be able to select with more conﬁdence for more commonly used traits,
such as fertility as well as select for new
traits such as feed efﬁciency and heat
tolerance,” he said.
Dr Nation said while dairyfarmers
traditionally focused on improving their
herds through sire selection, they could
now have females genotyped, providing accurate information for selecting
elite cows and heifers to breed the next
generation and for making joining and
marketing decisions. “Over the next 15
years, the dairy industry will have accumulated $265 million in value from
improving herds at double the current
rate of genetic gain and a further $185
million from new and improved traits,”
he said.

Partnerships
Dr Nation said the rapid adoption of
genomics was a result of Dairy Futures
CRC’s collaborative approach, where
industry and research partners were
involved in each project, right from the
initial design stages.
“The close link between industry
partners and research groups has accel-

View a video of Dairy Futures CRC achievements at website <www.dairyfuturescrc.
com.au>.
erated the use of our innovations,” he
said. “It has also inspired new innovations and spinoffs from existing innovations. And it opened up new opportunities. For example a joint campaign with
our industry partners located more
than a million hidden fertility records.”
Within Australia, the collaborative
approach had leveraged the strengths
and scale of major partners such as the
Victorian Government. International
collaborations had given the team access to world-leading gene banks, datasharing arrangements and exchange of
ideas.
Dr Nation said the quantum advances
in genetic gain involved signiﬁcant investment from government, levy-paying
dairyfarmers and commercial partners.
Across seven years, more than $136
million has been invested in Dairy Futures CRC, its major investors being Victorian and Commonwealth governments
and Dairy Australia, as well as 22 indus-

try and research partners in Australia
and 36 international collaborators.
Dr Nation said the CRC’s legacy of
technology platforms, industry linkages
and established routes for adoption of
innovations would continue to beneﬁt
the industry for many decades. In addition, the CRC’s education program
delivered almost 30 PhD-trained bioscientists with working knowledge of the
dairy industry.
The CRC’s work will continue through
DairyBio, a ﬁve-year initiative in dairy
bioscience that was established in July.
Dr Nation said DairyBio’s focus would
continue to be the two main proﬁt drivers – pastures and herds. “This is where
innovation will power the competitiveness of the Australian dairy industry
and there are exciting prospects for
continued gains,” he said.
D
View the video and download the
Achievements Report at website
<www. dairyfuturescrc.com.au>.
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Processors dump WA farmers
✔ Nine farmers given noce that
milk will not be collected
✔ Other processors not interested in
taking on supply
✔ Temporary oversupply in market

By Carlene Dowie

N

INE Western Australian dairyfarmers have been dumped by
their processors and are now
struggling to ﬁnd someone to collect
their milk.
WAFarmers dairy section president
Michael Partridge said the organisation was desperately working with
the State Government and processors
to try to resolve the issue, with four
of the farmers facing a September 30
deadline after which their milk would
not be collected.
Mr Partridge said the unprecedented move by processors to target nine
individual farmers to balance the
fresh milk supply showed the vulnerable position of all dairyfarmers, who
as producers of a fresh perishable
product had little negotiating power
with processors.
Brownes, owned by private equity
ﬁrm Archer Capital, courted the four
farmers two years ago when it faced
a potential shortage of milk for the
fresh milk market. The four were seen
as an ideal ﬁt with high levels of production at the right time of the year
and located relatively close to the
Brownes processing facilities.
They were offered two-year contracts at a higher price, but in May
they were told their contracts, which
expire on September 30, would not be
renewed.
“These farmers have been sacri-

‘It shouldn’t be
an unreasonable
expectaon that
someone is going to pick
up your milk.’
ﬁced because of short-term single-line
accounting for a business that wants
to sell,” Mr Partridge said.
Five other farmers who supply Parmalat-owned Harvey Fresh have been
given notice that their milk will not
be picked up from January. The ﬁve
did not have current signed contracts
with the company, which has exercised the notice provisions in their
previous contracts.
Mr Partridge said it was not unusual for Australian dairyfarmers to
not have signed contracts with their
processors as they rolled over their
current arrangements and had a reasonable expectation that their milk
would continue to be collected.
The other Parmalat-Harvey Fresh
suppliers in WA are on contracts with
growth incentives and this, in combination with good seasonal conditions,
has seen a lift in production, creating
an oversupply for the company as it
has seen demand from China for its
UHT milk decline.
Mr Partridge said the nine farmers
had been caught completely by surprise by the move from the processors.
One was a young farmer, who after
working his way up from sharefarming and leasing a farm, had bought
a farm just three months before he

was given notice. Another’s family
had been farming since 1852. Another
had built a $1.5 million 50-unit rotary
dairy 18 months ago.
Mr Partridge said WA dairyfarmers
supplied the most isolated fresh dairy
market in the world, which made balancing supply difﬁcult. “Isolation is an
issue, as is the lack of diversity in exports and the efﬁciency and scale of
the facilities,” he said.
If WA cannot produce enough milk
for the domestic market, milk needs
to be shipped from South Australia,
which costs about 30 cents a litre.
This happened a few years ago, so the
processors implemented measures to
boost production, which had now led
to an oversupply.
But Mr Partridge said the key in a
market like WA was to be able to balance the market by ﬁnding a home
for the extra milk produced at certain
times of the year.
The State Government had been
working on an export strategy to help
with this, but this was a long-term solution to the issue and wouldn’t help
the nine farmers in the short term.
He said the cows from the farms
were likely to stay in the system, so
there would be no net decrease in
milk produced — it would just destroy those nine individual farm businesses.
Mr Partridge said the approach of
the processors was a warning to all
dairyfarmers throughout Australia
and could put pressure on farmers
to sign contracts or risk not being
picked up.
“It shouldn’t be an unreasonable
expectation that someone is going to
pick up your milk,” he said.
D
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Top 8 ps for improving herd ferlity
By Carol Millar

M

ILK production is up but fertility is down — it must be
the semen company’s fault.
Wrong. Research in the United States
has found that 96 per cent of the variation in conception rates comes from
management factors such as heat
detection, nutrition, semen handling,
artiﬁcial insemination (AI) technique
and environmental factors. Only four
per cent is related to the individual
cow’s or the mating sire’s genetics.
There is a huge range between
conception rates of Australian dairy
herds, and farmers need to focus on
what successful herd managers are
doing right and follow their example.
Here are some things to think about
in preparation for the next mating
period.
1. Measure and know the numbers. A farm can’t ﬁnd its way out of
trouble until it knows where it is at.
There are certain basic measures of
reproduction that must be recorded
— submission rate, non-return rate
and conception rate. In addition
things such as heat detection rate and
calving patterns for ﬁrst calvers and
the whole herd should be known. The
quickest way to get this information
is via a Fertility Focus Report — ask
a herd improvement service provider
or vet how to get one.
2. Heat detection — cows cannot be
bred if the manager does not know
when they are on heat. There is a narrow window during which fertilisation
can take place. Good dairyfarmers focus on ﬁnding cows in heat and getting
them artiﬁcially inseminated when the
time is right. There is a range of excellent heat detection methods available
today and a smart dairyfarmer will in-

vest in these. Heat detection aids are
an investment, not an expense.
3. Nutrition, nutrition and more
nutrition. The dairy industry is really
only just beginning to understand the
effect that nutrition has on cow fertility. The relationship between feeding
and pregnancy cannot be overstated.
Get good advice, preferably from
someone independent who is not selling the feed products. Dairy Australia
recently published a fantastic booklet
on Transition Cow Management — go
to their website and look for it.
4. Employee training is really important. Herds are getting bigger and
dairyfarmers are having to engage
more staff but not all of them will have
any idea about reproduction. If heat detection is an issue, ask a semen re-seller
to visit the farm to talk to employees
about how to recognise signs of heat. If
the employees have no idea, that is not
a reﬂection on them — it is a reﬂection
on the skills of the manager. There is an
excellent video on heat detection on the
Dairy Australia website. It is only nine
minutes long and is a great resource for
training staff. All for free.
5. Cow comfort and good facilities.
Cows that are experiencing stress will
suffer reproductively. Take a fresh look
at the handling facilities and evaluate if
they are adequate for both the cow and
the AI technician. Perhaps it is time that
the shaky drop rail is repaired or some
kind of non-slip surface for the cows to
walk on is installed in the shed. Good facilities are conducive to improved conception rates.
6. How is heifer raising? Reproductive success starts long before the ﬁrst
calvers come into the milking shed.
Heifers should not be neglected and research has shown that ensuring good
heifer growth rates is an integral part
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of producing well-grown dairy cows
that can produce lots of milk. Think
about joining dates and try to give heifers an advantage by breeding them to
calve before the main cow herd to give
them every chance to re-conceive.
7. New technologies and new information. The dairy industry is
constantly changing and new technologies are coming along all the time
– stay up to date on issues such as
sexed semen, genomics and new AI
synchronisation programs. Don’t just
keep doing the same things done for
the past 20 years. For example, there
have been massive leaps in the way AI
synchronisation protocols are done.
But get good advice from the people
that know the most about breeding
– the herd improvement service provider and the vet.
8. AI technique and semen handling. Successful farmers pay attention to detail. Make sure staff who do
AI are well trained and that their performance is measured. If using a professional AI technician, make sure they
are National Herd Improvement Association of Australia (NHIA)-accredited.
Semen handling is important and poor
performance in this area can have a
hugely negative effect on conception
rates. Buy semen only from reputable
suppliers who have a commitment to
proper semen handling, which means
using forceps or tweezers to transfer
semen in and out of the AI tank and
making sure that the canister is not lifted above the frost line. If the supplier
is slack in this area then who knows
where else they have been slack. Make
sure that thawing water is between 32
and 38 degrees Celsius and that only
enough straws that can be used within
15 minutes are thawed. Keep liquid nitrogen levels topped up regularly. D

Key points

Aiming for safer dairy farms
✔ Farm Safety Starter Kit available
✔ Includes quick safety scans to help
idenfy hazards
✔ Farmers most dangerous
workplaces

T

HE dairy industry has made 2016
a critical year for farm health and
safety. In July, Dairy Australia
launched a new Farm Safety Starter
Kit during National Farm Safety Week.
The kit is the ﬁrst item in the development of a comprehensive suite of
resources that dairyfarmers can use
to set up an on-farm safety system
that all staff will use to ensure they
work safely.
The Farm Safety Starter Kit includes
a set of Quick Safety Scans that can be
used to check for potential hazards
and risks on the farm.
It also has a Safety System Snapshot, which will enable farmers to
check their farm safety systems
against the current Work Health and
Safety legislation.
The Farm Safety Starter Kit will be
followed by a comprehensive Farm
Safety Manual, which is currently undergoing trials.
Announcing the launch of the new
kit, Dairy Australia’s managing director, Ian Halliday, said: “Safety must be
ﬁrst and foremost in everyone’s mind
when working around a farm.

‘Safety must be ﬁrst and
foremost in everyone’s
mind when working
around a farm.’
“We must try to ensure everyone
thinks ‘safety’ before starting on a job.
“It’s a good time to focus on how
we can prevent future work-related
deaths, injuries and illnesses.
“By raising awareness of work
health and safety and taking action
we can help prevent further injuries
and deaths.”
Research shows it does not cost a
lot of money to set up a practical farm
safety system that will help to avoid
the pain and cost of injury and the
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lost time and productivity. According
to the Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety (2015), for the
39 dairy-related cases, the estimated
direct economic impact was $88.6 million, with an average of $2.27 million.
There are many potential risks and
stressful situations on dairy farms.
They are not typical workplaces,
particularly because many farms operate with the added pressure of running a small, family business.
Tragically, there have already been
six workplace fatalities on dairy farms
this year and workplace injuries have
also risen. Worksafe Victoria recently
reported that farms are the most dangerous work places in the state with
30 per cent of workplace deaths in an
industry that employs just three per
cent of the workforce.
Dairy Australia, state safety regulators and milk processors are working
collaboratively to provide farmers
with the awareness and training they
need to operate safely.
Worksafe Victoria recently announced a new public awareness
campaign to encourage farmers to
talk about safety.
D
The new Farm Safety Starter
Kit can be downloaded or ordered at website <http://www.
thepeopleindair y.com.au/far msafety/safetystarterkitdocs>.

Key points

Young see how science meets pracce
✔ Young Dairy Network supports
farmers to aend events
✔ Dairy Research Foundaon
Symposium ideal opportunity
✔ Meet researchers and other
young farmers

T

HE value of Dairy Australia’s
Young Dairy Network Australia
(YDNA) is reﬂected in responses from the eight young dairyfarmers who attended this year’s Dairy
Research Foundation Symposium
at Charles Sturt University’s Wagga
Wagga, NSW, campus.
Lauren Peterson, who farms with
her partner Tony Hassett and their
two children at Boorcan in south-west
Victoria, was particularly grateful for
the opportunity to gain practical tips,
deeper insights into research and to
meet some wonderful people.
“One of the speakers was able to
provide some mentoring and further
contacts as he had started off in a similar situation to us,” Ms Peterson said.
“This has been invaluable, particularly at such a challenging time with
the price cut crisis that has greatly affected us.
“Farming can sometimes feel isolating so it is great on a personal level to
meet and enjoy the company of others, particularly young farmers who
are in similar circumstances.”
As a recent graduate of an honours
research project, Queensland dairyfarmer David Innes was encouraged
to see that the dairy industry was
responsive to the opinions and experiences from other agricultural industries that are leading in efﬁciencies in
their respective ﬁelds.
“There were numerous highlights
of the symposium, and I feel privileged to have had the opportunity to
attend,” Mr Innes said. “Many of the
challenges presented to farmers and
the industry were relevant to our subtropical partial mixed ration (PMR)
system.”
Mr Innes is employed on a 220-cow
dairy farm at Gatton that employs
four staff.
“I am in the process of providing
fresh insights into transition cow
management to our management

Young farmers catching up at the symposium Rosemary Corcoran, Finley, NSW, and
Lauren Peterson, Boorcan, Vic.

‘Farming can somemes
feel isolang so it is
great on a personal
level to meet and enjoy
the company of others,
parcularly young
farmers who are in
similar circumstances.’
team that I learnt at the symposium,”
he said. “This will likely lead to a reassessment of our transition cow and
dry cow management, with a particular focus on using the ‘windows
of sensitivity’ concepts presented by
(Professor) Russ Hovey.”
The focus of this year’s symposium
was ‘Hunting Efﬁciency from the Inside Out’ with a line-up of speakers
headed by Professor Hovey from the
University of California. Prof Hovey is
an expert in lactation physiology and
provided a practical demonstration of
how a cow’s mammary system works
through the dissection of an udder.
Ms Peterson said: “The symposium
provided an interactive way of presenting technical research so that
it is practical to a farmer’s everyday

operation. This has given me the conﬁdence to seek out more research and
not be afraid to ask questions when I
am unsure of what the research is saying.
“I am now aware of so many networks of research, support and information for my farming business that I
would not have known about if I had
not attended the symposium. It has
also planted the seed for some higher
level studies in ag science/agribusiness for me down the track.”
The on-farm day was held at Glen
and Andrea Jolliffe’s property Millwood Farm at Currawarna where
young scientists impressed the crowd
with their recent research.
Mr Innes said: “I enjoyed being
able to visit a farm and ‘get out of the
classroom’. It was good to see young
scientists being supported in the industry and being well received by
farmers.”
D
YDNA regularly supports young
people in the dairy industry to attend events where they can grow
their skills and knowledge. For
more information contact Di Gresham, phone 0428 086 769. See
the group on Facebook at <https://
www.facebook.com/dairynetwork/>.
YDNA is supported by its major regional sponsors Rural Bank and Rural Finance and by its regional sponsor Fonterra Australia.
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Key points

Accurate forecasts possible: analyst
✔ Informaon available to provide
two-year forecasts
✔ Aus exports achieve higher price
than commodity market
✔ Farmers have buﬀers to withstand
volality

By Andrew Miller

A

SENIOR Victorian dairy industry analyst has disputed claims
there was insufﬁcient certainty
to provide more accurate milk price
forecasts. Fresh Agenda director
Steve Spencer said dairyfarmers
made the longest and largest capital
investments in the value chain, and
deserved much better than the information currently being provided.
“The events of the past few months
have shown up a gaping hole in the information reaching Australian dairyfarmers,” Mr Spencer said.
“While all the focus was on the
major correction in 2015/16 milk prices and the remedies by the two largest milk processors to address the
impact of ‘overpayment’ on their businesses, any signals about expected future prices got lost.”
He said the latest projected milk
prices seemed to come as a shock.
“Frankly, for an industry with considerable worldliness and sophistication, that isn’t good enough,” Mr
Spencer said. “Perhaps the problem
– the shock – is a combination of signals not being given clearly, as well as
those signals not being read for what
they are.”
He said it was no longer a valid defence to say there was not enough information, or insufﬁcient certainty, to
provide forecasts.
Fresh Agenda’s modelling showed
a 2017/18 season outlook of a commodity milk value of about $5.20-$5.60
a kilogram milk solids, which should
be translated into a farmgate price of
$5.80 to $6.30kg/MS.
“This one is built on an add-up of
the world and a constant reading of
the forward indicators of supply and
demand,” Mr Spencer said.
But he said this ﬁnancial year,
Fresh Agenda expected a value of just
$4.10kg/MS, with the latest spot prices converting to a commodity milk
value of $3.74kg/MS. “The market is in
recovery and has a way to go before
averaging $4.10/kg for the year,” Mr
Spencer said.

Steve Spencer: The events of the past few months have shown up a gaping hole in the
informaon reaching Australian dairyfarmers.

‘Perhaps the problem
– the shock – is a
combinaon of signals
not being given clearly,
as well as those signals
not being read for what
they are.’
Fresh Agenda had a two-year rolling
outlook for the global market.
“We have turned that outlook into
a forecast commodity milk value –
the expected farmgate value of the
returns from a relevant mix of major
commodity products, based on export prices, manufacturing costs and
company margins,” Mr Spencer.
“A commodity milk value isn’t the
same as a farmgate milk price, as Australian returns are typically higher
than commodity values. The wholesale prices achieved by dairy compa-
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nies in the domestic market are more
stable and smoother than prices
achieved from exports.
“In addition, Australian exports
generally achieve a higher average
price than product sold as bulk commodities, as there is more tailored
speciﬁcation sought by customers.”
He said in the past couple of years,
the difference between southern Australian milk prices and the commodity
value of milk had been worth close to
80c/kg milk solids.
Mr Spencer said the other major impediment was the impact of “forwardlooking statements” on unitholder expectations, particularly in the case of
Murray Goulburn (MG).
“If MG were to make a next season price forecast, for example, that
would amount to a dividend forecast
and hence a price-sensitive piece of
information to investors in the Murray Goulburn Unit Trust (MGUT),” Mr
Spencer said. “The new structure has
delivered a more cautious attitude
to giving milk suppliers a meaningful
future price signal, and recent events
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will no doubt make the company more
cautious.”
Meanwhile, agribusiness banking
specialist Rabobank said dairy producers were “well prepared” for the
current global downturn, with sufﬁcient equity levels to put them in good
stead to weather the current crisis.
The report, Oceania Dairy –- Let’s
Debt Serious, said the 2016/17 season
would be ﬁnancially challenging with
milk prices for many export-orientated producers likely to remain below
breakeven.
Senior dairy analyst Michael Harvey said Australian farmers had
learned from previous cycles to generate cash buffers and set appropriate
gearing levels in place, to help manage volatility.
“Over recent years, many dairy producers have taken the opportunity
of improved farm proﬁtability to pay
down debt rather than expand their
business,” Mr Harvey, the report’s coauthor, said.
“Our analysis shows that average
Victorian farm debt levels (in terms of
debt per kilogram of milk solids) are
now 20 per cent below the historic
highs of 2008/09.”
With equity likely to be eroded

‘The market is in recovery
and has a way to go
before averaging
$4.10/kg for the year.’
during the downturn, as farmers accessed working capital to manage the
challenging conditions, producers
would need to use the next upward
price cycle to strengthen business
structures.
“This may see farmers adopt a business strategy focused around reducing debt and rebuilding equity, rather
than chasing the proﬁt margin in the
upswing,” he said.
Mr Harvey said the adoption of a
ﬂexible production system was also
a good long-term strategy for farm
resilience.
“The rules of engagement have
changed for Australian dairy and it
is no longer enough to be a low-cost,
pasture-based milk producer,” he
said. “Instead, there needs to be appropriate ﬂexibility in the production
system so costs can be scaled back
when times get tough.”

The Rabobank report said global
market dynamics had ﬁnally caught
up with Australia, despite dairy processors continuing to invest in valueadd strategies. “Australia can run, but
not hide, from the global commodity
market,” Mr Harvey said.
“Value-add may well be the sweet
spot for the Australian dairy sector,
though the reality is that not all milk
can be moved into these channels and
much of this higher-value output is
still bound for global markets.”
Mr Harvey said with the 2016/17
season set to remain extremely challenging for dairy, there would be a signiﬁcant focus on cost control.
“While this season will also be invariably difﬁcult, producers are making on-farm adjustments to downgrade their feed requirements, cull
less productive stock and defer their
repairs and maintenance schedules,”
he said
Rabobank also forecast prices
would rise modestly in the ﬁrst half
of 2017.
“We are ﬁnally starting to see the
taps of global supply turn off, as farmers around the world adjust production in the face of continued lower
prices,” he said.
D
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Key points

Finding a soluon to price volality
✔ Dairy follows classic bust:boom
cycle
✔ Dairy futures markets exist
✔ Use to create price pools for
dairyfarmers

By Carlene Dowie

F

UTURES markets could provide
a way for the Australian dairy
industry to mitigate the price
volatility that severely impacts on
farmers, according to KPMG chief
economist Brendan Rynne.
Mr Rynne was prompted to prepare a research paper looking at the
options for the dairy industry after
hearing about the challenges facing
dairyfarmers while listening to the radio one morning on his way to work.
“I was thinking this sounds too
regular and I wonder if there is a ‘hog
cycle’,” he said.
KPMG’s research paper, Trading
Places ... The Role for Derivatives in
the Australian Dairy Industry, reveals
the Australian milk cycle is a near perfect ‘hog cycle’, a phenomenon ﬁrst
recognised in the 1920s.
Mr Rynne said the problem for Australia was that it was a relatively small
player in the global market. “And that
really led me to thinking there’s got to
be a better way to manage this price
risk through the use of derivatives,
like futures,” he said. “The fact there

are ready existing futures markets
for dairy products elsewhere around
the world and there exists hedging
contracts for foreign exchange means
there is the opportunity to try to minimise the price volatility.”
He proposes milk pools that would
allow farmers to ﬁx the price for part
of their production as the best way for
the Australian industry to take advantage of futures.
This would be similar to a system
used by the Australian sugar industry,
which offers growers the opportunity

to lock in prices for part of their harvest up to two years in advance.
Mr Rynne said this system would
mean less price volatility and potentially less debt in the industry. Prices
for dairyfarmers had been extremely
volatile since 1998.
But a pools system would not necessarily mean higher prices every
year for farmers – it would take out
the extremes.
“So if they do this, they aren’t going to be able to necessarily capture
all the super-normal proﬁts that might

Educaon needed about risk management tools

A

USTRALIAN Dairy Farmers president
David Basham said futures were
certainly a risk management tool that
could be used in the industry, but farmers needed to be signiﬁcantly educated in
how they worked before going down that
path. “Just blindly entering into it would
be dangerous,” he said.
Using futures would work best at a
processor level as they already hedged
currency and this would be something
else they could use to manage their risk.
Farmers would need to understand this
would remove ﬂuctuaons – meaning
they would miss the extremely low prices
but also the extremely high prices.
Mr Basham said farmers already took
this approach with interest rates so he
wasn’t sure why they could not do it with
milk price.
“Every me we renew loans, we are offered some future pricing on our interest

David Basham: It is easy to borrow
money, but hard to pay back.
rates, and we can lock in none and ride
the variable rate or we can lock in for two
years, four years whatever and choose
what we think is good for our business,”
he said. “We need to understand our business and what risk we are exposed to.
“If we can sign a contract that locks
in our milk price at a certain range, we
should then go and lock in grain price at
a sustainable price and then we know our
business is protected from two of the biggest impacts on our returns.”
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Mr Basham said price volality had led
to increased debt in the industry.
“I think there’s been a lot of people
who have increased debt to manage cash
ﬂow over the last 10 years because there
have been signiﬁcant impacts to the business,” he said. “The problem is it is easy
to borrow, but hard to pay back.”
The servicing of that debt increased
stress levels when prices fell.
“I think every individual has diﬀerent
levels of comfort with debt,” Mr Basham
said. “But (some) others are reaching levels where the banks are not prepared to
go much further and that becomes much
harder.”
It was vital for the industry to start having conversaons with processors about
how to put acons and informaon to
farmers to help them to manage risks.
Processors also needed to be clearer in
their pricing announcements.
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occur in a particular season, but they
are also not going to capture the
super-normal losses that are going
to come on the downside swing,” he
said. “So that’s the trade off.”
Mr Rynne said this would give farmers increased certainty to allow them
to make better decisions about investment in their business. It would also
help stop the slow creep of increased
debt in the industry.
Mr Rynne’s research revealed farm
debt as a percentage of milk receipts
had followed the price cycle but had
been increasing, particularly in the
past decade.
“So while dairyfarmers are repaying
debt that they might be accumulating
in off seasons, in aggregate it’s steadily creeping up,” he said.
“So what that means is the interest
payments that dairyfarmers are having on a year-on-year basis are taking
more of their pre-tax income than has
otherwise been the case. So there’s
actually even less funds to grow and
invest in their business.”
Mr Rynne said pools would need to
operate at a high enough level – probably best at a processor level – to be
able to effectively use the overseas
futures markets.
“It makes sense to me that it is

What is the milk
hog cycle?
In the milk ‘hog cycle’, proﬁtable milk
producon prompts producers as a
group to expand to take advantage of
the expected opportunity.
Expansion connues unl the larger
supply causes prices to drop to unprofitable levels for most producers.
Producers respond by either cung
back on producon (through slaughtering stock) or by leaving the dairy
business.
The subsequent smaller supplies of
milk prompts an increase in prices and
proﬁts, and the cycle starts again.
probably at the processor level for a
variety of reasons,” he said. “They are
large enough to aggregate the product, they are large enough to manage
the ﬁnancial risk associated with getting into the derivative markets, they
are large enough to deal with the foreign exchange hedges, and ultimately
they are the ones that are probably
going to be able to process the product into its different forms to be able
to access those derivative markets.”
But Mr Rynne said he had encoun-

tered some reluctance to look at the
concept in his initial discussions with
Australian dairy industry representatives, who were concerned about having to hedge dairy product in a foreign
currency.
He said his research paper was designed to prompt discussion within
the industry.
“They (the industry) need to do
proper investigation to how they
could make this work: what would
be the mechanisms, what would be
the product mix, what would be the
scale that you would need to make it
work; the interplay between foreign
exchange contracts and dairy contracts are the things that need to be
investigated and are reasonably complex,” he said.
“The challenge from the industry
perspective is if you are in the same
situation in two years, which is not
unlikely when you see the cycles that
we go through, there has to come a
point where you say as an industry
you’ve got to stand up to try to solve
it yourself.”
Mr Rynne’s research paper can
be accessed at website <https://
assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/
kpmg/pdf/2016/06/australian-dairyindustry-derivatives.pdf>.
D
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DAIRY PRICE CRISIS — LETTER TO THE EDITOR

MG needs to survive and perform
Dear Editor,
Back in 2012, Steve Spencer’s excellent report for the Australian Dairy
Conference* pointed out that only a
co-operative is motivated to provide
suppliers with more than the minimum price needed to ensure supply,
and therefore provide an industry
benchmark price. (Farmers only have
to look at the comments that came
from Fonterra (NZ) about the price
paid by Fonterra (Aus) last year.) He
also pointed out that most farmers understand this but are quite prepared
to go elsewhere if the co-operative(s)
aren’t delivering.
This is a serious issue. Murray
Goulburn’s (MG) net assets aren’t
that big. In the current circumstances, if an Australian entity put in a bid
with cash in it they’d be killed in the
rush, but that would be the end of
any ‘good price’ years for Australian
dairy. In other words, farmers need
to make sure MG survives and performs.
Unfortunately, Spencer went on to
point to a poor past history of cooperative boards, and not just in Australia.
His averaging of the ﬁve years preceding his report showed that of the
bigger players, MG had the highest
debt ratio, the lowest milk price and
the lowest return on asset — not exactly a ringing endorsement of either
management or board oversight of an
organisation that should have beneﬁted from economies of scale.
Many will remember the then second largest co-operative, the original
Bonlac, collapsing primarily as result
of a $90 million exchange rate loss
(perhaps that management and board
didn’t understand the difference between hedging and speculation).

The current ﬁasco
Incredulity about the timing and scale
of last season’s price drop, the ﬁnancial damage caused, and the accompanying destruction of farmer trust
has already been well covered by
suppliers, consultants and observers,
and the last words may yet be said in
court.
Warrnambool Cheese and Butter
(WCB — read Saputo) and Bega took
the whole catastrophe on the chin
and have gained an enormous reserve
of supplier loyalty.
Presumably, their shareholders see

‘Why not just ﬁx it, a
trivial exercise, instead
of digging a deeper and
deeper hole?’

Murray Goulburn’s value-added
strategy was and is a sensible way to
try to improve returns and reduce price
volality.
the business sense in this, and Bega
stated they saw it as a matter of principle. Fonterra, with already suffering
supplier shareholders in New Zealand, after an initial supplier relations
disaster, at least soon came up with an
approach requiring only repayment of
a supplier’s own overpayment.
By contrast, MG came up with the
Milk Supplier Support Package (MSSP)
— the ‘loan’ that isn’t a loan — to help
suppliers weather the storm. The concept is ﬁne, but the implementation
ill-conceived.
It beggars belief that only those few
who could take advice, access funds
and ‘prepay’ in the very short time allowed, will be repaying only what they
were overpaid. Everyone else, including new suppliers, will incur a standard per kilogram deduction until the
total overpayment is returned (with
interest).
This is an entirely unnecessary
‘own goal’. Individual supplier deductions should cut out as soon as they
cover just what was overpaid, and
the relatively small amount lost from
those who defect or leave the industry taken as an impairment (where
supplier shareholders and unit holders will end up paying indirectly anyway, but without quite the same level
of irritation).
The current approach is unfair to
all and particularly to those, usually
large, suppliers who calve in autumn;

these have already paid big time in
May and June and now have to prop
up last year’s spring-calving peak repayments as well as those for the lower production months of their own.
Rightly or wrongly, these are the suppliers who would be most welcomed
by other processors when times improve.
No attempt has been made to justify any of this. Indeed, at a Western
District meeting in mid-July, MG’s
executive general manager supplier
relations stated that he couldn’t defend the approach. The insensitivity
is staggering.
Even before the current year’s prices milk prices were announced, MG
suppliers were defecting. At the time
of writing, a supply loss of 3.6 per cent
was admitted. This could easily escalate as suppliers weigh up the morality of doing the right thing and not
leaving others to fund their overpayments against the prospect of funding
a growing amount of absconded overpayment.
Even Fonterra claims to have a waiting list; I believe this is in large part
due to the above issue.
Why not just ﬁx it, a trivial exercise, instead of digging a deeper and
deeper hole? MG chairman Philip Tracy has defended the late price drop
on numerous occasions; it is time he
came out and showed leadership on
this festering issue.
Industry bankers and accountants
found some of the above beyond
belief; perhaps the complications
caused by inexperience in handling
non-supplier unitholders has diverted board and management attention
from thinking through the consequences.
Then to the current year milk price.
MG were hardly likely to set the pace,
but opened much lower than expected.
The new era had all looked so promising. The Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission having handicapped MG’s attempts to take over or
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merge with WCB, listening to farmers
who thought it would reduce competition and not recognising that the
real competition is international (the
NZ government was much smarter)
the Tracy/Helou value-added strategy was and is a sensible way to try
to improve returns and reduce price
volatility.
Suppliers will remember it also
came with a commitment to cut $100
million out of costs and they might
like to know what progress has been
made?
The stated freezing of executive
salaries, recently announced as an example, is chickenfeed and an insult to
intelligence.
Really efﬁcient businesses continually work at shaving costs by analysing tasks and workﬂow and saving a
bit here and a bit there right across
the organisation, as well as making
what are sometimes more obvious big
savings.
To my knowledge, MG has never
published anything to show the cost/
litre of collecting/processing and selling milk. Are unit costs going down,
being held, or increasing?
Would it be too much to expect
such a key performance indicator
(KPI), rather than the usual annual

report platitudes about continuing to
make efﬁciency improvements? The
Dairy Farm Monitor Program and now
DairyBase provide KPIs for farmers;
suppliers should demand these sort
of ﬁgures from their co-operative.

Board Composion
Of course, there are cries for heads to
roll, and heads should roll, but suppliers need to be very careful what they
wish for.
Spencer’s report pointed to the
need for co-operative boards to contain genuinely professional board
directors and for farmer representatives to be picked for ﬁnancial skills
rather than just area representation
(to which I’d add “and just popular
appeal”).
In 2012 Fonterra had already recognised this issue and moved to address
it, and it is noted that MG has since
made moves in both these directions
too — but clearly not enough.
In the board of a co-operative it
will always be necessary to maintain a supplier member majority, but
there should be at least three or four
genuinely experienced, ‘professional’,
large enterprise directors. Supplier
board candidates should run demonstrably proﬁtable farms, and possess

a sound knowledge of the dairy industry.
Not only should they publish the
reasons why they want to be elected,
they should be prepared to face questions at supplier meetings well before
election. Area representation may still
be needed, but not nearly as much as
having genuine competence and analytical ability.
In the latter regard, given the sensible, detailed and carefully articulated
views expressed by Raelene Hanratty
in the July-August edition of the Australian Dairyfarmer, what a pity the
MG board felt unable to endorse her
even as a board candidate when she
participated in the inaugural Candidate Assessment Program. Unbelievable.
Without doubt, this whole saga will
become a standard case study in MBA
courses around the world — it has absolutely everything.
Ian Webb
Surrey Hills/Macarthur
Victoria
*Australian
Dairy
Conference
2012
(proceedings
document) at website <http://www.
australiandair yconference.com.au/
inewsfiles/ADC_2012_proceedings_
ﬁnal.pdf>.
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UPDATE FROM THE GARDINER FOUNDATION

✔ 60 free grazing management ﬁeld
events
✔ Feeding Pastures for Proﬁt revamp
✔ Farm Business management
scholars announced

Gardiner will be providing $280,000 towards Dairy Australia’s Feeding Pastures for Proﬁt program and a series of 60 free half-day
spring and summer grazing management events.

Maximise pasture value, minimise costs
By Alexandra de Blas

A

LL major milk companies have
announced their prices for
2016/17, so many dairyfarmers
are busy making plans to get through
a season with tough terms of trade. At
least most of the state has had useful
rain, so the grass is growing.
Gardiner Dairy Foundation was the
ﬁrst organisation to offer assistance
to support farm proﬁtability when
milk prices dropped.
Gardiner is backing several key
programs to get the most out of pastures to maximise home-grown feed
consumption while reducing on-farm
production costs in these challenging
times.
Gardiner will provide $280,000 towards Dairy Australia’s Feeding Pas-

tures for Proﬁt program and a series
of 60 free half-day spring and summer
grazing management events.
More than 1400 people have done
the Feeding Pastures for Proﬁt program in the past 12 years and the
Gardiner funding will also support a
revision of the Feeding Pastures for
Proﬁt course content and delivery
materials. This includes a new perennial ryegrass grazing management
paddock guide.
In autumn 2017, nine courses of the
revised and refreshed program will
roll out across the state with Victorian farmers subsidised to participate
in the year-long program.
Dairy Australia’s program manager for feedbase and animal nutrition, Richard Romano, who manages
the Feeding Pastures for Proﬁt pro-
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gram for Dairy Australia said: “An
evaluation found that farmers who
undertake the course achieve improvements in proﬁtability of around
$40,000 per year. There’s a signiﬁcant
improvement to be gained.
“Pastures are our cheapest feed
source, and our ability to grow green
grass is our competitive advantage as
a dairying nation.
“It’s a big opportunity to focus the
mind on how to grow and utilise as
much grass as possible in the cows’
diet while lowering the cost of production.”
Feeding Pastures for Proﬁt provides each farmer with a customised
Rotation Right tool, which takes the
guesswork out of deciding where to
put the cows each day and how much
feed to allocate them. The course also
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‘An evaluaon found
that farmers who
undertake the course
achieve improvements
in proﬁtability of around
$40,000 per year.’
provides the knowledge and tools required to decide how much supplement to offer the herd.
The system simpliﬁes the job of
managing pasture rotation, and provides a way to easily identify the next
paddock to graze and the number of
feeds that can be taken from a paddock.
Once in place, the pasture rotation
can easily and effectively be managed
by any farm employee.
The program is designed to ﬁt

around a dairyfarmer’s daily routine
and includes two days of course work
one week apart, ﬁve on-farm days and
a one-on-one visit from the consultant
who runs it.
Andre De Jong is a senior farmhand
on a property near Inverloch milking
480 cows. He started in dairy about
two years ago and is on a course in
the GippsDairy Regional Development Program.
“It is really valuable, and a terriﬁc
platform for someone starting out like
me,” he said.
“It gives a good outline on the whole
array of dairyfarming -- from growing

grass to cow nutrition, including what
we do in the dairy to how much of the
paddock we give to the cows. Strip
grazing is such a big part of it now. I’m
just loving it.”
South Gippsland sharefarmer Christine Brunt, also in the current cohort,
said: “I found it really interesting to
see the difference between a wellplanned and structured approach to
pasture management versus a more
ad hoc approach, the ﬁnancial impact that will have on your farm is
enormous.”
Gardiner Dairy Foundation has also
contributed $900,000 towards Taking
Stock, which will allow Victorian dairyfarmers to have a free one-on-one consultation to work through a ﬁnancial
budget and a feed budget.
The <dairyfarmercentral.com.au>
website led and developed by Gardiner Dairy Foundation is now live.
This is a great resource for farmers
and their communities looking for information and events.
D

2016 Farm Business Management Program

G

ARDINER Dairy Foundaon has announced the recipients of its 2016
Farm Business Management Program run
in partnership with the three Victorian
Regional Development Programs. The
program is Gardiner’s major investment
in its people development strategy. We
proﬁle two of the new scholars here.
Shelley Lissington owns a farm in
Northern Victoria milking 380 cows while
working oﬀ-farm in a dairy-related company. “It is a privilege and honour to receive the backing to go into a program
that is so highly recognised,” she said. “I
knew it was a great program and it was
the right me for me to take the opportunity to assess how I want to go forward.”
Ms Lissington is passionate about the
dairy industry and has been involved both
here and in New Zealand for many years.
She is looking forward to being exposed
to the business and mentoring skills offered in the Rabobank Execuve Development Program, “For me it is about ongoing educaon and knowledge,” she said.
David Johnson will be heading north to
aend the University of Queensland Business School Owner Manager Program in
Brisbane, from August to November. Mr
Johnson is the execuve director and
co-owner of a medium-sized specialty

Shelley Lissington is looking forward
to being exposed to the business and
mentoring skills oﬀered in the Rabobank
Execuve Development Program.
cheese-making business Tarago River
Cheese Company and milks 250 cows on
a 180-hectare dairy farm, Tarago River
Farms, at Neerim South, Vic.
“I’m hoping to get some good business
and markeng planning to take the business to the next level,” he said.
“We are expanding and improving the
cheese-making business and we bought
a new farm last year. This is a beneﬁt,
with the lower milk prices, as we now

have more control of the feed we grow
at home.”
This year’s parcipants of the Farm
Business Management program are:
Rabobank Execuve Development
Program — started August 2016:
• Craig Deling, Macarthur, South West
Vic;
• Simon Finger, Yannathan, Gippsland,
Vic;
• Shelley Lissington, Yarroweyah, Northern Vic.
University of Queensland Business
School Owner Manager Program —
started August 2016:
• Glen Fox, Merton, Northern Vic;
• David Johnson, Neerim South, Gippsland, Vic;
• Peter Van Donk, Scos Creek, South
West Vic.
University of Queensland Business
School Owner Manager Program —
starng February 2017:
• Ma Gleeson, Boolarra, Gippsland,
Vic;
• Tom Acocks, Rochester, Northern Vic.
Applicaons for the 2017 program
open in February.
Contact:
website
<www.
gardinerfoundaon.com.au>,
phone
(03) 8621 2900.
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Farmers see export market in acon
✔ Farmer tour to China
✔ Visit farms, factories,
supermarkets and ports
✔ Provides greater understanding of
export demand

“

WE hear a lot about China and
wanted to see the industry ﬁrst
hand. This way we were able to
see parts of the industry we wouldn’t be
able to on our own. We highly recommend others do the same — you don’t
realise the scale of other industries outside our own until you see it,” Robyn
and Paul Lindsay said.
The Lindsays, from northern Victoria, were among a group of 18 farmers
to participate in Dairy Australia’s ﬁrst
study tour to China.
The initiative is part of a program designed to provide Australian dairyfarmers with an insight into global operating
systems and international trade market
environments where their products are

Australian dairyfarmers Paul and Robyn
Lindsay with Jeﬀ Wu from Mengniu Dairy
Group check out dairy products in a
Chinese supermarket.
exported. While it was co-ordinated by
Dairy Australia, participants either paid
their own way or some were sponsored
by their processor, Burra Foods. It is the
second international study tour – the
ﬁrst went to South America two years
ago.
The China tour was organised in re-
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sponse to farmer interest and requests
to learn more about Australia’s biggest export market. In 2015/16, almost
145,000 tonnes of dairy product worth
USD$604 million was exported to Greater China. In 2014/15 Australia exported
about 103,000 tonnes worth almost
USD$295 million.
Gippsland dairyfarmer John Versteden said the trip gave him a better
understanding of the other end of the
supply chain and what an export market looks like.
“I enjoyed learning about how the
products get to the market,” he said.
“The cultural difference was an eye
opener. Here in Australia, we think of
dairy as milk, butter, cheese and yoghurt. But in China they don’t do milk
or butter, they have a drinking yoghurt
instead.”
The tour provided the Victorian and
Tasmanian farmers with insights into
dairy production, manufacturing and

VR4019992
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trade. Highlights included visits to a
variety of dairy farms, some who have
bought Australian heifers, major dairy
processing facilities, supermarkets and
Pudong Port – through which Australian heifers are imported. The group
was also briefed about the latest market
trends by Austrade and Rabobank.
South-west Victorian dairyfarmer
Bruce Knowles said the tour gave him
a real insight into China and how its industry operatef.
“It gives me conﬁdence in the future
of exports to China,” he said. “It is deﬁnitely a market we should be concentrating on. China’s diet is growing towards
dairy and its population is increasing.
There is a big opportunity for cheese
and we need to sell our product.”
But what stood out most for Mr
Knowles was the farms they visited.
“It was a great chance to see what
was going on in those bigger, corporate
farms,” he said. “They run an Americanstyle system with feed barns and they
have to import pretty much all of their
feed — some of their hay comes from
Australia. For the TMR (total mixed ration) diet the cows are on, their production isn’t exceptionally high. But their
cost of production is very high, with
feed costs making up most of it.”
The farms on the tour were owned
and run by some of China’s biggest
processors including Yili (the biggest
processor in China), Mengniu (the second biggest processor), Sanyuan and
Bright Dairy.
Mr Lindsay said the infrastructure in
China “is out of this world”.

Dairy in China
at a glance
• Land owned by government and
leased long term by businesses/companies.
• Larger processors have invested in
mulple large-scale farms of 20003000 cows in last 10 years.
• Farm cost of producon is about
75 cents/litre ($A) and payment was
about 83 cents/litre. Three years ago
farm gate milk price was $1.20/litre.
• Feed makes up 70 per cent of producon costs on average.
• Farmers use locally grown corn, oaten
hay (some from Australia), sheep grass
(local grown northern hay) and alfalfa
(lucerne) – up to 65 per cent of the lucerne is shipped from the US at about
$US600/tonne.
“At one farm, the infrastructure was
worth about $60 million. They were
milking 1500 cows on 10 acres (four hectares) in barns on concrete. There were
140 staff, and the facilities for them was
unbelievable — they had a three-storey
apartment block to live in. It was fantastic to see.
“There’s not much we could apply
back here because it is such a different
system and we have different operating
conditions, but to get an understanding
of how different countries operate was
well worth it.
“Seeing the whole supply chain was
really worthwhile and it made us more
aware of the work DA does, keeping up

‘For me, the trip gave me
a beer understanding
of the other end of the
supply chain and what an
export market looks like.’
the contacts to enable market options.”
It wasn’t just the farming operations
that amazed the group.
Mr Knowles said he “was blown away
by the infrastructure across the country”.
“The three-phase power, roads and
rail. What is done is exceptional and
they get it done with no mucking about.
It was just an eye opener to see this efﬁcient activity in a country like China
when we in Australia are struggling with
infrastructure rollout.”
Despite the stark contrast between
the two countries and the way in which
each industry operates, Mr Versteden
said Australia could learn a lot from China. “They have a long-term view across
the board really, which is very signiﬁcant,” he said. “We do a lot of short-term
thinking and planning.”
The study tour enabled Dairy Australia to demonstrate the beneﬁts of
long-term commitment to the market in
building relationships for the industry.
Dairy Australia’s Sarah Xu and Bernard
Baxter said the representatives from
the Chinese dairy industry valued the
opportunity to showcase how they operate.
D
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Bridging the country-city divide
✔ Program aims to connect city and
country children
✔ Webinars help educate teachers
✔ Helping teachers use new
technologies

D

AIRY Australia’s popular Discover Dairy program has been
expanded to include a new Pen
Pal Program, which is connecting students from country and city schools,
encouraging them to put pen to paper
and share their dairy discovery experiences with each other.
According to program co-ordinator
Vanessa Forrest, it’s all about connecting students from across Australia to learn ﬁrst-hand how day-today life can differ between regions,
suburbs and states, while developing
their writing skills as they write letters reﬂecting on school life and their
personal dairy experiences.
“It’s a fun and easy way to learn
about the dairy industry as schools
follow a prescribed program of weekly
letter themes, simultaneously building new friendships and strengthening traditional writing skills,” Ms Forrest said.
More than 100 classrooms have
connected with their sister class
and are participating in the program,
which was launched during term two.
“It’s concerning that the majority of
kids these days have little idea where
their food comes from, and Discover
Dairy helps address this knowledge
gap”, Ms Forrest said.
In addition to directly educating the
next generation, this year the Discover Dairy program has put a new focus
on educating the educators with the
introduction of a three-part webinar
program for teachers to support their
work in the classroom.
“The webinars provide teachers
with practical inspiration and tips for
getting the most from the Discover
Dairy curriculum-linked resources as
well as showing them how new technologies can be used to integrate
them into the modern classroom,”
she said.
The webinar series kicked off on
July 27 with Discover Dairy in your
21st Century Classroom, hosted by
Digital Learning and Teaching Victo-

A new program helps teachers to use the
Discover Dairy resources.
ria Teacher of the Year and Discover
Dairy partner, Eleni Kyritsis, who
demonstrated how teachers can embrace digital technology in the classroom.
The next webinar, Science meets
Sport, is on Wednesday, October 12,
at 7pm and features two guest presenters: University of Melbourne researcher and bone health expert Dr

‘It’s concerning that the
majority of kids these
days have lile idea
where their food comes
from, and Discover
Dairy helps address this
knowledge gap.’
Sandra Iuliano-Burns and three-time
Olympian and Legendairy Ambassador Michael Klim. The pair will discuss the importance of a healthy, balanced diet in providing children with
the energy and nutrition to work and
play.
D
Teachers and parents can register
for the free webinar on the Discover
Dairy website <www.dairy.edu.au/
discoverdairy>.
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Legendairy campaign makes a splash
✔ Research reveals success of
Legendairy milk campaign
✔ Reached target audience of
women
✔ Next phase to promote cheese
consumpon

‘The messages about
milk, including bone
and muscle strength,
naturalness and
containing a variety of
nutrients, cut through ...’

T

HE results are in -- milk is Legendairy stuff. In the past six months
Dairy Australia’s Legendairy communications platform has focused on
promoting the beneﬁts of milk through
an advertising campaign featuring
quirky dairy lover, mum and professional water slide tester Deb Poole.
“In today’s cluttered media environment, it’s hard to stand out,” Dairy
Australia’s consumer marketing manager Glenys Zucco said.
“This campaign provided a fun way
of cutting through the noise to deliver
messages about milk’s natural nutritional qualities and challenge the

The campaign has a majority of viewers
thinking more posively about milk.
myth that it is fattening.” Using a character such as Deb -- who relies on the
unique combination of nutrients in
milk to give her energy and strength
to perform her job -- provided a novel
way of delivering a message to women
that could get lost in a more serious
format.

Real Estate
Bevan Park

Intensive Feedlot Dairy

South Australia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique large scale feedlot dairy with excellent facilities
Land, Quality Dairy Herd, Plant & Equipment
EPA approved for 912 milking cows
Currently milking 850 cows
Proven production and quality
Five year lucrative contract for milk supply to Lion (STC)
Contract with University of Adelaide ‘teaching and student placement
agreement’ (STC)
Located Two Wells 50km from Adelaide CBD

Comprehensive Information Memorandum available on request
Ian Jaensch: 0417 457 979 ian.jaensch@elders.com.au
Elders Real Estate Adelaide/Roseworthy
Web ID 10277012 RLA 62833 Expression of Interest
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And, according to consumer research data received in July, it worked.
The new Omnipoll research conducted with more than 1000 women
nationally showed that 36 per cent of
respondents had seen the advertising
placements, with high recognition (41
per cent) on the eastern seaboard.
The messages about milk, including
bone and muscle strength, naturalness and containing a variety of nutrients, cut through resulting in signiﬁcant perception shifts.
The majority of those who saw the
advertising said it had made them
think more positively about milk and
one-third said they intended to drink
more milk. This impact was strongest
in the key target audience of mums.
The next phase of the campaign will
encourage women to eat more Australian cheese. In line with Dairy Australia’s revised strategic priorities and
investment, this phase will roll out
through digital and social channels,
rather than mainstream media such as
TV and radio. It will star Jude Vale, the
stand-in bridesmaid who uses cheese
to get her through any occasion.
“While Aussie women love cheese,
most are moderating how much they
eat due to fears about the fat content
and because they don’t see it as a
healthy option,” Ms Zucco said.
“The campaign will address some
of these concerns and highlight the
beneﬁts of regularly eating a variety
of cheese. Using platforms such as
The Dairy Kitchen and the Australian Grand Dairy Awards the campaign
will educate women about the amazing variety and quality of Australian
cheese and inspire women to incorporate these in meals daily. We will
also focus on connecting consumers
to where their dairy foods come from
-- right back to the farm.”
D

DAIRY MARKET REPORT

Consumer response to crisis drives sales
Figure 1: Branded versus non-branded
sales of milk
Fresh white milk sales by volume
Total Retailer Branded White Fresh Milk
Total Company Branded White Fresh Milk
70

Key points

By Laurie Walker
Industry analyst
Dairy Australia
✔ Private label milk price cut to $1/L
in 2011
✔ Drove increase in private label
share
✔ Consumer reacon to price crisis
has reversed trend
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Fresh white milk sales by value
Total Retailer Branded White Fresh Milk
Total Company Branded White Fresh Milk
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INCE the beginning of the ‘Milk
Wars’ in 2011, aggressively priced
private label milk has been a feature
of the battle for market share between
Coles and Woolworths. Following this,
private label’s share of the fresh white
milk market in Australian supermarkets
has increased considerably from about
58 per cent (2010) to about 66 per cent
in the weeks before the events known as
the ‘Dairy Crisis’.
Since the sudden step-down in milk
prices in April, the issue of private label
milk has attracted signiﬁcant public interest. This article looks at trends and
recent developments in supermarket
milk sales.
One of the less remarked upon effects
has been how branded milk companies
have responded to cheaper milk. To this
end, the traditionally quite staid and reliable fresh white milk market has seen
an explosion in milk varieties, including
micro-ﬁltered, vitamin-fortiﬁed and added-protein milks. In the current competitive dynamic, companies have steadily
been pushing new rebranded and reformulated products, seeking to establish
points of difference, rather than compete on price.
To convince consumers to pay extra,
it is essential to establish that branded
milk has special characteristics and is
not a homogenous product. At times,
some claims surrounding the special
qualities of different milks have arguably created confusion among consumers. These trends have not been conﬁned to the fresh white milk category.
Within the UHT category, the proportion of milk sold under private label (average price $0.94/litre) has increased,
relative to branded UHT milk (average

‘Consumers responded by
buying branded milk, and
in many cases leaving
private label milk on the
shelf. ‘

Source: Aztec-IRi, Australian Weighted
Grocery Sales

price $1.54/litre). For processors selling
branded product, this has increased the
importance of sales in alternative pack
sizes other than 1L, such as 2L or multipacks.
Within the 1L segment, trends similar
to those in the fresh white milk category
are at work. This has meant that the
contribution of higher-price, specialist
products to sales value has increased.
The Zymil and Liddells ranges are good
examples of this.
However, developments in supermarket sales of milk have seen large changes
in the past few months and may signal a
change in these trends. In the wake of
the sudden milk price step-downs, The
Project ran a segment ‘Milked Dry’ on

Tuesday, May 17, which concluded with
an appeal for shoppers to buy branded,
Australian-made dairy products.
Consumers responded by buying
branded milk, and in many cases leaving private label milk on the shelf. Since
May, the share by volume of milk sold
has increased for company branded
from a little more than 30 per cent in the
week ending May 15 to a peak of 50 per
cent before tapering off somewhat, as
can be seen in Figure 1.
When measured by value, the share
of branded milk sold in Australian supermarkets has grown to well over the
initial 50 per cent of sales value.
Consumer tracking research commissioned in June 2016 by Dairy Australia of
more than 1000 women across Australia
provides conﬁrmation of these trends,
and the reach of conventional and newer-social media type campaigns. The
polling saw a few key themes emerging
from respondents:
1. The price of milk is too low (about
70 per cent agree that milk should cost
more than $1 a litre);
2. Farmers aren’t being treated fairly
by supermarkets (74 per cent felt that
supermarkets were not treating farmers
fairly); and
3. It’s better for farmers if people buy
Australian/branded milk (about 70 per
cent).
Clearly, this is an issue consumers
have strong views on, and the higher
sales of branded milk have persisted
long enough to suggest something
more than an outrage-fed, overnight
social media phenomenon is at work.
At a time when there are real concerns
about the future of the dairy industry,
it is heartening to see that when the
case is presented clearly and effectively through a powerful medium, consumers do care and respond conscientiously to support Australian farmers.
The question for Australian dairy is:
how permanent is this goodwill, and
what to do with it?
D
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Key points

Low-performing farm turned around
✔ New Zealand Dairy
Business of Year
✔ Pasture focus to li
producon
✔ Large herd management oﬀers
good work-life balance

$

By Sonita Chandar

T

HE worst kid on the block is
now not only the best but also
an award winner. Landcorp’s
Ruapehu Farm, beside the Manawatu
River at Moutoa, New Zealand, recently took the supreme prize at the
NZ Dairy Business of the Year Awards.
Managed by Glenn Weitenberg, Ruapehu Farm is a 253-hectare block
milking 870-880 Kiwicross cows. It is
one of nine farms owned by Landcorp
at Moutoa on one title but farmed
separately. Five to six years ago, it
was the lowest-producing dairy farm
in the group but is now the top farm.
This is Mr Weitenberg’s third season on Ruapehu Farm. Improvements
and management strategies he and
others before him have implemented
have transformed the farm into a high
performing award-winning business.
“Seven years ago it was a poorproducing farm and the worst in the
group,” he said.
“The farm wasn’t making much
money, grass didn’t grow and production was low. The business manager
even thought about turning it into a
native bush block.”
Since then, the farm has been regrassed, lime applied and better operating procedures put in place.
Two years ago, Mr Weitenberg and
his team entered the Dairy Business
of the Year to measure themselves
against other farms.
“It was a big surprise to be a ﬁnalist that year,” he said. “Then we had
a great season so decided to enter
again this year. We have put in a lot of
hard work on the farm to get systems
in place and working right, so it is nice
to be recognised for all our effort.”
They also won the Best Manawatu
Farm Performance, lowest environmental impact and high input with
best ﬁnancials awards.
Judge Cornelius Williams said the
farm won the environment award
due to superior nitrogen leaching
performance.
“Landcorp Ruapehu also has good
infrastructure to control environmen-

Landcorp Ruapehu milks 870-880 Kiwicross cows.

Farm facts
Owners: Landcorp
Locaon: Levin, Horowhenua
Farm size: 253ha
Cows: 870-880 kiwicross
Producon: 2015/2016 415,000kg
MS target: 2016/2017 420,000kg
MS farm working expenses: $NZ3.60
Target farm working expenses: $NZ3.55
tal externalities through the season,”
Mr Williams said.
“This includes a 3500 cubic metres
lined pond, recycled greenwater and
winter stand-off and feedpad areas
providing good winter management
options. In addition to this, 5ha of natives have been planted on the property.”
Mr Weitenberg said the efﬂuent
management technology was an impressive set-up, which prevented
ponding on paddocks.
He said he was particularly proud
of what they had achieved as the team
was relatively young.
“Our youngest staff member is 17.
Our 2IC is in his 40s but is new to
the industry,” he said. “So we have
achieved some pretty cool results.”
Winning the Dairy Business of the
Year has given them recognition and
provided an indication to Mr Weitenberg that he is in the right business.
Becoming a dairyfarmer was an “unconscious” decision for the 26-year-

old, who has a passion for the great
outdoors.
“I never set out to be dairyfarmer,”
he said. “It just sort of happened.
I didn’t actually want to work with
cows but didn’t really know what I
wanted to do except work with tractors and outdoors.”
Tractors played a big part in his
youth. If there was tractor-work to be
done, he was the ﬁrst to put his hand
up.
The son of immigrant sharemilkers from Holland, Mr Weitenberg was
born in Whangarei. In 2000 when he
was 10 years old, the family shifted
south to Marton, Rangitikei.
He remembers driving tractors on
the farm at Whangarei so reckons
he was probably about eight or nine
when he ﬁrst took one for a spin.
“I would come home from school
and go straight out to top or roll paddocks or apply fertiliser,” he said.
“In the holidays I always had a big
list of tractor jobs to do so was happy.
Mum and Dad paid me an hourly rate
based on my age, so not sure who
won there.”
He attended Palmerston North
Boys High where he excelled in sports
and in particular, athletics. In 2007 he
represented New Zealand at the Youth
Olympics in Sydney in the 110-metre
hurdles, placing seventh.
But with niggling knee and leg injuries athletics fell by the wayside. At
the end of Year 12 his parents decided
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to get out of sharemilking, so he left
school to help them on the farm for
the ﬁnal year.
“I still wasn’t convinced dairying
was what I wanted to do,” he said.
After a year his parents sold the
herd and Mr Weitenberg went to work
as a barman at a nearby country club
where he met Tammi. The couple married in 2014.
He then went to work for Mary Craw
and Bernie Hughes as a farm assistant
at Hunterville.
“It was a great learning curve,” he
said. “I had been doing things dad’s
way and now I was on a farm using
different techniques. I was exposed to
lots of different things, but the biggest
was being grass-based so I learnt a lot
about pasture management.”
Two seasons later, he secured a
manager’s role with James Bull Holdings, also at Hunterville. The role was
a huge step up as it was a much larger
farm milking 880-900 cows.
“The farm was high-input so again
I learnt another system,” he said. “I
was working with a team, so being in
charge gave me a lot of people-management skills.”
As a trial on that farm, they milked
three times a day during the peak period with good results.
“The herd was big Holstein Friesians who were pumping the milk
out,” he said.
In 2014 the couple shifted south to
Landcorp’s Ruapehu Farm. Mr Weitenberg is in his third season managing
the property while Tammi commutes
to Marton each day for work.
“It is a great place to work and live,”
he said. “We weren’t sure about shifting here but it is the best move we
have made. Being at Ruapehu Farm
affords me a great lifestyle and ﬁts in
well with our work-life balance. Being on a large farm with a team of ﬁve
makes it easier to get away and have
some downtime.”
In his ﬁrst two seasons, Mr Weitenberg worked closely with then-business manager Brian Wilkinson who
oversaw all nine farms. Together they
analysed Ruapehu, with Mr Wilkinson
identifying production dips at certain
times of the year.
“Brian said it was all to do with the
pasture,” Mr Weitenberg said.
“So we came up with a plan to top
every paddock before the herd went
in. We started topping when the payout was dropping so this was adding a
cost and we copped a bit of criticism
from people, but Brian backed me up
and we carried on.”
Pasture tests showed the topping

Glenn Weitenberg sets up a new break for the springers.

‘If you focus on the lile
things and get the basics
right, everything works.’

Farm assistant Beau McLeod (at right)
ﬁlls the wagon to feed springer cows
while Glenn Weitenberg monitors the
mix.
had given them an increase in metabolic energy and quality, and better
three-leaf pasture.
“We harvested an extra two tonnes
of grass that season,” he said.
“Our production also increased by
nearly 45,000 kilograms milksolids
so the total cost of milksolids went
down. Farm working expenses varied
from $NZ4.50-$NZ5 about 5-6 years
ago.
“The total expenditure has actually
gone up for the season now compared
to then but we are producing around
another 125,000kg a year compared
with 5-6 years ago, which results in
lower farm working expenses now.”
Last season, the herd averaged
437kg to produce 381,000kg, down
from the 415,000kg produced in the
2014-15 season. Their target for the
coming season is 420,000kg.
“We were hit by the ﬂoods in June
last year, which affected production
hugely,” he said. The farm lies next to
the Manawatu spillway, which diverts
ﬂoodwaters from the river.
“The spillway overﬂowed and left
a lot of silt, which stuffed about 30ha
of pasture. Because of all the rain, the
rest of the farm just stalled and took a

long time to recover so it was a tough
start to the season.”
With that behind them, he is optimistic. “Everything is falling into
place and lining up to be a good season,” he said.
“But, all it will take is one adverse
weather event to stuff it up. Touch
wood it doesn’t happen.”
The farm was also hit in the 2004
ﬂoods when all Landcorp’s Moutoa
farms went under water. Flood waters
rose three-quarters of the way up the
walls of the house where he and Tammi now live.
Production is achieved through a
NZ System 4 with about 500 tonnes
of palm kernel extract fed throughout
the season and a further 350 tonnes of
silage sourced off-farm.
Grass silage made on-farm is used
to ﬁll feed gaps during the summer,
along with about 10ha of turnips and
6ha of rape fed from January to March.
About 22ha of maize is grown onfarm and is fed to late-lactating cows
and through winter to the 500 or so
cows that are wintered on-farm. The
remainder are grazed off.
“The one thing about this farm is
it grows really good crops,” he said.
“We average 25 tonnes a hectare for
the maize and 16t tonnes for the turnips. We do a lot of spraying on crops.
Whenever we think there are bugs in
the crops we spray, which helps, and
the fertility is also high.”
All crop paddocks are soil-tested
before sowing for the following sea-
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son to determine fertiliser requirements.
From the day cows calve, they go
on a grass-only diet supplemented
with 2kg of PKE a cow.
Calving begins on August 1 but the
odd early calf had already arrived by
mid-July. Springer cows are carefully
monitored and fed a Dietary CationAnion Difference (DCAD) diet to prevent milk fever. On a busy day they
can have 40 cows calve and within the
ﬁrst 10 days of calving about 300 cows
calve. Calves are gathered twice a day
and offered the feeder immediately to
ensure they get their colostrum.
Mr Weitenberg helps feed newborn
calves on their ﬁrst day after which a
calf rearer takes over.
“They are the future of the herd,” he
said. “I am really strict on getting colostrum into a calf ﬁrst thing so I know
they have had their ﬁrst feed and best
possible start.”
About 200 calves are reared as replacements and Mr Weitenberg uses
Queen of Calves — a nutrient-rich
powder system to enhance growth
and performance.
“Our ﬁrst heifers that were raised
on Queen of Calves are about to come
into the herd,” Mr Weitenberg said.
“They are looking good — fat and
healthy. It will be interesting to see
how they go in terms of production.”
Last season, 50 bull calves were
reared for extra income, but Mr
Weitenberg said it wasn’t worth it.
“By the time you take into account the
labour cost and feed etc, the margin
was small so we probably won’t do
that again,” he said.
He is also strict about maintaining
good hygiene in the calf shed with
regular spraying and cleaning.
“If you focus on the little things
and get the basics right, everything
works,” he said. “I tell the guys four or
ﬁve little things can add up to something big, so if you get on top of it
early you can avoid any problems. We
are lucky and never seem to have any
issues with calves and illness.”
Calves are weaned at 90kg and in
early December are sent to graze at
another Landcorp-owned farm at
Tangimoana on a weight-gain basis,
returning as in-calf heifers.
Mating begins on October 23 using the Why Wait program where
cows are injected with prostaglandin
to make them cycle a week early. Instead of every 21 days, cows cycle at
around 14 days.
Some Controlled Internal Drug Release (CIDRs) are used on non-cycling
cows.

Glenn Weitenberg checks some of the early calves on Landcorp Ruapehu Farm. He
ensures all calves are fed colostrum as soon as possible.

Landcorp Ruapehu farm manager Glenn
Weitenberg says winning the Dairy
Business of the Year Supreme Award was
a cool achievement for his young team.
“Our six-week in-calf rate has traditionally been poor,” he said. “It was
57 per cent and is now 67 per cent so
there is still room for improvement.”
Landcorp Ruapehu now uses A2
bull semen for ﬁve weeks and bulls
are bought in to put over the herd and
then sold. The empty rate is about 11
per cent but Mr Weitenberg said this
was likely to get better.
“Through better management and
Why Wait we have squeezed things
up and managed to take two weeks off
mating and calving at the other end,”
he said.
He and Tammi are slowly building
equity in the hope of stepping up to

an equity partnership or similar. They
own two rental properties.
“At this stage, I don’t want to leave
and go and manage somewhere else,”
he said.
“Tammi and I want to do something
for ourselves so we can progress.
Whether that is an equity partnership
or sharemilking, we will wait and see.”
He said he had always wanted to
buy land but was not sure what.
“I don’t want to buy a small dairy
farm and then be tied to the milking
shed,” he said. “A bigger farm with
a good staff structure appeals so we
can enjoy that good life-work balance
that we have now.”
The couple also like to travel and
plan more trips in the future. They
recently spent ﬁve weeks in Holland
visiting family and took in Italy and
Dubai at the same time.
“It helps that Tammi works and
we are a double-income family,” he
said. “We want to enjoy the rewards
of our work while we are young. We
would probably have more equity if
we didn’t travel but it is important for
us to have that balance.”
Before calving starts fully, he is
squeezing in a trip to America for a
friend’s wedding but knows that when
he returns it will be full-on.
”My goal is just to continue ﬁnetuning the system,” he said. “We are
looking good for the season ahead.
“The cows and cover are good, the
heifers fat and staff keen. Everything
is falling into place. If we get the ﬁrst
six months right it will be a sweet season. Hopefully we don’t get any ﬂooding.”
D
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Decisions reap lasng rewards
By Carlene Dowie

D

AIRYFARMER Geoff Hutchinson, the breeder of the Victorian Winter Fair supreme exhibit
Windy Vale Contender Rose, made
two decisions 10 years ago that have
reaped dividends for his dairy business in the past couple of months.
At that time, Mr Hutchinson bought
ﬁve imported embryos, one of which
was the grand dam of the champion,
and he went into business with another farmer to process their own milk.
Windy Vale Contender Rose, from
the legendary Black Rose cow family, has taken all before it in the past
12 months, winning the senior cow
award at International Dairy Week in
January as well as the top award at
the winter fair at Bendigo, Vic, in June.
The cow, which won the ﬁve-yearold class and the supreme udder
awards at the show, is also owned by
Bluechip Genetics, Zeerust, Vic, which
bought into it in 2014 and where it is
kept and prepared, and Frank and
Diane Borba, from the United States,
who bought into it last year.
It will now be sold at the Bluechip
Genetics dispersal sale in October.
Judge Eddie Bue, Illinois, United
States, said he and associate judge
Cameron Yarnold, were impressed
with the cow’s udder.
“You watch this cow, her udder
doesn’t move at all,” Mr Bue said.
“She’s walked all around this ring
three or four times already and I have
never seen her udder move once. It is

Judges Cameron Yarnold and Eddie Bue with the supreme exhibit Windy Vale
Contender Rose and leader Alberto Medina, Spain, and one of the owners Geoﬀ
Hutchinson.
just welded on. She has this beautiful
rear udder and incredible frame to go
with it and walks out really free on her
feet and legs.”
The reserve champion was also
from the ﬁve-year-old class — Elmar
Goldwyn Jessica 11, shown by Elmar
Holsteins, Leitchville, Victoria.
Mr Hutchinson said the win was his
best in 35 years of breeding. He milks
200 Holstein cows at his Myponga
farm in South Australia, which supplies the factory he part owns, the
Fleurieu Milk Company.
Milk from Windy Vale Holsteins

goes into the company’s Farm Fresh
Range.
Mr Hutchinson said milk sales had
picked up 30 per cent in May as a
result of the social media campaign
to support branded milk. Sales had
fallen back since but were still 10 per
cent higher.
The Red Senior Champion at the
show was Rusty Red Apple Redrose,
exhibited by Judson Jennings, Rusty
Red Holsteins, Chapplevale, Vic, and
the reserve was Lightning Ridge Contender Jane, exhibited by Bluechip
Genetics.
D

Another Jessica takes out top BPI award

E

LMAR Goldwyn Jessica 11 (EX-91)
took out the top Balanced Performance Index (BPI) award at the 2016 Victorian Winter Fair, connuing the dominance of the Jessica cow family bred by
the Hore family at Leitchville, Victoria.
The BPI Highest Female Award was
presented by the Australian Dairy Improvement Scheme (ADHIS) in collaboraon with Holstein Australia and the Victorian Winter Fair commiee.
Of all female animals entered in the
Winter Fair, Jessica 11 had the top BPI calculated by ADHIS in its May 2016 evaluaons.
With a BPI of 225, Jessica 11 is well

Victorian Winter Fair Top Balanced Performance Index animal award
Cow

Birthdate

BPI

HWI

TWI

Owner

Elmar Goldwyn
Jessica 11 (Ex-91)

14/08/10

225

190

259

Hore family,
Leitchville Vic

Mario Park Sid
Alicia (VG88)

01/09/2011 194

130

171

Murray Polson,
Taree NSW

Emu Banks Rocky
Vinita 8292 ET

06/01/16

144

182

Dickson family,
Terang Vic

181

above the breed average of 0; pung it in
the top two per cent of Australian herdrecorded Holstein cows based on genec
merit for proﬁt. It is also among the best
in the country for health and type with a

Health Weighted Index (HWI) of 190 and
a Type Weighted Index (TWI) of 259.
Daniel Abernethy from ADHIS said Jessica 11 typiﬁed the sort of cow that many
dairyfarmers aspired to breed.
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Genecs worth something: breeder
By Carlene Dowie

G

ENETICS are worth something,
the winner of the intermediate championship at the 2016
Victorian Winter Fair, Dean Malcolm
says.
Mr Malcolm’s Bluechip Genetics
jointly owns the champion Bluechip
Goldwyn Frosty in a syndicate with
New Zealand based Toi Toi Genetics.
The rising four-year-old cow was sold
three years ago by Bluechip to the
syndicate for $72,000.
Mr Malcolm said he was thrilled
with the win as he wasn’t sure what to
expect as the cow had calved only 10
days before.
“We love this cow,” he said. The
cow had proven its worth and would
generate more returns when ﬁve of its
daughters were sold in Bluechip’s dispersal later this year.
The win continued Bluechip’s run
of success at the Winter Fair.
This year’s show is the last major outing for the stud before the
dispersal.
Mr Malcom said he and wife Dianna
would still be involved in the show
scene through their photography
business and magazine and were looking forward to the next stage in their
involvement in the industry.
He said despite the low milk price,
dairy genetics were still a good longterm investment.
And there were other positives
with the season looking good, which
“Standout cows are those with the
combinaon of proﬁtable milk producon, strong conformaon characteriscs
and the genes to produce the next generaon of great cows. Jessica 11 has just
that,” Mr Abernethy said.
The Hore family has taken the achievement a step further in developing a cow
family of exceponal performers.
Jessica 11’s sister, Elmar Goldwyn Jessica 4 (EX-93-3E) took out the top BPI
award at last year’s Winter Fair.
In 2015 the Jessica cow family created history in claiming IDW’s top three
awards, Grand, Reserve and Honourable
Menon.
Contact: Michelle Axford, phone (03)
8621 4240 or email <maxford@adhis.
com.au>.

Associate judge Cameron Yarnold, judge Eddie Bue, Ian Clusker, from Waste Not
Stockfeeders, Dean and Di Malcolm with the intermediate champion Bluechip
Goldwyn Frosty.
should mean lower hay and grain prices and potentially better water prices.
Bluechip Goldwyn Frosty earlier
won the senior three-year-old in milk
class in a close decision from Eclipse
Atwood Satin, exhibited by Woodlawn
Holsteins and GK Turner, Finley, NSW,
which was named reserve intermediate champion and supreme intermediate udder.
Judge Eddie Bue, Illinois, United
States, said the pair of three year olds
were “pretty much unbeatable”. “It is

close between them,” he said. “The ﬁrstplaced cow just carries her top a little
nicer, she’s a little sharper at the point
of the shoulders, walks a little more
freely on her feet and legs, she’s just a
little cleaner about the head and neck.”
The intermediate red champion
cow was awarded to the cow that sold
for the top price at the Holstein Showcase Sale the previous night — Empire
Destry Pearl-Red, owned by the Hogg
family’s Adlejama Holstein stud, Biggara, Vic.
D

Elmar Goldwyn Jessica 11, the Top BPI Cow at the 2016 Winter Fair, with Steve Hore,
Elmar Holsteins; Daniel Abernethy, ADHIS; and Peter Williams, ADHIS.
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A good eye for dairy genecs
‘This has been just an
incredible heifer show
today.’

By Carlene Dowie

S

OUTH Australian dairyfarmer
Aaron Johnston showed he has a
good eye for dairy animals when
a Holstein heifer he had bought only
a few weeks before the event won the
junior championship at the Victorian
Winter Fair at Bendigo in June.
Mr Johnston, from Mt Gambier,
South Australia, said he bought Linsand Regional Chocolat, from Lisa
Thompson and Willy McKay, because
it was from the Connie cow family and
was a good looking animal.
The two-year-old heifer was due to
calve in August-September.
Mr Johnston also plans to show her
at International Dairy Week in January.
The heifer was the only animal Mr
Johnston brought to Bendigo from his
Aaron-Brae stud of about 50 animals.
Mr Johnston’s cows are run as part
of a 1400-cow herd at Donnybrook
Farms, Tantanoola, SA, where he is
the herd manager.

Aaron Johnston with his heifer that won
the junior championship at the Victorian
Winter Fair.
Show judge Eddie Bue, Illinois, United States, said he and associate judge
Cameron Yarnold, Arrallik Holsteins,
Wingham, NSW, were impressed with
the quality of animals shown for the
junior show.
“This has been just an incredible
heifer show today,” he said.
In the earlier class judging, he said

the heifer was impressive. “This heifer
is so stylish, she possesses so much
balance and power all round,” he said.
“She walks on a tremendous set of
feet and legs.”
The reserve champion was awarded to Bluechip MH Hero Marion, exhibited by Bluechip Genetics and
Miss Holsteins.
The award continued Bluechip’s
success at this event in the past three
years.
The Junior Champion Red Holstein
was awarded to View Fort Barbwire
Redfoo-Red, shown by Matt Templeton, Kialla, Vic, and the Junior
Champion Youth Show was awarded
to Strongbark Gold Tara, exhibited
by B&J Gavenlock and J&S Maloney,
Tallygaroopna, Vic, and led by Taya
Hayes.
D
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Invesng for the long-term
By Carlene Dowie

T

HE buyers of the top-priced cow
at the Australian Holstein Showcase Sale at Bendigo, Vic, in June
say it’s an investment for the longterm.
Adrian, Jan and Ashley Hogg, of
Adlejama Holsteins, paid $11,500 for
Empire Destry Pearl-Red VG86 at the
sale.
The family runs a 170-cow herd at
Biggara in north-eastern Victoria, supplying Murray Goulburn.
Adrian Hogg said Murray Goulburn’s opening farmgate milk price of
$4.31 a kilogram milk solids this season meant the short-term future for
the industry was “very bleak”.
“The price is unsustainable,” Adrian said. “But breeding is a long-term
strategy.”
The Hoggs said they aimed to have
a high genetic merit herd with cows
that would perform commercially.
“We breed a proﬁtable commercial
cow,” he said.
They liked Empire Destry Pearl-Red
because it had a different pedigree
from other animals in their herd and
was balanced across all the Australian
Breeding Value (ABV) indexes. “We
are strong advocates of the ABVs,”
Adrian said.
Empire Destry Pearl-Red has a Balanced Performance Index ABV of 285,
a Health Weighted Index ABV of 221, a
Type Weighted Index ABV of 277 and
an Australian Selection Index ABV of
199.
The cow is the ﬁrst red Holstein
cow in the Hogg herd but Adrian said
they did not buy it because it was a
red cow. “She is an outstanding cow,”
he said.
Adrian said elite genetics added
value to their dairy operation, and
Empire Destry Pearl-Red would contribute to that.
The family has sold a number of
bulls for use in artiﬁcial insemination
to Genetics Australia, including the
successful Picola.
Adrian estimated the sale of elite
genetics was about 15 per cent of
their farm business.
The family’s long-term strategy was
to breed high genetic animals as they
continued to grow and develop their
dairy business, he said.
Ashley, who is third generation on

Buyers of the top-priced lot Jan and Adrian Hogg and the vendor Andrew Paci with
Empire Destry Pearl-Red.

‘The price is
unsustainable. But
breeding is a long-term
strategy.’
the farm, has a real passion for genetics and worked part-time for GA.
In the short term to manage the
lower milk price, the Hoggs plan to
minimise outgoings.
They run a grass-based system but
focus on high production, feeding
about two tonnes of concentrates per
cow per year and aiming for milk production of 650 kilograms MS per cow.
“But we aim to feed cost effectively,
ensuring the last kilogram of grain fed
gives us a return,” Adrian said.
The vendor and breeder of the cow
was 23-year-old Andrew Pacitti, from
Myponga, South Australia.
Mr Pacitti has about 60 cows in his
parent’s 300-cow Misty Brae Holsteins
herd.
Mr Pacitti started his herd when he
was nine with some animals bought
for him by his parents.
He said he enjoyed the challenge of
breeding good, even cows, looking for
a well-balanced show-style cow that
could function well in the herd.
About 20 per cent of his animals
are red Holsteins – all descended

from Empire Destry Pearl-Red’s grand
dam, which he bought for about $1300
about 10 years ago.
Mr Pacitti said he couldn’t believe
it when the cow sold for the top price.
The cow proved its potential at the
Victorian Winter Fair the day after the
sale when it was named the Intermediate Champion Red Holstein.
The next top price of $10,300 was
paid by the Kirkandrews herd of Andrew Green, Tamworth, NSW, for Australia’s number 12 BPI female, Country Road Royalman Carol, bred by
Ross Cook, Edi, Vic.
The Victorian Winter Fair Junior
Champion Red Holstein, View Fort
Barbwire Redfoo, was sold by Matt
Templeton, Arcadia, Vic, for $6600 to
Pegasus Holsteins, Warragul, Vic.
Eclipsepeirce Arma Shandy (ET)
was sold by Peirce Holsteins and
Eclipse Holsteins for $4800 to S & L
Coombes, Long Flat, NSW.
Many breeders spoke highly of the
quality of Paringa Superpower Oprah, a September 2015 daughter of an
EX Allen dam from the same maternal line as the reigning International
Dairy Week Grand Champion.
This lot was sold by Pam Malcolm,
Invergordon, Vic, to Homelands Holsteins, for $4300.
Selling agents Dairy Livestock Services report there were buyers from
throughout NSW, SA, Tasmania and
Victoria. Of the 32 lots offered, 21 sold
for an average $3888.
D
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Key points

Go for good deals with good bulls
✔ High genec merit bulls don’t
always cost more
✔ Look for package deals
✔ Good Bull App provides details on
individual bulls
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Bulls requirement

All bulls
(average)

0

Other
Good Bulls

50

Top 100
Good Bulls

W

ITH the August release of
Australian Breeding Values
(ABVs), dairyfarmers are being encouraged to look for good deals
that include good bulls.
Michelle Axford from the Australian Dairy Herd Improvement Scheme
(ADHIS) said that high genetic merit
bulls did not necessarily cost more
but their daughters generated more
proﬁt.
ADHIS analysed bull catalogues
from 2015, including the prices and
the Balanced Performance Index (BPI)
of 421 Holstein bulls. The difference
in genetic merit between the best bull
(BPI 315) and the worst (BPI -72) bull
was $387 proﬁt/cow/year.
However, there was little relationship between a bull’s Balanced Performance Index (BPI) and price (see
Figure 1).
Mrs Axford said farm budgets were

‘Don’t forget to update
your App to ensure it is
working from the latest
ABV release.’

stretched this season but breeding proﬁtable replacements was still
important.
“As there are good bulls to meet
every budget, there’s no need to signiﬁcantly compromise the value of
your herd’s replacement heifers,” she
said.

“The best semen prices are often offered through package deals and a variety of packages have been tailored
to this season’s milk prices.
“When you review packages,
choose one that includes good bulls
that meet the breeding objectives for
your herd.”
The Good Bulls App is an easy way
to look up the details of individual
bulls.
“Make sure you buy bulls that carry
the Good Bulls logo and don’t forget
to update your App to ensure it is
working from the latest ABV release,”
she said.
Contact: Michelle Axford, phone
(03) 8621 4240, or email <maxford@
adhis.com.au>.

Why sele for a one-size-ﬁts-all genec index?
Genec indexes are important selecon
tools because they combine all signiﬁcant
traits into one. They get dairyfarmers
away from seng minimum criteria for
speciﬁc traits — and that allows them to
make progress for many diﬀerent traits,
all at once.
A global industry standard index such
as the Total Performance Index (TPI) in the
United States has certainly helped dairy
producers there improve their herds. The
one-size-ﬁts all TPI places 46 per cent of
the total weight on producon traits, 28
per cent on health and ferlity traits and
26 per cent on conformaon traits.
However, an index like this assumes
that all producers proﬁt most by pung
the exact same selecon emphasis on
producon, health, and conformaon
traits. It does not account for individual
farm goals, locaons, markets, but serves
as a general overview for a one-size-ﬁtsall genec plan.
When farmers set their own, customised genec plan, they can divide the
weights between producon, health and
conformaon as they see ﬁt.

Consider the farm’s situaon and
goals. How is the farm paid for milk? If
it is in a ﬂuid milk market, it is likely to
put more emphasis on milk producon
compared with those who ship milk to a
cheese plant. Those looking to grow from
within to expand the herd will put more
emphasis on producve life and high ferlity sires than the producers who are at
a stac herd size and able to cull voluntarily.
With so many diﬀerent scenarios and
goals, it’s evident that there is no such
thing as a one-size-ﬁts-all index.
As genec levels connue to advance
at a rapid pace, the number of TPI points
separang the bulls ranked at 100 and
200 has become minute. But while variaon in TPI among these bulls is so small,
it does mean they are equally similar for
all other traits.
There’s no such thing as a perfect bull,
but there is such thing as a perfect genec plan.
If there was such a thing as a perfect
bull, it would be the perfect sire for all
diﬀerent breeding goals. Yet this is not

the case as each diﬀerent producon and
type trait index available can have a different number one bull.
It is important to set a speciﬁc genec
plan that works best for the farm. Although there may be no such thing as a
perfect bull, there is such a thing as a perfect genec plan. The right genec plan is
each farm’s genec plan. With no plan —
or the wrong plan — in place, dairy businesses will signiﬁcantly limit their desired
genec progress.
So to make the most of the genecs in
the herd, work with an arﬁcial inseminaon representave or breeding adviser
to set a unique, customised genec plan
that’s right for the business. Consider the
farm’s goals to decide how much emphasis to place on the producon, health and
conformaon traits. With the right genetic plan in place, selecng the right bulls is
easy, and maximum genec progress will
follow.
Arcle supplied by Alta Genecs,
phone (03) 9330 344, website <www.
altagenecs.com/australia>,
email
<info.au@altagenecs.com>.
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Fleckvieh from Bayern Genetik for Fertility,
Longevity and Lifetime production

Umbra a
Waldbrand
daughter in her 5th
lactation
Average 10,698 litres
4.18% Fat
3.64% Protein
Total solids 836kg!

Fleckvieh, proven under Australian conditions to
Boost:

Conception rates
Fertility
Fat and Protein
Animal health and well being
Beef value of crossbred calves and cows

Lower:

Intercalving period and somatic cell counts

A2 and
Sexed
Semen
Embryos
Available

Email: karovafleckvieh@gmail.com www.fleckvieh.de
Facebook: Bayern Genetik - Australia
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VR2388361

For more information contact George Cassar on 02 6550 7661
or your Semex representative.
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Aussie Red breeders named Farmer of the Year
Toby and Lyn Leppin milk 385 Aussie
Red cows at Bena in South Gippsland.
Recently, their son Nick stepped up
his involvement in the dairy business
by entering a sharefarming agreement
with Toby and Lyn.
Earlier this year, the Leppin family
was recognised as the Weekly Times
Coles 2015 Australian Dairy Farmers
of the Year. This award recognises all
aspect of their dairy business, from
the farm presentation, to their industry involvement and proﬁtability.
Talking to Toby, it is clear to see he
has a thorough understanding of what
drives farm proﬁt: controlling costs,
growing top pasture and milking efﬁcient cows.
The Leppin family runs a tight seasonal herd, which begins calving in
mid-July and lasts for eight weeks.
They coincide peak milk production
with lush spring ryegrass to produce
their milk as economically as possible.
The stronger fertility genes of their
Aussie Red cows allows them to maintain their herd size, while maintaining
such a tight calving pattern. In the

past ﬁve years, the herd has averaged
about eight per cent empty rate. This
was achieved using 100 per cent artiﬁcial insemination. Collars have been
introduced in the past season to aid
heat detection, and they were able to
achieve a six-week-in-calf rate of 75
per cent.
Not only is high fertility important
to the Leppin dairy business, high genetic cattle also drive their success.
In the August 2016 herd average Australian Breeding Values (ABVs), they
ranked ﬁfth for BPI against other Australian Red breed herds.
Using quality genetics has been integral to achieving these results. The
Leppin family has been breeding Aussie Reds since the breed began more
than 30 years ago. Originally they
used Swedish Red bulls, but since
the Australian Red breed developed
its own progeny test program with
Genetics Australia, they have used locally proven bulls as well.
Other traits they select for include
efﬁcient milk production, longevity
and good mastitis resistance. This enables a single operator to run their ro-

Lyn, Toby and Nick Leppin run a low-cost
eﬃcient farming system.
tary dairy for most of the year, which
helps to keep costs down.
The Leppin family ﬁnds that the
medium size and vigour of the Aussie Red breed makes them an ideal
choice for their low-input grazing
system. They feed about 1.8 tonne/
cow/year of grain and last year produced 547 kilograms of milk solids
per cow.
D
Story supplied by Aussie Red
Dairy Breed society, website <http://
aussiereds.com.au/>, email <info@
aussiereds.com.au>
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29HO16714 De-Su 11236

BALISTO

Bookem x Watson x Oman

TPI & TPIg are servicemarks of Holstein Association USA Inc

O #1 TWI sire +305
O Improves Cell count +153 and
daughter fertility +103
O Calving ease

Dtr: De-Su Balisto 3487-ET
photo: Beth Herges

29HO18161

SANDAL

Glomar

SUPERLUCKY

ARALUEN PARK

BANDANNA

Supersire x Goldwyn x Roumare

Tbone x Valerian x Outinfront

O #1 Genomic Silver son +297 BPI
O Daughter fertility 107
O High production +172 ASI

O Positive components with outstanding fertility
O #3 genomic +299 BPI
O Quality udders

O #3 genomic +282 BPI
O Improves fertility
O Balanced type

VR4013601

SILVER x Moonray x Bookem

Dam: S-S-I Moonry Myesha 9071
photo: Beth Herges

Dam: Glomar Goldwyn Lucky 4319-ET VG-87
photo: Bradley Cullen

TBONE DTR: Wallacedale Tbone Melys EXC 92
photo: Simon Tognola
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Gold, silver and bronze for Genecs Australia
Genetics Australia has sires ﬁlling the
top three places on the Holstein proven Balanced Performance Index (BPI)
in the August Australian Breeding
Values (ABV) release. On the podium
are Geemcee, its full brother Wrangler
and the health traits specialist Goldcrest.
Geemcee consolidated its claim as
the number one Holstein sire in the
breed with an impressive 40-point lift
in its BPI, placing it 30 points ahead
of its nearest genetic rival. Improved
fertility, type ratings, protein yield
and cell count were the factors that
contributed to its lift.
This Man-O-Man son from a Shottle
dam comes from the same cow family
as the legendary Judge and was bred
by Rengaw Holsteins of Tasmania.
A third full brother, Challenger, also
consolidated its April ABV, showing the merit of bull selection based
on genomic ratings and strength of
pedigrees.
Wrangler earned itsP silver medal
with a lift of 13 BPI points from its
April rating. Like its brother, Wrangler
improved in its type rating and also
protein production.
In the bronze medal position is
Goldcrest, the total performance sire
that continues to outperform many of
its younger, more fancied rivals. Goldcrest delivers solid ratings for production, feed efﬁciency and cell count
and is the number one Health Weighted Index (HWI) and number two Type
Weighted Index (TWI) Australian bull.
It is a great testament to Australian
breeders that the top three spots on
the daughter-proven BPI all stand in

Genecs Australia chairman Trevor
Henry at home on the farm.
Australia. Seven of the top 10 daughter- proven BPI bulls are all Australian
bred and are all available from Genetics Australia.
The performance of the emerging
genomic sires is also extremely exciting with several now adding milking daughters and will soon appear
on the daughter-proven lists. Picola,
Royalman and Atley have been popular genomic bulls and their early data
demonstrates the value in the investment made into Australian genomics.
Picola is a son of the veteran Delsanto, a bull that, now with thousands
of milking daughters, remains in the
top one per cent BPI of available Holsteins. Picola was bred by the Hogg
family of Adlejama Holsteins, Biggara, Victoria. It has 65 daughters in
its production ABV and has improved
signiﬁcantly on his genomic rating. At
290 BPI, it emerges as the best of the
new bulls available and farmers who
have used the bull already would be
pleased they have daughters milking
now or soon to enter their herds.

Royalman at 287 BPI is not far behind Picola with 19 early milking
daughters and is about 30 BPI ahead
of its genomic ratings.
Atley has consolidated its genomic
proof with 105 milking daughters and
daughters inspected to date suggest it
will be a real type specialist.
Former number one genomic BPI
Jersey sire, Raceway has consolidated its daughter proof with 122 daughters making it one of the most reliable
ﬁrst-crop Jersey sires available.
Like its Holstein counterparts, it
has delivered on its genomic promise
with solid ratings across the board,
in particular udders and workability
traits.
The August Jersey genomic list is
headed by Seahorse and closely followed by Griff in third position. Also
on the future stars list is Glenferrie at
340 BPI, an exciting young bull and is
soon to be readily available with its
ﬁrst semen to be used to breed the
next generation of young sires at Genetics Australia.
In the Aussie Reds, ARBObama
leads the proven team with a solid
and balanced proof. It continues to
be a popular choice for many Aussie Red breeders closely followed by
veteran and internationally popular
Aussie Red ARBBonjovi. The Aussie
Red young bull team has never been
stronger with VFoske sons, ARBGlacier and ARBDairyweek, both from
the Beaulands herd of Ron and Sam
Graham, of Nowra, NSW.
D
Article supplied by Genetics Australia, phone 1800 039 047, website
<https://genaust.com.au>.

Viking sires perform at high level
Viking Genecs sires’ long list of health
traits (proﬁt drivers) clearly put them in
good stead to perform at a high level in
all dairy situaons around the world.
Healthy strong cows will adapt to any
condions.
Viking has extra proﬁt drivers backed
with real data to deliver high returns to
dairying business. The company is the
number one choice for red genecs with
six of the top 10 sires on the August Australian Breeding Values (ABV) Balanced
Performance Index (BPI).
The great V Foske holds the number
one posion with an impressive BPI of
291. It has had nearly 70 more daughters
added since the April proof run and has
now more than 400 daughters in Aus-

tralia. V Foske is one of the greatest bulls
that has been marketed in Australia and
now its sons are starng to get daughter
proofs.
The top V Foske son, VR Flame is a new
proven bull. VR Flame now has a proof in
Scandinavia with 784 daughters. It has a
Nordic Total Merit index of +22 and is one
of the top proven sires in Scandinavia. Its
daughters are high producing with excellent components, its health traits are
good and it is a calving ease sire.
Viking is also excited to see that its Holsteins are pung a stamp on the Australian market. D Sol’s and VH Miracle’s ABVs
are improving with more daughters in
Australia.
VH Miracle was a former top genomic

sire and now has 11,900 daughters in
Scandinavia in its proof. It has good ratings in Australia for all three indexes
(BPI, Health Weighted Index [HWI] and
Type Weighted Index) but especially
HWI where it is the number eight sire. Its
health traits are outstanding and it also
transmits great udders and workabilies
to its daughters.
In the Jerseys, Viking has a team of
young sires, VJ Zeppe, VJ Haley and VJ
Buﬀo with the type the Australian farmers asking for: larger framed with good
strength and udders.
Arcle supplied by Viking Genecs,
website <www.vikinggenecs.com.au>
or contact Erik Thompson, mobile 0417
219 156.
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ABS delivers pick of genomic sires
ABS Australia has again demonstrated
it is the leading provider of advanced
bovine genetics in Australia with
seven of the top 10 available Holstein
genomic bulls, and 26 of the top 50,
in the August genomic Balanced Performance Index (gBPI).
“Having seven in the top 10 genomic sires in the most recent proof run is
a very rewarding outcome for Australian dairyfarmers and for ABS,” ABS
national sales manager Paul Quinlan
said.
These successful August genomic
rankings follow on from ABS having
the same number of genomic sires in
the top 10 in the April proof run.
“We have been working on a plan
to ensure our genomic and proven
sires convert exceptionally well to
Australian dairy systems as well as
performing strongly in the US TPI (Total Performance Index) rankings,” Mr
Quinlan said.
The conversion strategy, which ABS
started three years ago, is now beginning to pay off with the ﬁrst group
of ABS genomic bulls expected to receive Australian proofs in April 2017.

The ﬁrst of these, 29HO16714 De-Su
11236 Balisto, which is due to receive
an Australian proof in April 2017, has
impressed with his ﬁrst US daughter
proof. It currently boasts the number
one position on the Type Weighted Index (TWI) at 305. This elite bull also
has an impressive gBPI of 281 and an
Australian Selection Index (ASI) of
196. As an A2A2 sire it produces moderate-sized cows with strength, along
with good calving ease while adding
teat length. A four-star semen fertility
bull further enhances its appeal as a
must use proven bull.
Another ABS sire to impress is
29HO18161MR Seagull-Bay Sandal,
which enters the market with an impressive 297 gBPI. Sandal is an early
Silver son and is the highest ranked
son in Australia. It has good ABVs for
udders, slopes, rumps and very good
feet and legs.
Glomar Superlucky improves on
its outstanding number one ranking
from April, moving to a gBPI of 299. It
features outstanding health traits and
positive fat and protein components.
It offers great daughter survival.

Described by many experts as an international phenomenon, 29HO17500
DG Charley has been acquired by ABS
Global and is available in Australia.
Charley rose to fame in May 2015
as the number one gTPI bull in the
world. It has remained at the top of
the genomic sire lists ever since.
In the Jersey breed, Harris is a gold
medal champion. This new US proven
graduate offers the genetic capabilities for increased fat and protein and
high fertility in both purebred and
crossbreeding programs.
If there was ever a Jersey bull to
demonstrate its ability to stay at
number one it is Elton, with an imposing 318 BPI.
In August, ABS Australia began
bringing the top range of Norwegian
Red bulls to Australia through a new
partnership with Geno, the world
leader in Norwegian Red bovine genetics. One Red breed sire to impress
in this proof run is Reitan 2, ranked at
number two on the BPI.
D
Article supplied by ABS Australia,
website <http://www.absglobal.com/
aus>.
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email: <dabernethy@adhis.com.au>
website: <www.adhis.com.au>

RENGAWMANOMANHUMMER-ET
RENGAWMANOMANWRANGLER-ET
TOPSPEEDGOLDYN-ET
COGENTTWIST
JETSTARMANOMANTRICKIN
MAINSTREAMMANIFOLD
EMUBANKSCHRISTMAS-ET
RENGAWJARDINJANEK
MANNAFARMDELSANTO
KAARMONACARLUSH-ET
GALLRAETENNYSONYJ
KAARMONACARLANA
BUSHLEAPERFECTORBOLD-ET
HILLVALLEYNIELS
ENSENADATABOOPLANETET
INDIJKSBABYLON
KAARMONACARAVES
MORNINGVIEWLEVI
KAARMONACALEB
BALLYCAIRNOMANPELLO
COOMBOONASUPERSTITIONREGAL
CARENDAMYOMY
ST.CLAIRSHOLTZ-TWIN
DILEEPLANETOLLIE958-ET
MIDWAYPARKTENNYSONCHOCOLATE
FUSTEADGOLDWYNGUTHRIE
MRREGELCREEKSHOTAL
CARENDAFLASHBACK
RENGAWMANOMANCHALLENGER-ET
ECLIPSEEUROSTAR
KAARMONACARLITION
COUNTRYROADROUMARECANBEE
JETSTARMANOMANNADARL-ET
GALLRAEJOCKO3438
ECLIPSEROUMAREMOTOWN
COOMBOONALEGENDJIMEO
PINE-TREE-PICARDUS-ET
CURRAJUGLEFULLTHROTTLE-IMP-ET

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

GEEMCEE
WRANGLER
GOLDCREST
COGENTTWIST
TRICKIN
HOMANIFOLD
CHRISTMAS
JANEK
DELSANTO
CARLUSH
YJ
CARLANA
BUDDHA
NIELS
7H8081
29HO12470
CARAVES
29HO13664
USEAGE
29HO12772
011HO11138
MYOMY
SHOLTZ
OPALEYE
CHOCOLATE
7H9420
7H10176
FLASHBACK
CHALLENGER
EUROSTAR
CARLITION
CANBEE
NADAL
WESTGATE
MOTOWN
JIMEO
PICARDUS
FULLTHROTTLE

BullName

Rank BullID

BPI
$
336
304
303
293
282
275
271
271
265
251
243
240
237
237
232
229
228
228
227
227
225
224
222
220
220
217
217
216
214
213
213
212
212
212
208
205
202
201

BPI
Rel
69
69
75
88
76
89
79
78
92
74
73
73
92
74
93
89
73
87
89
80
82
67
76
72
76
88
85
74
69
85
74
87
74
84
76
70
75
74
227
213
247
216
206
210
159
222
194
148
183
172
182
185
199
159
160
182
189
185
178
155
151
182
190
213
211
180
180
186
204
139
139
176
152
156
164
144

281
285
286
279
269
266
282
255
284
256
229
224
206
255
238
202
226
182
214
177
262
204
218
238
222
279
214
221
213
232
194
221
182
225
193
206
196
184

276
235
219
177
191
190
256
175
231
257
135
162
160
153
94
161
207
126
160
117
106
165
166
151
131
56
48
116
102
107
51
207
184
121
161
104
94
124

HWI TWI ASI

Indices
ASI
Rel
77
76
85
96
86
97
89
89
99
84
84
83
99
85
99
97
84
96
97
88
93
76
87
83
87
97
93
84
77
95
84
97
84
94
87
79
84
84

No.
Dtrs
47
45
68
367
51
476
100
95
2444
70
59
53
2546
66
789
531
65
440
504
59
189
28
90
57
79
611
132
63
44
276
76
546
74
223
81
56
45
82

Production

Good Bulls Guide for Holstein — Balanced Performance Index (BPI) — Australian Proven

For more informaon contact ADHIS
Phone: (03) 8621 4240

No.
Herds
22
24
32
52
29
43
31
30
307
29
27
29
353
32
147
115
25
56
93
25
42
15
41
31
29
108
34
31
21
85
26
126
31
77
39
22
22
37
64
64
64

Rel

69
64
92
67
62
64
85
60

64
64
75
63
77
67
76
64
61

106
106
104
108
101
102
107
103
105

105 65

59
66
60
63

105
105
105
105

104 83

99 62

102
106
100
100
107
104
103
106

106 70

Survival
102
106
104

Survival
Over
Type
101
106
101
106
105
106
108
103
106
105
104
103
102
105
104
103
101
100
100
99
107
105
104
106
104
110
104
106
106
107
103
104
104
107
101
106
102
104

Mam
Syst
103
104
103
100
101
104
101
104
111
105
101
104
101
105
109
99
104
97
107
97
105
105
102
112
106
113
102
103
108
110
99
102
105
105
99
103
106
104

Type
Rel
75
75
71
89
79
91
81
71
97
80
72
75
98
62
98
89
71
89
92
82
85
63
72
68
71
92
84
77
73
83
76
92
79
85
74
70
75
77

ConformationTraits
Milk
Spd
101
100
103
101
105
99
102
101
100
103
100
101
100
97
100
100
102
103
102
100
102
102
100
99
102
101
102
102
101
100
102
103
102
103
101
102
101
102
67
67
72
88
65
91
76
73
95
69
70
71
94
72
97
89
69
89
88
80
79
64
74
68
72
89
87
70
68
82
67
81
72
80
67
67
76
68

146
129
138
149
125
132
112
145
124
170
167
150
142
122
136
153
154
124
117
162
174
119
147
125
91
142
155
153
153
143
177
131
134
110
137
162
128
145

Rel CC
67
68
77
93
81
96
82
79
97
68
74
72
96
77
99
95
71
93
92
83
84
66
78
72
79
92
90
74
69
88
74
90
70
87
78
72
79
71

Feed
Saved
-109
-85
105
-103
-57
-38
-160
51
26
-128
-107
-97
-16
-38
-78
-115
16
4
71
-26
-110
-90
-121
11
68
33
60
-13
-41
31
34
-42
-94
-1
9
-109
-100
-112

39
39
38
43
39
42
41
37
47
40
38
38
47
33
47
44
38
43
45
41
42
34
38
36
37
45
42
39
38
42
39
45
40
42
36
37
38
40

Rel
GAC
GAC
GAC
CBL
GAC
SEM
GAC
ABS
GAC
GAC
ABS
GAC
GAC
ABS
GAC
ABS
GAC
ABS
GAC
ABS
ALT
GAC
ABS
GAC
ABS
GAC
GAC
GAC
GAC
GAC
ABS
ALT
GAC
GAC
GAC
GAC
ABS
ABS

connued next page

Rel

Source

LIC Livestock Improvement
RED AUSRED Genecs
SEM Semex Australia
CBL Cogent Breeding Ltd
TLG Total Livestock Genecs
VIK Viking Genecs
WWS World Wide Sires
TBA To Be Advised

Daughter CellCount FeedSaved
Fertility

Temp Like Rel Dtr
Fert
103 103 68 106
102 102 67 105
100 102 67 98
104 103 89 106
102 101 72 108
100 103 86 108
101 101 74 100
104 103 74 102
102 103 98 97
103 103 75 94
100 100 67 110
101 101 69 102
103 102 98 105
102 102 71 102
103 103 96 102
100 101 92 109
103 101 72 99
100 102 81 108
100 102 92 101
101 102 75 109
105 104 74 106
101 102 67 107
104 103 67 100
101 103 67 103
103 104 70 109
102 103 86 104
102 103 82 108
103 104 69 104
103 103 67 107
101 102 85 107
102 102 70 112
103 102 90 94
99 100 75 104
102 102 87 100
100 101 76 101
101 102 71 105
103 102 67 103
100 101 72 109

Workability

Source of Bulls
ABS ABS Australia
AGR Agri-Gene
ALT Alta Genecs
CBH Coomboona Holsteins
CRV CRV Australia
GAC Genecs Australia
GGI GGI Australia
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ROUFECTOR
MRSASS
DOUBLEDUTCH
JUDGEMENT
LAZZARO
DEANCOX
CARLAROO
DOLBY
CURIO
CAUSEWAY
29HO13846
GONZO

BUNDALONGROUFECTOR
JETSTARMRSAMSASS-ET
DOUBLEDUTCHDTBENITO-ET
RENGAWESQUIREJUDGEMENT
GLOMARLAZZARO
MANNAFARMDEANCOX
KAARMONACARLAROO
GUMRIDGESROUMAREDOLBY
COUNTRYROADROUMARECURIO
COUNTRYROADMRSAMANAST
LARS-ACRESSHOTTRIGGER
CURRAJUGLEGONZO

200
198
195
194
194
191
191
191
189
188
187
185

80
79
84
72
80
87
74
72
75
70
87
88
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131
154
168
155
135
140
139
134
127
124
178
181

230
153
211
105
187
178
168
195
178
189
195
181

180
153
70
132
126
177
156
136
136
181
23
46

91
88
94
80
91
96
83
83
85
77
96
97

RENGAWREDMAWKB9975-ET
FARNEAR-TBR-BHFLAMER-ET
GLOMARSUPERLUCKY-ET
MRSEAGULL-BAYSANDAL-ET
AR-JOYCUDAMARISAMAZE-ET
DESU11949PENALTY
HINDLEEGOLDWYNOMANROYAL121003
SANDY-VALLEYFIVESTAR-ET
BRABANTDALEBLUEBELL
COOCKIECUTTERHARPER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BPI $ BPI
Rel
306 60
303 63
299 61
297 56
295 56
288 64
287 67
287 58
285 56
284 60
245
240
254
232
254
260
227
249
213
227

271
282
291
269
280
246
266
239
259
262

154
152
144
172
131
100
191
127
161
164

HWI TWI ASI

VFOSKE
BEAULANDSOBAMA
LOUVICDMAX
RDAVID
BOSGOWANBONJOVI
GEDBO
LOUVICLEVER
KANGAWARRASANDMAN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

VFOSKE
ARBOBAMA
ARBDMAX
RANDERSDAVID
ARBBONJOVI
GEDBO2263
ARBLEVER
KGSANDMAN

BullName

Rank BullID

BPI $ BPI
Rel
291 89
194 77
185 76
180 88
179 90
169 84
165 78
144 67
210
142
102
167
137
173
160
116

292
200
99
173
149
146
184
110

190
141
188
44
111
59
67
112

HWI TWI ASI

Indices

49
46
59
27
41
116
31
29
33
24
55
98

ASI
Rel
72
75
73
69
68
76
78
70
68
72

ASI
Rel
98
94
93
98
99
96
94
90

No.
Dtrs
414
85
98
288
1393
166
85
56

Production

No.
Dtrs
0
0
0
0
0
0
19
0
0
0

Production

153
108
267
62
134
460
71
51
58
49
320
457
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KINGTUT
FLAMER
SUPERLUCKY
29HO18161
29HO18284
29HO17732
ROYALMAN
29HO18233
29HO18199
29HO17747

BullName

Rank BullID

Indices
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

from previous page

For more informaon contact ADHIS
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No.
Herds
51
36
37
50
207
23
37
25

No.
Herds
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0

101
105
102
100
104
103
102

109
101
105
95
106
103
102
104
105
106
104
102

Survival
108
106
96
109
103
105
103
103

77
85
84
79
72
91
78
66
68
71
87
88

Type
Rel
50
55
52
46
44
52
60
47
45
50

Rel Over
Type
82 106
54 102
55 94
82 100
88 98
76 96
58 102
42 98

Mam
Syst
106
100
90
102
101
101
106
97

Type
Rel
86
56
64
83
86
66
57
52

ConformationTraits

Mam
Syst
103
104
104
101
106
102
105
101
102
103

Milk
Spd
101
105
90
100
102
105
99
95

104
101
105
101
100
103
103
102
100
101
100
103

75
82
82
70
76
93
73
69
74
71
82
87

102
103
102
102
103
102
102
102
102
102

58
62
60
55
54
62
67
57
55
58

103
100
101
100
100
102
96
100

104
103
98
100
102
102
98
100

93
79
77
89
97
82
75
49

Temp Like Rel

Workability

101
103
102
101
103
101
102
102
102
101

77
73
84
63
78
82
69
71
75
71
89
87

Daughter
Fertility
Dtr Rel
Fert
105 89
101 67
102 62
105 90
104 94
101 86
104 71
99 41

82
74
88
71
84
89
71
73
77
68
92
93

-64
37
-50
96
-115
41
-14
-80
-112
-48
-38
26

40
42
41
40
38
45
40
35
36
37
42
44

Rel Feed
Saved
58 -86
64 -109
60 -2
56 -31
55 -3
68 38
66 4
57 22
55 -124
60 -16

28
30
29
26
26
29
31
27
26
28

Rel
GAC
AGR
ABS
ABS
ABS
ABS
GAC
ABS
ABS
ABS

Source

ALT
GAC
AGR
GAC
ABS
GAC
ABS
GAC
GAC
GAC
ABS
ABS

CC Rel Feed
Saved
110 94 -140
92 78 -18
128 75 -68
125 92 -15
84 97 -16
63 94 164
134 80 102
114 60 71

41
28
31
39
40
34
28
26

Rel
VIK
GAC
GAC
VIK
GAC
VIK
GAC
GAC

CellCount FeedSaved Source

147
146
144
147
167
155
130
151
149
155

CC

CellCount FeedSaved

112
138
168
150
123
108
151
134
133
119
174
119

LIC Livestock Improvement
RED AUSRED Genecs
SEM Semex Australia
CBL Cogent Breeding Ltd
TLG Total Livestock Genecs
VIK Viking Genecs
WWS World Wide Sires
TBA To Be Advised

Daughter
Fertility
Dtr Rel
Fert
111 44
110 51
107 45
107 42
110 42
115 56
108 60
114 42
107 42
106 45

96
103
100
109
103
95
104
103
99
100
109
112

Temp Like Rel

Workability

103
100
104
101
98
102
103
102
100
100
102
101

Milk
Spd
99
102
102
102
101
102
101
101
101
101

105
101
96
91
103
102
102
102
101
103
97
103

ConformationTraits

106
102
101
94
102
100
102
105
101
107
104
106

Rel Over
Type
46 101
51 103
46 105
43 101
42 103
50 99
58 102
44 100
42 102
46 102

Survival

Survival
110
109
109
107
108
109
105
108
108
106

Survival

65
66
79
66
61
65
64

103 70
103 72

Source of Bulls
ABS ABS Australia
AGR Agri-Gene
ALT Alta Genecs
CBH Coomboona Holsteins
CRV CRV Australia
GAC Genecs Australia
GGI GGI Australia
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CAIRNBRAEJACESELTON
CAIRNBRAETBONEEDISON
ALLLYNNSLOUIEVALENTINO
RIVERSIDEAMBITION
CAIRNBRAETBONEENSIGN
ABERDEENVALERIANSANDOWN-ET
ARALUENPARKLARFALOTSAGE
NOWELLVIPER
WALLACEDALEMARVARIEET
WHITESTARGREG
ARALUENPARKSTRZELECKI
ALMERVISTABOND
ALLLYNNSLEGALVOLCANO-ET
ABERDEENVALERIANROUNDHILL-ET
ROCKLEIGHPARKVALERIANVAVOOM
BROADLIN2499VALERIAN
BROADLIN2420SPIRITUAL
PANNOOABEVANAHLEM
LIGHTWOODLUCRATIVE
WALLACEDALEMELVARA
NOWELLTARSAN
BROOKBORATBONEBARCARDI
BROADLINAUSSIEGOLDP-ET
NOWELLSANDBLAST
KAARMONAGALEAO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

BPI $ BPI
Rel
318 93
304 76
302 86
292 76
280 74
273 81
266 72
263 72
242 73
240 83
232 71
231 75
224 76
221 75
214 81
214 77
209 75
208 92
207 93
201 79
200 92
188 70
182 79
172 90
171 88
231
168
234
249
206
201
223
218
176
152
168
174
186
170
126
173
172
166
136
177
143
133
114
137
139

336
309
386
264
352
276
240
268
247
175
166
232
273
204
146
172
205
250
235
238
202
228
219
134
210

207
285
163
184
183
210
182
175
182
223
203
131
115
140
192
140
131
117
158
90
155
132
128
168
102

HWI TWI ASI

ARALUENPARKSEAHORSE
STONYRUNAUSTBONEMINX
KAARAMONAGRIFFIN
ARALUENPARKBANDANNA
BEULAHTAHBILK
STONYRUNAUSTBONEVICKS2
CAIRNBRAEBONTINO
BEULAHBRAXKP4411
BROADLINDOUBLEUP
BROADLINLEVI
SUNSETCANYONDIVIDEND-ET
NOWELLSHAQ
ARALUENPARKBAND
VJLURE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SEAHORSE
MINX
GRIFF
CSCBANDANNA
TAHBILK
VICKS
BONTINO
AINSLEY
DOUBLEUP
LEVIGENES
CRDIVIDEND
SHAQ
HARDROCK
VIKLURE

BullName

Rank BullID

BPI $ BPI
Rel
293 54
287 55
282 56
282 56
281 54
281 54
280 58
271 48
270 52
268 56
268 70
263 60
263 56
262 66
225
217
206
205
232
221
207
195
181
195
227
184
184
210

313
324
298
301
313
318
334
296
226
272
325
265
276
209

177
196
208
186
150
149
171
195
232
188
124
175
171
166

HWI TWI ASI

Indices
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ELTON
CSCEDISON
7J1038
CSCAMBITION
CAIRNBONE
RACEWAY
SAGE
VIPOR
CRVMARVARIE
BOSGREGSTAR
STRZELECKI
ALMERBOND
29JE3762
ROUNDHILL
VAVOOM
ABERIAN
BROADSIDE
VANAHLEM
LARFALOT
CSCMELVARA
TAILBOARD
011JE01134
AUSSIEGOLD
SANDBLAST
GAINFUL

BullName

Rank BullID

Indices
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No.
Dtrs
4604
85
279
68
70
122
69
53
85
318
61
82
40
76
201
119
69
3630
2450
146
1612
62
152
991
450

ASI
Rel
66
66
69
67
66
65
69
62
66
68
78
72
67
73

No.
Dtrs
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
4

Production

ASI
Rel
99
86
96
86
85
91
84
83
85
95
81
87
84
86
93
89
86
99
99
91
99
81
90
98
97

Production

No.
Herds
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1

No.
Herds
480
36
57
28
25
46
35
21
28
79
21
27
19
34
54
33
40
374
326
40
275
21
47
162
124

Survival
109
107
107
108
109
109
110
107
104
106
111
106
108
105

Mam
Syst
108
108
110
108
111
108
111
108
100
105
107
104
107
97

Type
Rel
43
45
47
47
43
45
50
35
42
47
72
52
46
64

ConformationTraits
Rel Over
Type
41 108
46 108
44 108
46 108
41 108
45 107
48 110
34 108
38 101
45 105
64 111
50 105
46 105
58 94

Survival

Type
Rel
97
72
88
71
69
82
68
69
70
78
73
65
78
67
73
71
73
98
97
78
91
65
82
91
86

ConformationTraits

Sur- Rel Over Mam
vival
Type Syst
107 96 108 106
103 63 103 104
116 115
103 65 102 106
105 62 113 120
103 71 107 111
105 59 101 99
104 62 104 112
103 60 110 107
100 68 98
95
104 60 101 97
105 60 101 107
108 105
104 62 105 104
103 68 97
94
104 64 100 101
105 66 103 105
107 92 108 110
107 104
108 67 108 113
101 95 104 103
108 59 108 106
106 68 110 106
101 105
103 79 106 106

Survival

Milk
Spd
102
102
103
102
103
103
102
102
102
102
103
104
101
102

Milk
Spd
104
103
103
103
99
104
101
106
102
102
102
103
103
102
101
101
100
102
101
102
100
103
101
100
99
104
102
107
102
101
105
103
103
103
104
104
103
105
102
104
101
102
106
102
104
101
105
104
103
102

99
76
83
74
71
81
75
67
73
87
70
73
67
70
83
82
68
99
98
79
97
67
82
95
94

102
105
105
102
106
105
104
105
101
104
103
104
102
100

103
105
106
104
106
105
106
106
102
104
104
104
104
97

54
54
56
55
54
53
57
48
53
57
54
61
55
45

Temp Like Rel

Workability

105
102
107
101
100
104
100
102
106
103
103
103
104
102
102
100
102
107
102
103
102
103
105
103
102

Temp Like Rel

Workability

Daughter
Fertility
Dtr Rel
Fert
103 42
97 49
101 41
102 49
101 40
101 48
98 51
99 32
104 35
100 44
97 77
102 49
98 49
102 72

44
35
41
34
33
39
33
33
34
37
35
31
37
32
35
34
35
45
44
37
42
30
39
42
40

Rel

CC Rel Feed
Saved
102 52 -71
109 53 -51
86 54 -78
94 54 -106
92 52 -26
116 53 -77
118 59 -153
108 46 -98
97 50 -51
89 55 -69
151 80 -33
109 59 -115
102 54 -153
127 80 80

21
21
23
22
21
21
24
17
20
22
34
25
22
34

Rel

CellCount FeedSaved

CC Rel Feed
Saved
116 99 -120
108 79 -244
147 89 -168
97 77 111
116 76 -140
88 84 -46
111 74 146
66 74 58
105 74 -49
103 88 -51
86 70 75
122 77 -93
132 81 -29
89 79 -18
80 84 -98
107 78 53
100 78 40
102 98 -73
124 99 -115
136 81 -9
132 98 -20
80 72 -97
131 76 -177
98 95 137
144 92 -9

CellCount FeedSaved

GAC
VIK

GAC
AGR
GAC
ABS
GAC
GAC
AGR
GAC
GAC
GAC
AGR

Source

ABS
ABS
GAC
ABS
ALT
GAC
GAC
AGR
CRV
CRV
GAC
ALT
ABS
GAC
ABS
GAC
GAC
ALT
GAC
ABS
GAC
ALT
GAC
AGR
GAC

Source

LIC Livestock Improvement
RED AUSRED Genecs
SEM Semex Australia
CBL Cogent Breeding Ltd
TLG Total Livestock Genecs
VIK Viking Genecs
WWS World Wide Sires
TBA To Be Advised

Daughter
Fertility
Dtr Rel
Fert
101 98
96 70
99 86
103 73
101 70
100 77
102 66
104 72
104 63
100 77
100 62
101 71
97 80
106 75
102 75
104 69
101 72
98 96
97 98
100 72
97 97
100 62
99 66
102 92
96 85

Source of Bulls
ABS ABS Australia
AGR Agri-Gene
ALT Alta Genecs
CBH Coomboona Holsteins
CRV CRV Australia
GAC Genecs Australia
GGI GGI Australia
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Murray Stewart sowed two fodder crops, at a cost of $1000/ha, and said the producon increases were measurable.

Key points

Fodder beets: a sweet investment
❁ Fodder beets being
trialled in NSW and Vic
❁ Need to opmise crop
inputs and trace elements
❁ Introduce to animals gradually

By Jeanee Severs

I

T has been touted as the next best
thing, and the past year has seen
several trial plots of fodder beets
planted in Australia, especially in the
eastern states.
In Victoria and New South Wales,
in particular, the trials have revealed
the need for farmers to optimise crop
inputs and deal with trace element
deﬁciencies in the soil and insect invasions that were not an issue with
other crops.
Rodwell agronomist Gary Condron
advised eight farmers in the Victorian
Macalister Irrigation District – four
dairyfarmers and four beef farmers
– on growing fodder beets. Seven of
those crops were irrigated.
“The dairy guys seem to be going
best on it, but it’s early days yet and
we need more experience with growing and producing weight and produc-

Cows grazing fodder beets on Murray Stewart’s East Gippsland dairy farm.
tion gains out of it,” Mr Condron said.
“It’s been difﬁcult to compare with
New Zealand farmers’ results. Water and weed control are crucial but
the average production seems to be
around 20 tonnes dry matter.”
But he cautioned against relying on
it alone as the crop had low protein

levels. “Protein is king,” he said. “You
need good silage to help young cattle
grow out and that’s one thing it’s not
really blessed with.
“It’s early days but weight gain
seems to be about 800 grams/day –
if you look at it as 100 head of cattle
grazing two hectares per day, 800g/
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day weight gain is substantial. We’re
hopeful of getting an average one kilogram-plus/day in the end.
“The jury’s still out, but each of
those eight farmers has indicated
they’ll plant it again.”

Measurable producon
increases
East Gippsland dairyfarmer Murray
Stewart planted fodder beet varieties
Brigadier and Munro on September 23
last year, after pre-emergent spraying,
into river silt ﬂats at Lindenow, Vic,
and nearby Hillside, Vic.
He milks a 250 predominantly Jersey herd producing 1,350,000 litres
annually, and his dairy farm is part of
a multi-pronged integrated agribusiness.
Mr Stewart sowed 100,000 seeds/
hectare at 750 millimetres wide, with
200kg/ha diammonium phosphate
(DAP) and potash, and irrigated the
crop fortnightly using guns.
After the crop was established, a
leaf disease in the later growing stage
had to be dealt with, but the bulbs
were already well up and the canopy
was re-established. A boron deﬁciency was also noted. Boron and other
trace element deﬁciencies are common in East Gippsland soils.
One paddock’s crop, lifted and fed
out on a feedpad, was bordered by
a maize crop and he suspects it was
overwatered.
“I think you can overwater it — it
doesn’t like wet feet,” Mr Stewart said.
Mr Stewart started transitioning
the herd onto fodder beets by lifting
the bulbs with leaf from the Lindenow
planting and mixing them in a feeder
wagon, then feeding out to the cows
on a feedpad immediately before af-

Murray Stewart’s fodder beet crop on December 17. It was sown on September 23.
ternoon milking. After milking, the
herd went into the night pasture paddock. The process was adhered to for
a fortnight.
“We fed a ration of one kilogram
of dry matter/cow/day for two days;
then 2kg/cow/day for two days; then
doubled it,” Mr Stewart said.
In mid-April, the herd started stripgrazing the Hillside crop, at ﬁrst after
morning milking. They then switched
to let the herd into the paddock before afternoon milking. “We lost a couple of cows — it’s unclear if the fodder
beets were responsible — they could
have been a bit down on condition
and ingested some toxicity from the
ryegrass,” Mr Stewart said.
They then moved to strip grazing
from 1.30-2.30pm, before afternoon
milking, grazing an area 60 metres by
3m and leaving some bulbs for the
next day.
The production increases are measurable. Average fat was 5-5.1 per cent

and protein was 3.76 per cent before
the herd began eating fodder beets.
By the end of the fodder beet grazing,
average fat was 5.25-5.47 per cent and
protein was 4.03 per cent.
If he remained in the dairy industry,
Mr Stewart said he was likely to plant
the crop again.
He is a Murray Goulburn supplier
and, at the time of this story, was considering his options to continue in the
dairy industry.
“I have other aspects of the business, but each of them has to pay for
themselves — the dairy can’t leach
money out of the remaining farm,” he
said. “My investment in the fodder
beets was about $1000/ha, about the
same as maize. The canopy cover was
massive and the weed sprays were
pretty good for getting the crop up. We
had to spray for post-emergent grass
at Hillside, because I only sprayed for
broadleaf (before sowing); but competition was negligible.”
D

Key points

Beet that: a $10,000 crop
❁ Get ferliser and trace
element levels right
❁ Time of sowing crical for
best yields
❁ Canopy closure helps control
weeds

By Jeanee Severs

M

ALCOLM and Annette Cumming, Longford, Vic, are justiﬁably proud of their fodder
beet crop, which they showed off at
an autumn ﬁeld day.

A number of farmers grew trial
crops in Victoria and New South
Wales this season, as seed companies’
research how fodder beet germinates
and grows across the state.
Mr Cumming planted two varieties
— Brigadier and Munro — into 3.7
hectares on September 30 last year
and, applied three millilitres irrigation daily.
The fodder farmer, who harvests
lucerne silage for local dairyfarmers
as well as his own commercial Angus
herd, was a ﬁrst-time beet grower.

“I decided to try it, to see how it
grows out and offer it as an alternate
crop to dairyfarmers if I think it’s
worthwhile,” he said.
“It’s about a $10,000 investment and
I’ve had my doubts at times, because
it’s new and a learning curve. I’ll lift it
and mix it with lucerne silage in the
feeder wagon and feed it out every
second day. I’ll measure how well the
heifers do on it before I make up my
mind.”
Pre-planting, he sprayed Roundup,
then planted the Brigadier variety at
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Troy Richards has been leading the development of fodder beet
crops in Australia.
108,000 seeds/ha and Munro at 94,000
seeds/ha into sandy soil.
The crop was sown with Nitrophosca (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium
compound fertiliser). After sowing
2.5kg/ha boron and 200kg/ha muriate
of potash were applied, along with
150 litres/ha Easy N applied through
the pivot.
Post-emergent weed spraying occurred twice in the 7-14 days after sowing and four weeks later he
sprayed for grass.
“Once it comes to canopy closure,
weeds can’t get the light so you don’t
have a weed problem,” Mr Cumming
said.
He said the fertiliser application
was conservative, less than recommended by agronomists. “You have
to be very disciplined with the time of
sowing, spraying and fertiliser for this
crop to succeed,” he said.
At the ﬁeld day on Mr Cumming’s
farm, farmers discussed agronomy,
system ﬁts and nutrition of the crop.
While this crop showed only a little leaf mildew and some potassium
deﬁciency, other issues experienced
around Australia included boron and
manganese deﬁciency, earwigs in one
crop and beet web-worm on three
crops in NSW.
NSW beet grower Troy Richards
told ﬁeld day visitors: “Get your potassium levels right and the canopy
closed, and sunshine will grow the
beet rapidly.
“Time of sowing is critical for yield;
after that, nitrogen application at the
eight-leaf stage will encourage canopy
closure. As soon as you add potassium, the bulbs kick on in growth.”
There was some discussion about
how to apply nitrogen — by air, by
hand from an ATV or by machine —

Boron deﬁciency has been common in fodder beet crops in
Australia.

Warren Cumming with his crop on February 2 this year.

‘You have to be very
disciplined with the me
of sowing, spraying and
ferliser for this crop to
succeed.’
with many attendees noting the close
sowing of the crop predicated against
machinery application.
Mr Cumming said he and other
growers thought time of sowing could
come forward a month in the Gippsland district. Others were interested
in an autumn sowing.
Farmers heard from Mr Richards
that managing the transition to fully
grazing beets was critical; more so
with springing heifers.
D

Warren Cumming and agronomist Gary
Condron in Mr Cumming’s fodder beet
crop.
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Lablab pastures pre-grazing.

Key points

Lablab: something
❁ Lablab can be grazed or ensiled to replace
protein meals
❁ Need to achieve good levels of ulisaon
❁ Flexible grazing period

E

VERYONE has seen something that was previously
used being promoted as new again. In this case it’s
lablab.
In the past, lablab was used in a dryland situation with
the purpose of being grown for grazing in the autumn feed
gap.
It is now being rediscovered as both a dryland and irrigated pasture crop being grown in much larger areas as
the main forage for milkers between December and April.
Lablab is potentially a cheaper source of crude protein
in the diet compared with adding protein in the form of
protein meals or by-products.
It can either grazed as pasture or fed as silage in a partial
mixed ration (PMR) or total mixed ration (TMR).
Lablab featured in phase two of the Queensland Government’s C4Milk Developmental Trial co-funded by Dairy
Australia at the Gatton Research Dairy (a facility shared by
the University of Queensland and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries).
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Lablab pastures post-grazing.

old is new again
The PMR herd grazed lablab, consuming 7.8 kilograms
dry matter (DM)/cow/day in April 2016. The TMR herd had
lablab silage within their diet at 3.7kg DM/cow/day.
Following are results achieved when lablab was grown
under irrigated conditions at Gatton.
Previous trial results from Mutdapilly and the Downs region conducted under dryland conditions indicated that
the crude protein levels were on average about 24 per cent.
Under irrigation, the crude protein levels ranged from 29
to 35 per cent, averaging 31.5 per cent as indicated above.
The cows grazed the youngest stems and leaves achieving
a respectable Neutral Detergent Fibre of 38.3 per cent.
Lablab needs to be grazed in a lax manner, allowing
cows to strip the leaves from the top of the plant, but it’s
important not to let the cows trample the crop.
In the trial, the crop was grazed when total dry matter
on offer was 4.4 tonnes DM/ha.
The stocking rate at each grazing was equivalent to 130
cows/ha, with the cows consuming 1.0 tonnes DM/ha and
resulting in an intake of 7.8kg DM/cow/day.

Lablab grazed on a farm in the Fassifern Valley
A recent example of the beneﬁts of irrigated lablab over
summer was for a farmer who planted it in a staged-plant
over six weeks from November onwards.
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Table 1: Comparison of quality and yield of Lablab

‘We need to provide
evidence to support that
our products are being
produced sustainably.’

He planted 21ha of irrigated lablab,
and the herd started grazing in midDecember 2015, some six weeks after
planting.
The herd grazed kikuyu early in the
day and returned to the feedpad for
silage.
In hot conditions the cows were
fed silage at the feedpad and did not
graze the kikuyu.
At night the cows grazed the lablab
pasture and consumed 10kg DM/cow.
The lablab was grazed by the stale
herd, being 200 days plus in milk, and
produced an average of 21 litres/cow/
day at a cost of $3.50/cow/day. This
equates to a margin over feed costs
(MOFC) of $9.10/cow/day.

The cost of Lablab
Lablab either grown as a dryland or
irrigated crop is a cheap form of pasture and protein in the diet of milking
cows.
Dryland lablab is weather tolerant
and represents good value.
Dryland lablab as indicated in Table
1 will have lower crude protein levels.
The irrigated lablab offers a certainty of a yield with a higher crude
protein level.
If high levels of yield are not
achieved, then as indicated by the red
type values in Table 3, lablab could
be a more expensive feed than a wellmanaged and fertilised pasture.
Potential risks limiting yield would
be over-grazing or grazing in wet con-

Previous
dryland trials

Gaon irrigated
— grazed

Gaon irrigated
— silage

7.8

3.7

Dry maer (DM) intake
(kg DM/cow/day)
Crude protein percentage

24

31.5

20.6

Neutral Detergent Fibre
(NDF) percentage

51

38.3

49

Table 2: The cost of dryland Lablab under varying ulisaon.
Cost per kg DM at varying amounts of ulisaon and no irrigaon
applicaons
Dry maer ulisaon (kg/ha)

3360

4480

5600

6720

7840

Cost per kilogram dry maer

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.05

0.04

Table 3: The cost of irrigated Lablab under varying ulisaon.
Cost of Lablab pasture per kg DM ($/kg) at varying amounts of ulisaon and
irrigaon use
Dry maer ulisaon (kg/ha)

Irrigaon
use
(ML/ha)

4200

5600

7000

8400

9800

1.8

0.15

0.11

0.09

0.08

0.07

2.4

0.17

0.13

0.10

0.08

0.07

3.0

0.18

0.14

0.11

0.09

0.08

3.6

0.20

0.15

0.12

0.10

0.08

4.2

0.21

0.16

0.13

0.11

0.09

ditions leading to destruction of the
base of the lablab plant.
Lablab increases the crude protein
in the diet and therefore reducing the
reliance on purchased protein meals.
If considering planting lablab this
summer, graze it alternately with
kikuyu, lucerne or a tropical crop or
pasture.
It is the type of forage source farmers can be ﬂexible with, meaning if
there are good growing conditions
on another pasture or crop, consume
more of that while it is good quality
and available, as the lablab will sit

and wait without the quality decreasing rapidly (making it one of a few pastures that is versatile from a pasture
management perspective).
Reduce the amount of lablab being
fed, but don’t totally remove it from
the diet.
When other pasture options are
less favourable, lablab can contribute
to a greater amount of the intake to
maintain or improve milk production.
There may be a resurgence in the
planting of lablab for summer 2016 so
order seed early to avoid disappointment.
D

Queensland dairy enlists new corn in weed bale

S

CENIC Rim, Qld, dairyfarmer Craig
Brook is now able to tackle weeds and
produce quality corn silage in the same
season aer introducing imidazolinone
tolerant (IT) corn to the farm recently.
Mr Brook said they introduced corn in
2010, and IT corn in 2015, in the form of pit
and round bale silage to supplement the raon. “A lot of our country gets nutgrass, so
with the IT corn you can sll get that bulk
silage in the pit while tackling weeds in-crop
with a Group B herbicide,” he said.
“Corn is an expensive crop to grow, so
you don’t want a weedy paddock reduc-

ing its potenal. You don’t want to play
‘spot the corn plant’ come harvest.”
Craig and brother Thomas run Kaperra
Farms near Beaudesert, cropping at their
Round Mountain farm and trucking the
feed to Boyland for their herd of 240 Jersey and Holstein cows.
The paral mixed raon (PMR) includes corn, barley, rye, and lucerne and
vetch hay, while grazing pasture consists
of lucerne, chicory, clover and ryegrass.
The only feed brought in is a small
amount of canola meal and grain.
Mr Brook said he aimed for 25 tonnes
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per hectare from corn silage — a ﬁgure
he reached last season thanks to plenty
of rain. “It was a good year for it,” he said.
The average annual rainfall for Round
Mountain is 600 millimetres and we had
twice that last year, so we only needed to
irrigate three mes.
“Our long term staple variety PAC 624
hit 25t/ha and PAC 606IT wasn’t far behind, plus it has the IT beneﬁt. I can’t see
any yield penalty from growing IT.”
The Brooks plant in early September or
in October if opportune, and aim to harvest between Christmas and New Year.
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Agronomic Selection Criteria

<www.asf.asn.au>

Market Information

Type
Species

Winter
activity or
ﬂowering
activity

Brand Name

LUCERNE
Highly winter
active

11

SF Force 11®

✔

Seed Force

10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

SARDI Ten®
SARDI Ten® Series 2
SF Force 10®
Australis
Blue Ace
CUF 101
Hallmark
L91®
L92®
Multileaf ML99
Pegasis
Sequel
Sequel HR
Silverado
Siriver
SuperCharge
SuperNova
SuperSonic
SuperStar
Titan 9

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

9
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

WL® 925HQ
Magna 801FQ
Magna 804
Flairdale
Genesis II
Haymaster 7®
L70®
L71®
Q75®
SARDI Seven series 2®
SARDI Seven®
SF 714QL®
SF Force 7®
Silverosa GT
Titan 7

✔
✔
✔
✔
P
✔
P
P
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
P
✔

7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
3

Trifecta
UQL 1
Aurora
Hunterﬁeld
Icon
SARDI-Grazer
Stamina® GT6
Hunter River
L56®
SARDI Five
Seed Force 5
Stamina® 5(STM)
Venus
Q31®

Heritage Seeds
Heritage Seeds
Seed Force
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
Many
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Pasture Genetics
Pasture Genetics
Pasture Genetics
Heritage Seeds
Many
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Upper Murray Seeds
Many
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
AusWest Seeds, Stephen
Pasture Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Valley Seeds
Valley Seeds
Alfagreen
Heritage Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Pasture Genetics
Pasture Genetics
Pasture Genetics
Heritage Seeds
Heritage Seeds
Seed Force
Seed Force
Upper Murray Seeds
AusWest Seeds, Stephen
Pasture Seeds
Many
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Many
Many
Seed Genetics International
Heritage Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Many
Pasture Genetics
Heritage Seeds
Seed Force
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Heritage Seeds
Pasture Genetics

Winter active

Semi dormant

Winter dormant

FORAGE BRASSICA
Forage Rape

Goliath®(Swift Utility)
Hobson
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Variety * Australian Marketer

✔
P
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

PGG Wrightson Seeds
Valley Seeds

Intellectual
Property Status
PBR**

Background
Information

TM*** Plant Breeder

Forage Genetics, USA
Y
P

SARDI
SARDI
Forage Genetics, USA
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International

Y
Y
Y

Y

QLD DPI
Pasture Genetics
NSW DPI
Pasture Genetics
NSW DPI

Y
Y

QLD DPI
Ian Kaehne

Y
Y
Y
Y

Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
Seed Genetics International
University of Queensland

Y
P
Y

Y

Y
P
P
P
Y
P
Y

Y
Y

P

Y

Forage Genetics, USA
Dairylands USA
Dairylands USA
Lehmann EE & MR
NSWDPI
Forage Genetics, USA
Pasture Genetics
NSW DPI
Pioneer, USA
SARDI
SARDI
Forage Genetics, USA
Calwest, USA
Ian Kaehne
University of Queensland

Y

QLD DPI

Y
P

Seed Genetics International
SARDI
Calwest, USA

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Pioneer, USA
SARDI
Calwest, USA
Calwest, USA
NSW DPI
Pasture Genetics
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Advanta

<www.asf.asn.au> AUSTRALIAN SEED FEDERATION GUIDE

Agronomic Selection Criteria
Type
Species

Winter
activity or
ﬂowering
activity

Kale

Leafy turnip
(hybrid)

Turnip

Plantain

Brand Name
Interval
SF Evergreen
SF Greenland
Stego / Leafmore
Subzero®
Titan
Winfred
Caledonian
Coleor
Gruner
Kestrel
SF Voltage
Sovereign
Appin
Bouncer®
Hunter
Pasja
Pasja II
SF Pacer
Aparima Gold
Dominion
Highlander
Invitation
Major Plus
APT
Barkant
Dynamo
Marco
Polybra
Rival
SF G2

Swede

HERBS
Chicory

Market Information

Short term
Short term
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial
Perennial

Commander
Grouse
Balance®
Chico®
Choice
Le Lacerta
Puna
Puna II
SF Punter
Ranger®
SF Boston
SF Endurance
Tonic

Variety * Australian Marketer
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Intellectual
Property Status
PBR**

Heritage Seeds
Upper Murray Seeds
Seed Force
Heritage Seeds
Pasture Genetics
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Agricom
Heritage Seeds
Cropmark Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Seed Force
Agricom
PGG Wrightson Seeds

Heritage Seeds
Agricom
Pasture Genetics
Cropmark Seeds
Agricom
Valley Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Seed Force
Pasture Genetics
Seed Force
Seed Force
Agricom

TM*** Plant Breeder

Y

Y

Pasture Genetics
Agricom
PGG Wrightson Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Seed Force
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Agricom
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Heritage Seeds
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Agricom
PGG Wrightson Seeds
Heritage Seeds
Cropmark Seeds
Valley Seeds
Agricom
Seed Force

Y

P

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
P
Y

Y

Background
Information

Advanta
Joordens, NED
Joordens, NED
Joordens, NED
Pasture Genetics
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Joordens, NED
SCRI
Agri Obtention
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Oseva Uni, Czech
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Pasture Genetics
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Van Dyke Semo, NED
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Vandyjke, NED
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Forage Innovations Ltd.
SCRI
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Forage Innovations Ltd.
Barenbrug, NED
SCRI
Eurograss Holland, NED
Advanta
Forage Innovations Ltd.
ILVO, Belgium
Suba & Unico, Italy
Grasslands Innovations Ltd
Pasture Genetics
Suba & Unico, Italy
Grasslands Innovations Ltd
Fadisol
Grasslands Innovations Ltd
Grasslands Innovations Ltd
Suba & Unico, Italy
Pasture Genetics

Grasslands Innovations Ltd

This Pasture Variety Database is sourced from the Australian Seeds Federation and its members and is intended for
information purposes only.
* Variety Conﬁrmation: Conﬁrms if a brand of a species qualiﬁes for the use of the term ‘variety’ by way of meeting one or
more of the deﬁnitions for a ‘variety’ as nominated by the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants,
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development or Plant Breeders Rights.
**PBR: Australian Plant Breeders Rights Granted
***TM Registered Trade Mark® Granted
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Maize proves its worth in northern Vic
❁ More corn being grown
in northern Victoria for
silage and grain
❁ High yields per hectare
and per megalitre
❁ Part of cropping rotaon

‘We would have
averaged in the vicinity
of three tonne a
megalitre this year, over
all the corn.’

S

UMMER fodder crop maize grown
for silage has become increasingly popular as a cheap source of
energy and bulk feed for dairyfarmers
in northern Victoria and the dairy areas in New South Wales, just north of
the Murray River.
The crop has become a pivotal feed
in the planned expansion of Coomboona Holsteins at Coomboona in the
Goulburn Valley. Jamie Worm, from
Coomboona Holsteins, said they were
milking 2200 cows and planned to increase that to 6000 head in a two-year
period.
“There’s a lot of infrastructure going
in, a lot more feed to grow and most of
that, the majority, will be maize and
lucerne,” he said.
Some 480 hectares of maize was
grown across the 2015/16 summer
crop season on the property and
there are plans to increase that to 650
or 700ha next year.
The majority of the maize last season was made up of Pioneer hybrid
P1467 and Pioneer hybrid P0021.
“We’re really impressed with the
P1467,” Mr Worm said. “That’s given
us some really great crops and some
great tonnage. We got up to 28 tonnes
a hectare in some of the crops.
“We budget on 18 to 20 tonne so
anything over that is a bonus for us.
So when we are pulling off 26, 27 tonne
we are pretty happy with it.”
In the future options such as Pioneer hybrid P1813-IT will also be used
to provide an additional herbicide option to control a range of grass and
broadleaf weeds.
Mr Worm said the plan was to reﬁne
aspects of growing corn to increase
the average yield across the whole
farm into the future.
Maize is sown at between 80,000
and 90,000 seeds per hectare from
the middle of October through until
Christmas. Soil tests are conducted
on all paddocks leading into the year
to get the balances and pH right and
dairy manure is heavily utilised on the
property.
“We’ll just work on each paddock as

Maize silage is an integral part of the
dairy expansion for Jamie Worm of
Coomboona Holsteins, at Coomboona in
northern Victoria.
they come and try a few different rotation crops in them as well,” Mr Worm
said.
“We’re doing some ryegrass and
shaftal. There are a lot of oats going
in and some vetch. Now that we’re
double-cropping everything, we are
trying to look at some shorter varieties of some seeds. We will probably
use barley in a lot of the corn ground
just so we can get it off earlier and
plant earlier.”
Mr Worm said the dairy cows took
to the maize silage well and it was now
an integral part of the overall ration.
“All the cows are on TMR (total mixed
ration) and they’ll adjust the rate to
suit the cows or the quality of the feed
tests but it is a big part of their daily
intake,” he said.
Agronomist Tim Anderson, of Advanced Ag in Shepparton, said that
even with high water prices, maize
was providing excellent returns per
megalitre and per hectare.
“Nothing else comes near it,” he
said. “We would have averaged in the
vicinity of three tonne a megalitre this
year, over all the corn. You’ve got water over $200 and we are getting corn
in the stacks for roughly the same
money. Nothing else is going to get
near it for the amount of feed you can
produce.”
He said corn was utilised as part
of a mixed ration and could provide
up to 50 per cent of feed supplied to
the animals. It mixed well with high-
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protein feed such as lucerne, and allowed dairyfarmers to cut back on the
amount of grain used.
Mr Anderson said the mid-season
maturity hybrids were preferred in
the area because of the climate. In
some cases, the hybrids would even
complete a quick rotation with winter
and spring-grown crops.
“We’re getting more continuous
cropping on corn so we need more
chemical options in there,” he said.
Lightning herbicide is a post-emergent
option to control a range of broadleaf
and grassy weeds in the corn crop.
He said the yield target for dairyfarmers in the region was about 20 dry
matter tonnes per hectare. “Any year
that we can average over 20 tonnes,
we’ve done well,” Mr Anderson said.
Mr Anderson said farmers liked to
grow corn because of the speed at
which it established and reached its
full height.
He said as well as silage there were
many growers in the district that were
growing corn as a grain option.
“We aim for 15 tonne and that is
quite achievable,” he said. “A lot of
guys would have achieved around
that amount this year, especially
P0021, which is a good result. If we
walk away with over 12 or 13 and
grain is around $300 a tonne, we know
we’ve made money.”
He said many growers have
achieved excellent yields on around
six megalitres per hectare and had
been able to harvest in April and get a
winter crop in the ground.
“Generally, corn is planted from
mid-October when soil temperatures
are on the rise. We generally want to
have that mid-October to mid-November as our good window but some of
our silage will push through until December.”
D
Article courtesy of Dupont Pioneer
Australia, phone (07) 4637 3600,
email <Pioneer.Australia@pioneer.
com>, website <<i>https://www.pioneer.com/web/site/australia>.

“We got seven grazings from SF Beamer with great feed quality, yield and utilisation.
We will be using SF Beamer going forward for all our summer forage systems.”
Graham Forbes, Gloucester

The key to

more profitable
returns from grazing

summer forage.

SF BEAMER BMR Sudan grass
VARIETY

YIELD

height

kg DM/
ha

NDF%

ME MJ/KGDM

CP%

0.5m 1.0m 1.5m 0.5m 1.0m 1.5m 0.5m 1.0m

1.5m

SUDAN GRASS
Beamer BMR

12,119

41

55

60

12.4

10.4

9.7

25.3

20.4

Superdan 2

11,577

44

60

63

11.9

9.8

9.2

24.2

19.1

19.0
16.2

SSS

11,254

45

60

60

12.0

9.8

9.8

24.8

18.1

18.0

Nudan

10,094

46

65

68

11.9

9.0

8.5

24.2

15.9

15.5

SORGHUM X SUDAN
SF Flourish

10,417

48

61

58

11.4

9.7

9.9

23.2

18.2

16.6

BMR Revolution

10,583

45

57

64

11.2

9.7

9.3

21.8

20.6

15.3

Boost

10,576

47

62

59

11.2

9.6

9.8

20.7

16.5

20.0

Octane BMR

8,497

49

54

64

10.8

10.3

9.1

21.2

18.7

17.5

4,228

47

66

11.6

8.8

24.9

15.3

MILLET
Millet

1. Refer Seed Force 2016 Forage Sorghum Gazette for management advice and financial analysis
2. Trial undertaken Murwillumbah 2015/16
3. Feed quality data from NSW DPI Feed Quality Service Wagga Wagga

www.seedforce.com
104 – 106 Drummond Rd Shepparton VIC 3630
T: 03 5832 3800 F: 03 5821 8999

the power to grow

VR4020072

New research into summer forage
crops including forage sorghum,
sudan grass and millet has
highlighted that SF Beamer BMR
sudan grass is considerably higher
in feed quality than other summer
forage options. It is the only BMR
sudan grass available in Australia.
The research has shown that
when grazed at 50cm in height
SF Beamer can deliver high yields
of much higher quality feed than
other options tested, delivering
greater meat or milk profits per ha.

IMPROVED CALF REARING

Key points

Calf rearing changes reap rewards
✔ New calf-rearing shed
allows individual feeding
✔ Colostrum quality
measured and calves fed quickly
✔ Recovery posion used for calves
from assisted births

By Carlene Dowie

A

WESTERN Victorian dairy farm
has reduced calf mortality rates
and improved heifer growth
rates by changing its calf-rearing system. Changes included an improved
calf-rearing shed, individual feeding,
measuring colostrum quality, feeding
fortiﬁed milk, and a different way of
handling calves from assisted births.
Jessa and Geoff Fleming farm 170
hectares (plus a 72ha outpaddock)
at Gorae West, Vic. This season they
aim to peak at 250 cows, down from
280 last season due to the lower milk
price.
The farm was bought in 2007 with
Geoff’s parents Peter and Gloria
Thomas and was expanded in 2009
through the purchase of a neighbouring property, which is now the centre
of the operation.
The Flemings split calve — about 60
per cent in the autumn (March-June)
and 40 per cent in the spring (September-November). Split calving was
introduced after a poor conception
rate one season and has helped them
retain high-producing cows that fail
to get into calf by being able to drop
them into the next calving.
“We also average fairly good production for our inputs — so split calving is easier on the facilities and on
us as owner operators,” Mrs Fleming
said.
The farm’s labour comprises the
Flemings and one casual worker, who
helps with milking and maintenance.
Their herd comprises crossbred
Holsteins and Jerseys as well as some
stud Holsteins. The farm system is
grass based with moderate levels of
feeding. Last season cows were fed 1.8
tonnes of grain for the lactation. Production averages 8000 litres or about
600 kilograms of milk solids per cow
per lactation, though was down last
season due to dry conditions.
The farm herd tests every two
months and uses those results to help
make herd decisions, including about
breeding and culls.
Mrs Fleming said she decided to

The calf pens on the Fleming farm prevent contact between calves in diﬀerent pens.

‘It ed in for me that the
beer we can grow our
calves, the more milk
these cows will give – for
just for a lile bit more
work in the early days.’
look in more detail at their calf-rearing
system after seeing a presentation by
vet Dr Gemma Chuck at the Australian
Dairy Conference in early 2014.
The couple had been rearing calves
in six small purpose-built calf rearing
pens in a shed on the property bought
in 2009.
“The pens were quite dark, there
was little ventilation and we struggled
a bit,” Mrs Fleming said.
“At peak, we had about 30 per cent
of the calves that went into the shed
that needed treating.”
Calves were fed through over-thegate group feeders. “We tried to keep
the milk up to them,” Mrs Fleming
said. “We fed them twice a day and up
to eight litres a day.
“But we were weaning them, vaccinating them and popping them out (to
the paddocks) on the same day, and
they really struggled afterwards. For
a couple of months after the calves
were weaned, they would go backwards.”
They also often lost calves. Mortal-

ity rates were ﬁve to 10 per cent during calf rearing and about another two
per cent after weaning.
Mrs Fleming said being a small
family-run operation, calf rearing had
been lower on the priority list than
other tasks on the farm such as milking.
But listening to Dr Chuck changed
that. “I listened to Gemma Chuck talk
about the improvements that could
be made and the growth that followed,” Mrs Fleming said.
“You get big heifers that excel due
to that extra 50 kilograms of body
weight – and how much milk that
gives you over the lactation and the
increase in fertility.
“It tied in for me that the better we
can grow our calves, the more milk
these cows will give – for just a little
bit more work in the early days.”
The Flemings discussed and researched the options and asked Dr
Chuck, who worked with The Vet
Group, to visit and inspect the calfrearing system.
“I thought we didn’t do too bad a
job calf rearing,” Mrs Fleming said.
“It wasn’t until we realised that a lot
of questions she (Dr Chuck) was asking, we couldn’t answer.
“And when she had a look at the
facilities, it really started to highlight
that they were not appropriate facilities to rear the best heifers possible.
“Then when you look at the waste
of money in treatments, the wasted
growth – it really became about being
efﬁcient, so we could ultimately save
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The head-locking bails allow calves to be fed individually.
money and reap more rewards once
they were milking.”
The Flemings retroﬁtted an existing
hay shed on the farm to make a new
calf-rearing facility. It is divided into
six pens, each with the capacity to
hold 10 calves.
The shed is open on one wide side.
The rear side has a false wall about a
metre high and about 30 centimetres
from the external wall. The bottom
part of the back wall has been cut
away to a height just below the false
wall. This allows ventilation through
the shed.
Mrs Fleming said increased ventilation removed the smell of urea from
the shed and meant the calves had
access to fresh air. But the design
also meant the temperature in the
calf pens was more consistent at calf
level and there were no draughts in
the pens.
The pens are separated by 1.5 metre-high partitions that prevent noseto-nose contact between calves in different pens. “So each pen is basically
like a full quarantine pen,” Mrs Fleming said.
“It works really well. We had a suspected salmonella calf in one pen in
October last year. We treated her and
we blanket treated the calves in that
pen with electrolytes and it was contained.”
The open side of each calf pen has

The milk taxi that is used to take the
forﬁed calf milk and the feeders to the
calf-rearing facility.
a gate and 10 custom-built calf-size
head-locking bails. Calves are now fed
using individual feeders. Five feeders are mounted onto a bracket and
placed outside the bails.
The Flemings have four of these
bracket-mounted set-of-ﬁve feeders.
The usual procedure is to place two
of the ﬁve-set feeders on the gates of
one pen, ﬁll the feeders using a homemade milk taxi with a diesel pump,
lock in the 10 calves, and then move
on to the next pen and repeat the
process, before going back to check
on the ﬁrst pen of calves, which can
be unlocked if they have ﬁnished feeding.
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Mrs Fleming said the system was
easier to manage and better for monitoring individual calves than the old
group feeders.
“In that system, I used to try to
monitor them but you’re standing
over the gate, your wrestling them,
getting head butts and hurt ﬁngers,”
she said.
“I can now monitor to ensure each
calf is feeding OK. You can see straight
away a calf that’s not interested in
feeding and you can mark her. We take
note and if she is doing that at a second feed, we know something is up.”
It also allowed the Flemings to
give additional milk to bigger-framed
calves from their big Holsteins.
Vaccinating calves was also easier.
“I lock their heads in, and while they
are having their milk, I walk around
into the pen and I vaccinate about 10
calves in 30 seconds,” Mrs Fleming
said.
The bails cost about $200/bail – all
up about $13,000 delivered, while the
tin and gravel for the pens, which the
Flemings constructed themselves,
was about $5000.
Mrs Fleming said they debated
about spending the money on the
calf facility. “But now it’s something I
wished we had done ﬁve years ago,”
she said.
“The amount of calves we would
have saved, the vet bills, the drugs
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and the growth on the calves, it
would have paid for itself easily in ﬁve
years.”
Another investment has also paid
for itself many times over — a brix
refractometer bought for $40 to measure colostrum quality.
Dr Chuck had recommended they
measure their colostrum quality. “We
knew about the importance of colostrum but it wasn’t until we started to
test the colostrum of the cows that we
realised that we might have had only
one in four cows that had suitable colostrum,” Mrs Fleming said.
They have also changed the system
of picking up calves to ensure most receive good quantities of high-quality
colostrum as soon as possible after
birth.
The Flemings used to tube feed colostrum to every calf in the paddock.
“The issue I had with that was that I
am not physically strong and quite often the calves would slip around and
get out of my grasp and we were having issues with pneumonia and chest
infections a couple of days later,” Mrs
Fleming said.
“This was really frustrating because
we were trying to do the right thing
and people were saying tubing was
the way to do it, but I couldn’t physically hold them most of the time.”
Calves are now collected twice a
day (and up to three times a day at
calving peak).
“We take the calves, we spray their
navels straight away, we tag them,
and we put them into the calf shed,”
Mrs Fleming said.
The cows are run through the dairy,
their teats are washed and disinfected
with teat wipes, and their colostrum
is collected. It takes about 15 minutes
a day to run the fresh cows through
the dairy to harvest the colostrum.
The cows then go to a holding paddock and join the milking herd after
milking. This enables the Flemings to
keep a close eye on the fresh cows for
any metabolic issues.
The colostrum is then tested. If
it is high quality, it is hand-fed fresh
to the calf from a Perfect Udder bag
connected with its specialised teat or
a handheld feeder with a peach teat,
the same teats used on the feeders in
the pens.
“We aim for 2-4 litres in the ﬁrst 12
hours and another 2-4 litres between
12 and 24 hours,” Mrs Fleming said.
“We do the best we can, we are
a family, we are like any other dairy
farm. Sometimes it doesn’t happen —
sometimes they might not get colostrum until they are 18 hours old and

Geoﬀ Fleming checks on the progress of calves in one of the pens.

An old hay shed was converted into new calf-rearing pens, each featuring head-lock
bails.
so be it — at least we are trying.” Any
calf older than 24 hours is fed on lower quality colostrum and marked and
monitored but that is usually only one
or two in any calving period.
Excess quality colostrum is frozen
using Perfect Udder bags bought
through the Vet Group. These bags,
developed after extensive research, allow colostrum to be collected, stored,
heat treated, frozen and re-heated in
one container, limiting the growth of
spoilage bacteria. Tubes and teats
can be connected to the bags to allow
colostrum to be fed to the calf.
The Flemings treat excess quality
colostrum with potassium sorbate.
They record the date, the quality and
the number of the cow from which the
colostrum came on the bag. This allows quick identiﬁcation of suspect
colostrum should a cow come down
with salmonella a few days later.
Mrs Fleming said during calving
they aimed to have on hand 2-3 bags
of fresh colostrum and good supplies
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in the freezer. At the end of the last autumn calving, they had about 60 litres
of colostrum in the freezer, ready for
the spring calving.
Colostrum is kept for no longer
than six months.
The cows are treated with the rotovac corona vaccination before calving. This improves the quality of the
colostrum by allowing the cows to
raise antibodies against E. coli adhesion F5 (K99) antigen, rotavirus and
coronavirus.
The Flemings sell some of their
excess colostrum. “We’ve got a good
reputation, people know we have
used the rotovac corona vaccination,
and they know that it is tested,” Mrs
Fleming said.
The focus on feeding quality colostrum as soon as possible has been
successful. The Flemings lost only
one calf in their autumn calving and
that calf missed out on getting supplemented colostrum.
“To go from having 30 per cent of
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calves sick and losing 10 per cent to
having one sick calf in 60, and having
that one calf because she didn’t get
colostrum, shows it works,” Mrs Fleming said.
The Flemings also use fortiﬁed or
accelerated milk feeding, a system advocated by Dr Chuck.
Under this system, milk powder is
added to the liquid milk, increasing
the milk solids and nutritional quality
of the milk.
Calves receive on average two liquid litres of fortiﬁed milk in the morning and two liquid litres at night. This
is equivalent nutritionally to eight litres of regular milk.
Calves have ad lib access to straw
and drinking water. “That’s really crucial because they do drink a lot of water (on the fortiﬁed milking regime),”
Mrs Fleming said.
The calves also have ad lib access
to Ridleys calf meal for the ﬁrst 4-6
weeks and are then slowly transitioned to Ridleys calf rearer pellets.
Between 8-10 weeks, the amount
of milk is gradually reduced, as the
calves are slowly weaned across
about 10 days. “Everything is gradual,
we give the calves time to adjust,” Mrs
Fleming said.
The Flemings ﬁrst implemented
fortiﬁed feeding in autumn 2014 and
the ﬁrst lot of heifers raised under
this system calved last autumn at 21
months.
“They calved young and were absolutely fantastic,” Mrs Fleming said.
“They have come in the same size as
a lot of the older ones — and they
haven’t looked back. They are all producing well and are above the herd
average.”
The individual feeding means the
heifer groups are more consistent and
the system means they are no longer
seeing heifers drop back when they
are weaned.
Heifers are now reaching their target weights for joining earlier. The
Flemings aim to have their Holsteins
at 350 kilograms, their crossbreeds at
300-320kg and their Jerseys at 280kg
for joining.
The Flemings are also using a new
method to handle calves from assisted births. “We had a vet come out in
July last year to assist a calving,” Mrs
Fleming said.
“The calf was a little slow to get going – it had been a fairly tight pull calf
– and I asked should we hang it, which
is what everyone used to do.
“He said never hang a calf. They
have done research that shows it is
the stomach contents that comes out

Jessa Fleming dries a calf that been placed in the recovery posion aer an assisted
birth.

‘Another investment
has also paid for itself
many mes over – a brix
refractometer bought
for $40 to measure
colostrum quality.’
and it puts pressure on the diaphragm
and it actually delays breathing.
“He put the calf in the ‘recovery’
position. Then he pinched inside the
nostrils on a pressure point and the
calf put its head up and sucked in air
and was instantly more alert.”
For any birth that requires assistance (about 3-4 per cent), the Flemings now take the calf, spray its navel,
put it onto clean ground or onto a
towel and put it into a position with
its back legs pulled forward beside it
and its front legs bent so it is propped
up and tilting slightly forwards.
“There’s a huge difference, the
calves are more alert,” Mrs Fleming
said. “We don’t have issues, even with
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the breech births, and we don’t have
issues with gurgly lungs.
“It is something I can do with my
bad back. I can manoeuvre the legs,
put the legs under, make sure they are
sitting upright. It is easier — a lot of
women can do it without physically
stressing themselves.
“Just because people have always
done it one way doesn’t mean that a
new way of doing it won’t be better.”
The Flemings calf-rearing system is
now an all-in all-out system. So calves
of the same age are kept and reared
together in small groups, rather than
having calves added and removed
from groups.
Both the Flemings and their employee know the system and communicate with each other to ensure everyone knows what needs to be done
with the calves.
The higher number of heifer calves
has also created an extra income
stream. Excess heifers are sold for
about $250 each at a week old. One
buyer commented that the heifers
he had bought were doing well compared with some of those from other
farms, Mrs Fleming said.
D

Most skeletal growth happens before puberty. So don’t compromise.
Choose Veanavite No. 2 Calf Pellets, the complete feed solution for weaner
calves (3-12 months). Veanavite No. 2’s contain a scientiﬁc balance of protein and
energy as well as essential vitamins and minerals to support strong frame growth
and lean muscle development at this vital stage of life. Veanavite No. 2 Calf Pellets
will ensure your weaner calves are well prepared for a successful ﬁrst joining and
will reduce the risk of calving difﬁculties associated with inadequate pelvic size.

veanavite.com.au
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Key points

Automac system improves hygiene
✔ Automac calf
feeders part of farm
development plan
✔ Signiﬁcantly reduce labour for calf
rearing
✔ Calves well feed at all mes

By Elizabeth Anderson

A

DELAIDE Hills, South Australia,
dairyfarmers Shane and Kylee
Mieglich have begun the move
to an automated dairy.
The Mieglichs, who milk 110 cows
at Paringa View, Charleston, began
construction on a shed to house automatic calf feeders in November last
year, and say the results have been
surprising.
“I’m really impressed with how hygienic this system can be,” Mr Mieglich said.
The shed has space for up to 60
calves. In time, Mr Mieglich said it
would be able to hold up to 70 with
plans for a further extension.
The calves are tagged with National Livestock Identiﬁcation Scheme
(NLIS) tags at birth. They are placed
initially in a colostrum pen for ﬁve
days. From day ﬁve, they are moved
into pens with the automatic feeder.
“It needs minimal training; I’ve not
had to chase a calf in the second day,”
he said.
The machine identiﬁes the calf by
scanning its NLIS tag and then allows
the calf to feed if it has not reached its
limits for the day.
The calves are allowed up to six litres of milk a day spread across the
day. They can only have two litres
in one session and have to accumulate at least 0.5 litres before they can
drink.
“They come back every so often to
check,” he said. “They get to know
very quickly that if nothing is available to back out.”
The calves stay in this pen until
they are four weeks old, and have access to grain as well as milk.
At four weeks they are moved into
the mature pen, to avoid bullying,
where they have access to two feeders – one milk and one grain calf meal.
From three to six months, the calves
will be in the weaner pen, which is
still under construction.
Mr Mieglich was impressed with
how well the system was working.
“The biggest beneﬁt is the calves

Shane Mieglich has been impressed with a new automac calf feeding system on his
South Australian dairy farm.

‘We’ve not had a case
of the scours in ﬁve
months.’
are always content,” he said. “Food
is always available, whether milk or
grain, instead of the previous system
of feeding twice a day. We never get a
calf singing out for food.”
Mr Mieglich said the hygiene side
had also performed well, with the
constant movement of milk through
the tube seeming to avoid problems
with bugs. The system is ﬂushed with
dairy detergent weekly.
“We’ve not had a case of the scours
in ﬁve months,” he said.
Mr Mieglich said so far, the construction of the shed and system was
equivalent to the labour costs of feeding calves. He estimated they would
previously spend about 15 hours each
week feeding calves, compared with
a maximum of four hours under the
new system, which includes clean up.
“It will have paid for itself in the ﬁrst
year,” he said.
The new robotic calf feeding shed is
just one of many changes happening
at Paringa View dairy.
Mr Mieglich said there were three
major projects underway, with plans
for more.
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With a small acreage, Mr Mieglich
said the farm needed a focus on a
higher quality production herd. Because of this, they have just converted to a stud herd.
There is also a focus on pasture
renovation, with new pastures and intensive farming.
The third change is the emphasis
on getting young stock off to the best
start with new rearing systems.
He said part of this was achieved
by having shelter for calves, with research showing cooler conditions
could be best for development.
“They are at the peak of their
growth and this can impact their production years,” he said.
These calves, and the robotic system, also play a part in future plans
for the farm.
“Our long-term goal is to set up the
ﬁrst robotic dairy in this part of SA,”
he said.
“These calves will be reared in an
automated system.”
Within the next three to ﬁve years,
the Mieglichs plan to install robotic
milking systems into the existing
eight-a-side double herringbone dairy.
Mr Mieglich said with the farm’s
close proximity to the city, there was
also potential to become a showcase
site, with schools able to come out
and see where milk was produced.
Animal welfare was also a high
priority.
D
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✔ Calves housed in pairs
adapt beer
✔ Calves housed alone
more fearful of new situaons
✔ Ability to adapt to change
beneﬁcial for cows

W

ANT smarter cows? Try raising calves with social companions.
A study completed at the UBC
Dairy Centre has shown that individual housing of calves during the
milk-feeding period results in learning
difﬁculties.
These cognitive deﬁcits help explain the delay these calves show in
adapting to new technology such as
automated feeders.
This study used innovative methods to train calves and to test their
ability to learn new rules.
Eight calves were housed individually and eight were housed in pairs
starting at four days old.
Learning abilities were tested in
two ways, beginning with ‘reversal
learning’.
The calves were trained to perform
a simple task: they entered a test pen
in which they could go in one of two
directions.
If they approached a side with a
black bottle, they received milk. If
they went to a side with a white bottle they did not receive a reward, and
instead were ‘punished’ with a brief
time out period during which they
were not allowed to return to either
bottle.
Calves from both housing conditions quickly learned to approach
only the black bottle.
Unfortunately, in real life, rules rarely remain the same.
For example, a cow may become
used to entering the dairy from the
left side, but one day it is regrouped,
meaning that it now must enter from
the right side.
To test how the housing treatments
affected the calves’ ability to adjust to
new rules, the researchers reversed
the contingencies for the learning
task.
Now when calves approached the
white bottle, they were rewarded with
milk, and when they approached the
black bottle they were ‘punished’ with
a time out.
As illustrated in Figure 1, at ﬁrst all

Figure 1: The percentage of choices
made correctly by individually-and
pair-housed calves in ‘reversal learning’
tests.
Percentage of correct choices
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Figure is redrawn from Gaillard et al. 2014.

the calves made mistakes, continuing to visit the now unrewarded black
bottle, but after a few sessions, the
pair-housed calves began approaching the correct bottle.
The individually housed calves
were more persistent in making the
previously learned (and now incorrect) choice.
These results are similar to what
has previously been found for laboratory rodents raised in social isolation:
all animals can learn an initial task,
but the socially reared animals do
much better in coping with changes
in a learning task when these occur.
A simple type of learning is called
habituation. This is the natural tendency of animals to become used to
things after prolonged or repeated exposure; they typically show less interest in a stimulus over time.
To assess this, researchers tested
how quickly the same calves as above
were able to habituate to an object
they have never seen before.
Each calf was tested eight times
across a two-day period by placing a
red bin in the centre of their pen for
ﬁve minutes each time.
The ﬁrst time calves from both
housing conditions encountered the
bin, they initially appeared to be fearful but eventually approached the object and began snifﬁng and touching
it.
During subsequent tests, the pairhoused calves did exactly as expected.
They showed less and less interest in
the bin over the multiple exposures.
In other words, these calves showed a
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A pair of calves in the University of
Brish Columbia research.
classic habituation response. In contrast, the individually-housed calves
seemed to treat each new exposure to
the bin as if it was their ﬁrst encounter; they showed no decline in the
amount of time spent snifﬁng and investigating the bin across the multiple
exposures.
In other words, the individuallyhoused calves failed to habituate to
what researchers seemed like a fairly
innocuous addition to their pen.
Why should these learning deﬁcits
matter to dairyfarmers?
Learning difﬁculties that result in
trouble adjusting to changes in routine and environment are likely to
cause problems for both farmers and
the animals.
As calves mature, they are housed
in groups, and must learn to adjust
to new pens, group mates, and new
types of feed.
Researchers at the UBC Dairy Centre are continuing to investigate these
effects, looking at different levels and
durations of social housing.
However, these results indicate
calves beneﬁt from social contact. D
Article courtesy of the dairy education and research centre at the
University of British Columbia,
Canada, and Dr Rebecca Meagher.
This report is based on a paper
published in PLOS One (Gaillard,
C., Meagher, R. K., von Keyserlingk,
M.A.G., Weary, D.M. 2014. Social
housing improves dairy calves’ performance in two cognitive tests.
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SOUTH GIPPSLAND DAIRY EXPO

Key points

Free entry: talk, walk and plan
✔ What: South Gippsland Dairy Expo
✔ Where: Korumburra
Showgrounds, Korumburra, Vic
✔ When: September 28-29

T

HE Strzelecki Lions Club is again
hosting the South Gippsland
Dairy Expo at Korumburra, Victoria, on Wednesday, September 28,
and Thursday, September 29, starting
each day at 9am. Entry is free.
The South Gippsland Dairy Expo
provides an opportunity for members
of the dairying fraternity to showcase
the latest in dairy innovation and
technology. South Gippsland is lucky
to be the home of some exceptional
dairy enterprises that form a signiﬁcant part of the rural community.
The dairy expo would not be the
success it is today without tremendous support and help from its community volunteers.
Korumburra Rotary Club will again
be in charge of the Kids Activity Pavilion. This year this pavilion will
include farm animal pens so be sure
to bring the children along to enjoy
these free activities.
The expo is lucky to have on board
the enthusiastic parents and volunteers from Poowong Kindergarten
who will be catering for all attendees.
In addition to these organisations, the
Strzelecki Lions Club has various other community volunteers who assist
with the event each year.
The dairy expo started in 2000 with
the committee having a core objective to deliver a ‘one stop shop’ to local farmers, so that if they were busy,
they could visit, do their business and
leave having spent a valuable couple

The South Gippsland Dairy Expo aims to be a one-stop shop for dairyfarmers. Picture
courtesy of Notman Seeds.

‘The South Gippsland
Dairy Expo provides
an opportunity for
members of the dairying
fraternity to be able to
showcase the latest in
dairy innovaon and
technology.’
of hours. Today, the event still has the
same focus.
Matt Harms will host a session on
Wednesday, September 28, at 11am titled: Some things are worth running
for — how do I handle the elephant
in the room?
The session will look at the subject
of dairying’s strong future and opportunities for wealth creation, equity growth and lifestyle. It will ask
if the current industry woes are just
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a hiccup in an otherwise brighter future or are we ignoring the elephant
in the room? Hear how several dairy
businesses are managing this current
downturn, as well as how they have
weathered previous tight times. The
session will also hear from another
business directly impacted by the
dairy downturn, and where they see
the future in dairying. Is it all rosy, and
how do others deal with the elephant
in the room?
The Strzelecki Lions Club has a
dairy expo committee, made up of volunteers, some of whom are dairyfarmers. Many of these people have been
on the committee since it started. The
expo has raised and disbursed more
than $370,000 into the community.
The expo could not happen without the support of the major and gold
sponsors. Devondale Murray Goulburn & MG Trading have been the major sponsor of the dairy expo for 16
years and will again have a hospitality
marquee at the expo so be sure to call
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in and have a chat to their enthusiastic team.
As always, the expo has a terriﬁc
group of gold sponsors, many of
whom support the dairy expo each
year. So soak up the atmosphere in
their marquee and be sure to support those who support the industry:
Rabobank, Reid Stockfeeds, South
Gippsland Shire Council, GippsDairy
and Dairy Australia.
The Udder Truth Showbag sponsored by South East Organic Fertiliser
is back. Participating exhibitors are
extremely excited for expo visitors to
be able to participate. Buy a $2 showbag at the gate, listen to the simple
steps and be in with a chance to be
$3000 richer.
To encourage some competitive
banter among exhibitors and patrons,
the expo has introduced a gumboot
throwing competition, otherwise
known as the Golden Tosser Award.
So exhibitors, farmers and kids start
practising the gumboot throwing now.
Great prizes are available.
This year at Devondale Murray
Goulburn and Reid Stockfeeds breakfast attendees will hear from guest
speaker Beau Vernon. On June 23,
2012, Beau Vernon’s life changed for-

It is easy to get around the South Gippsland Dairy Expo site with exhibitors spaced
around the arena. Picture courtesy of Notman Seeds.
ever. A normal incident in a normal
game of Aussie rules football left
him with a C5-C6 quadriplegia. In an
instant he went from being a 23-yearold who never sat still, to spending
eight months in hospital and looking
at the prospect of spending his life in
a wheelchair. He will be talking about
getting on and living life no matter
what the challenges.
To book a seat at breakfast on
Thursday, September 29 (8.30am
start) RSVP to Louise Bruce, email

<louise.bruce@mgc.com.au>, phone
(03) 5662 3522, or Angie Brister, email
<abrister@reidstock.com.au>, phone
(03) 5633 2222. Get in early as places
are limited.
So come along and have a chance
to be the recipient of one of the four
lucky gate prizes (value $200) that will
be awarded daily. These gate prizes
have been sponsored by Fonterra. D
Contact: Expo secretary, Deanne
Kennedy. phone (03) 5659 4219 or
email <admin@jaydee.net.au>

MANURE SPREADERS AND NOW MIXER WAGONS

Muckrunner has your feed and
muck machinery sorted
NOW supplying Tatoma mixer wagons along with our quality galvanised Pichon manure spreaders

Horizontal and
vertical trailed,
twin or
triple auger,
SELF
PROPELLED

Tom 0419 851 543
muckrunnerptyltd@hotmail.com

VR2317119

Liquid and
solid
effluent
spreaders,
lagoon
mixers

www.pichonindustries.com
www.grupotatoma.com
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WHAT’S ON

September 18
Cobden, Vic
September 19
Echuca, Vic
September 20
Kyabram, Vic
September 20
Echuca, Vic
September 21
Camperdown, Vic
September 21
Echuca, Vic
September 22
Melbourne, Vic
September 28- 29
Korumburra, Vic
September 28
Yarroweyah, Vic
October 3
Kiewa, Vic
October 4-6
Elmore, Vic
October 11
Camden, NSW
October 16-21
Roerdam,
The Netherlands
October 16
Melbourne, Vic
October 20-22
Lismore, NSW
October 20
Barooga, NSW
October 27
Woodlawn, NSW
November 8-9
South-East Qld
November 16-18
Sydney, NSW
November 25
Melbourne, Vic
November 25-26
Devonport, Tas
December 3
Circular Head, Tas
January 15-19
Tatura, Vic

South West Dairy free family fun day
Phone: (03) 5557 1000 Website: <hp://www.westvicdairy.com.au/>
Dairy Kids Day Out: Cobram to Echuca
Phone: 0427 641 287
Website: <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
Develop Plans for Livestock Day 1 of 2 (day 2 September 27)
Phone: (03) 5833 5312 Email: <lisab@murraydairy.com.au>
Website: <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
Dairy Kids Day Out: Tatura to Echuca
Phone: 0427 641 287 Website: <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
WestVic Dairy AGM
Phone: (03) 5557 1000 Website: <hp://www.westvicdairy.com.au/>
Dairy Kids Day Out: Echuca
Phone: 0427 641 287 Website: <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
Royal Melbourne Dairy Program
Phone: (03) 9281 7416 Website: <www.rasv.com.au/dairy>
South Gippsland Dairy Expo
Phone: (03) 5659 4219 Email: <jaydeeevents@dcsi.net.au> Website: <www.dairyexpo.org.au>
Develop Plans for Livestock Day 1 of 2 (day 2 October 7)
Phone: (03) 5833 5312 Email: <lisab@murraydairy.com.au>
Website: <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
Develop Plans for Livestock Day 1 of 2 (day 2 October 4)
Phone: (03) 5833 5312 Email: <lisab@murraydairy.com.au>
Website: <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
Elmore and District Machinery Field Days
Phone: (03) 5432 6176 Email: <info@elmoreﬁelddays.com.au>
Website: <www.elmoreﬁelddays.com.au>
Dairy NSW Board Meeng and AGM
Phone: (02) 9351 1737 Email: <info@dairynsw.com.au>
Website: <hp://www.dairynsw.com.au/>
Internaonal Dairy Federaon World Dairy Summit
Website: <hp://www.idfwds2016.com/>
Run 4 Farmer Health
Website: <hps://melbournemarathon2016.gofundraise.com.au/page/NaonalCentreFarmerHealth>
North Coast Naonal Dairy Spectacular
Phone: (02) 6621 5916 Email: <secretary@northcoastnaonal.com.au>
Website: <hp://www.northcoastnaonal.com.au/compeonsnorth-coast-naonal-dairy-spectacular/>
Murray Dairy Business Forum
Phone: (03) 5833 5312 <hp://www.murraydairy.com.au/>
Northern Rivers Resource Eﬃciency Focus Farm Final Open Day
Contact: Marguerite White Phone: 0447 500 415 Email: <mwhite@icdprojectservices.com.au> Website:
<hp://dairyinfo.biz/focus-farm/>
Dairy Farmers Milk Co-operave Naonal Convenon
Phone: (02) 8120 4431 Email: <info@dfmc.org.au> Website: <www.dfmc.org.au>
Australasian Dairy Science Symposium 2016
Contact: ADSS 2016 Managers Phone: (02) 9265 0700 Email: <adss2016@arinex.com.au> Website:
<www.adssymposium.com.au>
Dairy Australia’s 2016 annual general meeng
Contact: Dairy Australia Phone: (03) 9694 3777 Website: <www.dairyaustralia.com.au>
Devonport Show
Phone: (03) 6424 2253 Email: <info@devonportshowsociety.org.au> Website: <www.
devonportshowsociety.org.au/show>
Circular Head Agriculture Show
Phone: 0456 003 609 Email: <chagsociety@gmail.com> Website: <hp://www.circularheadshow.com.au/>
Internaonal Dairy Week
Contact: Robyn Barber Email: <info@internaonaldairyweek.com.au> Website: <www.
internaonaldairyweek.com.au>

To have dates for a major event included in the diary, send informaon to Carlene and Alastair Dowie.
Phone (03) 5464 1542, email <carlene.dowie@fairfaxmedia.com.au>
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THINK AGAIN — THE RYAN REPORT

Stepping back, looking forward

By Kerry Ryan*

I

T’S more than 16 years since I was
ﬁrst invited to contribute to The Australian Dairyfarmer. It’s a role I have
thoroughly enjoyed as I have focused
on my mission to make a difference in
the primary sector. A key beneﬁt for me
has been that regular deadlines have imposed the discipline to stop, listen and
reﬂect on what is going on in our industry – and, of course, think again about
new possibilities. It’s now time to step
back as I enter a new professional and
business phase. Hopefully, this space will
be taken up by another contributor who
can add to the intellectual property that
drives success in dairy industry both
sides of the Tasman.
If you review the archive of my columns (available on my website) you will
see only occasional reference to “cows
and grass”. Instead, my focus has been
ﬁrmly on strategy, agribusiness, people
and relationships by challenging top operators to strive for best practice and
add value to their farming systems.
I am more convinced than ever farming businesses either excel or are limited by their abilities in business management and governance. That’s hardly
surprising when events of the past couple of decades like dairy deregulation,
the global ﬁnancial crisis, aggregation of
farms, and the current protracted dairy
downturn are considered.
Looking back and looking forward
suggests thriving, despite these types
of scenarios, will continue to be a key
characteristic of a successful farming
operation.
Perhaps the difference for the future
will be farmers’ ability to adapt to both
the speed of change and the disconnectedness of disruptive events impacting their operations. World populations
reaching their peak, political fallout
from growing gaps between the “haves”
and “have-nots”, the demands of technology and unrelenting external pressures for environmental sustainability
will all require agility and intellect for
businesses to thrive.
These are likely to be complicated
by reduced reliability of economic and

industry predictions, which will mean
time to react will be constrained.
In my view, this business environment heightens the need for immediate
and tangible proﬁts — not just promises
of good times to come. This means an
even sharper focus on proﬁt margins,
clarity around costs for all inputs and
matching these to current if not guaranteed product prices.
A key contributor to success in business is a sense of optimism and belief
in the future. This needs to be accompanied by a pragmatic approach to driving proﬁts by locking in proﬁt margins
rather than speculating about pay-offs
in an uncertain future.
Farming is likely to be increasingly
about managing and balancing futures
trading. Well-managed, strategy-driven
contracts that protect income prices,
key inputs, labour and debt management will be fundamental to an enduring business model.
A cash rich, low (or negative) interest rate economy is rewriting the rules
around relying on inﬂation for wealth
creation. Businesses need to be cash

positive for wealth growth.
Finally, the strength of couples, extended family and farming corporates
who foster a “family” culture remains the
cornerstone of successful agribusiness.
It’s my passion and privilege to work
with businesses that are about so much
more than proﬁts and accumulation of
wealth for the sake of it. Helping families achieve outstanding results across
generations continues to be a hugely rewarding professional role for me.
I’m grateful for the support I have received from all at The Australian Dairyfarmer, the many contacts I have in
the Australian dairy industry and the
encouragement of you, its readers. My
contact with Australian agribusiness
has been a career highlight to date.
As an industry we have a good thing
going and with passion and perseverance we can make it go even faster. I
look forward to being part of that. D
*Kerry Ryan is a New Zealand agribusiness consultant available for faceto-face or online for advice and ideas.
keep in touch with his online commentaries at <www.kerryryan.co.nz.>

Our roller mills are the most efficient
way to process grain, due to low
maintenance, high flow rate and
tonnage to kilowatts. We can
convert most systems from blanket
feed to individual feed.
We also make irrigation pumps in
6”and 8” for all of your recycling
needs and EFFLUENT POND USE.
DON’T SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST!!!
VR2203742
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SNIPPETS AND TITBITS

Rehydrang scouring calves
Table 1: Amount of rehydraon ﬂuid needed assuming 2L loss of ﬂuid from scours
Body weight
40kg
50kg
60kg
70kg
Key points

By Sherri Jacques*
✔ Treat scouring calves early
✔ Don’t mix milk with electrolytes
✔ Use drips for severe cases

M

ORE often than not, it is not the
infection or parasite that kills
a scouring calf, but dehydration and/or acidosis. Good ﬂuid replacement, in large enough volumes, is an
important determinant of scouring calf
survival.
Acidosis often occurs during calf
scours. This means the blood pH has
lowered from around 7.5 to about 7.2.
Lethargy/depression correlates well
with the level of acidosis, and skin tenting correlates well with dehydration
levels. Acidotic calves have a weaker
or absent suck reﬂex, are down on their
sternum or side and feel colder on the
inside of the mouth.
Acidosis also effects potassium and
essentially lowers it as the body compensates for the acidosis, as well as loss
in the scours itself. Acidosis is treated
by using a base to buffer the acid. It is
possible for calves to be dehydrated
but not acidotic, both dehydrated and
acidotic or, less commonly, acidotic but
not overly dehydrated.
A normal calf should not have sunken
eyeballs and if the skin in the middle of
the neck is tented or twisted it will fall
back to its normal place in two seconds
or less. A ﬁve per cent (of body weight)
dehydrated calf will have a moderate
sinking of the eyeball away from the
skull (about a three-millimetre gap) and
will take about ﬁve seconds for the skin
tent to return to normal.
At eight per cent dehydration, the
sunken eyes are still moderate (4mm
gap) and the skin tent takes six seconds.
Any more dehydrated than this is considered severe.
Calves that are less than eight days
of age tend to have lower levels of acidosis than those older than eight days.
A normal calf will be standing, sucking
normally and will be warm inside the

Dehydraon level amount of ﬂuid in litres
5%
8%
>8%
6.8
8
Drip
8
9.5
Drip
9.2
11
Drip
10.4
12.5
Drip

Add an extra 2L per day if the scours is high volume and very watery
If down with no suck — drip recommended
mouth. A mildly acidotic calf is standing
but has a weak suck and a cool mouth.
Moderately acidotic calves are down
in sternal recumbancy, have no suck reﬂex and a cool mouth. Severely acidotic
calves are down on their side, have no
suck, and a cool mouth.
Vets can measure the amount of
acidosis via blood gases but this is not
always practical and instead they will
usually estimate the base deﬁcit from
clinical signs to calculate the amount
of base (usually bicarb) to add to
ﬂuids.

Which ingredients
should be included?
1. Water – to directly replace the lost ﬂuids. This part will be added by the farmer to the concentrated liquid or powder
product.
2. Sodium, as this is depleted quickly in
scours and dehydration.
3. Agents to push the sodium and the
water from the gut into the tissues
and blood vessels – usually glucose or
amino acids. Glucose is also able to provide some immediate energy reserves,
which although not enough for continued growth, provide immediate energy.
4. Agents to treat acidosis. Check
the label for bicarbonate, acetate or
propionate.
5. Potassium, this is lost in the scours
itself but is also pulled out of cells as
part of the mechanism to compensate
for acidosis.
Working out how much to give means
doing a bit of maths. A calf has ﬂuid
needs for maintenance of about seven
per cent of body weight (BW) in normal weather. This can increase to 10
per cent BW if it is hot. Added to that
is the amount needed to treat the level
of dehydration so an eight per cent dehydrated 50kg calf would need 3.5 litres
of ﬂuids for its maintenance amount
PLUS four litres to treat its dehydration.
That’s 7.5 litres so far. On top of this a
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scouring calf has ongoing losses in its
scours of 1-4 litres per day. In this example I will judge the amount of scours
to be moderate and we will add on two
litres for ongoing loss.
Now maintenance plus dehydration
correction plus ongoing losses is equal
to up to 9.5 litres of ﬂuids needed per
24 hours (or ﬁve feeds of two litres per
day). This same calf at only ﬁve per cent
dehydration needs eight litres per day
(four two-litre feeds per day). It is possible to overload the stomach so be
careful about increasing feed volumes
above two litres, particularly in small
young calves.
Remember that the bicarbonate in
electrolytes interferes with the formation of a milk clot, so feeds of milk and
electrolytes need to be spaced two
hours apart.
The larger the dehydration the larger
the amount of replacement ﬂuids needed, and the ‘sicker’ the calf is likely to
be. With faster drip rates, about (80
millilitres/kilogram/hour), drips can replace four litres/hour in a 50kg calf.
If the calf is more than eight per cent
dehydrated or severely acidotic (weak,
down with no suck) then they need a
drip. If the dehydration is less than eight
per cent and they are up and sucking
then oral rehydration is recommended.
Table 1 is a handy reckoner showing the amount of ﬂuids needed in 24
hours, with the maths calculated for a
few different-sized calves with moderate scours losing two litres of ﬂuid daily
in scours.
Until next time, good milking.
D
*Sherri Jaques is a practising veterinarian and reproduction adviser in the
West Gippsland region of Victoria. All
comments and information discussed in
this article are intended to be of a general
nature only. Please consult a veterinarian
for herd health advice, protocols and/or
treatments that are tailored to a herd’s
particular needs.

BANNER

Key points

Genomics get bigger and beer
✔ Number of animals genotyped
escalates
✔ More females than males now
genotyped
✔ Genomic bulls now more reliable

T

HE number of dairy animals
genotyped in Australia has escalated in the four years since commercial genomic evaluation services
became available, particularly in recent years with improvements in reliability, lower costs and greater understanding of the various ways results
can be used to improve genetic gain.
Michelle Axford from the Australian Dairy Herd Improvement Scheme
(ADHIS) said the number of females
genotyped in 2015/16 was double the
number tested the previous year and
the number of bulls genotyped was up
50 per cent (see Figure 1).
“In the early days, bull companies
were the main users of genomics,
testing very young bulls to help select their young bull teams,” Mrs Axford said. “In 2015/16, there were four
times more females genotyped than
males, with dairyfarmers now embracing the technology.”
Genotyping and collecting performance data on more animals -- male or
female -- creates a bigger reference
population, which increases the reliability of genomic Australian Breeding
Values (ABV(g)s).
“The reliability of a genotype for a
calf is now equivalent to a bull with 35
daughters or a cow with eight lactations of data,” she said.
“This improved level of conﬁdence
is having a profound effect on genetic
improvement in the Australian dairy
herd. Genotyping is now a standard
practice by bull companies and female genotypes are having an increasing role in herd management.”

Bull genotypes
Improvements in the reliability of bull
genotypes has given many dairyfarmers the conﬁdence to use young genomic bulls over their herds and has
given them a wider choice of bulls.
Before genomics, the difference between a bull’s Balanced Performance
Index (BPI) based on pedigree alone
and its proof (incorporating performance data from many daughters)
could be the equivalent of 150 BPI
units, with a BPI reliability of about 20

Figure 1: Number of dairy animals
genotyped
10000

5000

0
2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
Males
Females
Figure 2: Change in BPI from genomic
ABV(g) in April 2015 to ﬁrst proof with at
least 50 daughters
(41 Holstein bulls, July 2016)

cent in April 2012 to 71 per cent in
April 2016.
The rapid growth in the sales of semen straws for young genomic bulls
has been at the expense of proven
bulls, as reported earlier in the year
by the National Herd Improvement
Association (NHIA) in the results from
its annual semen survey.
“Genomics has also resulted in a
much wider choice of young bulls
being marketed in Australia,” Mrs Axford said. “We now have a wider range
of bulls from different countries and
companies, with strengths in different traits. Genomic bulls in the top
100 are sold by eight companies, compared with ﬁve in 2012, which reﬂects
on greater participation and drive for
the top BPI positions.
“The Fertility ABV is a good example of more choice for speciﬁc traits.
Genomic bulls in the top 100 have
Daughter Fertility ABVs ranging from
97 to 119; this range is twice as large
as it was in 2012.”

Female genotypes

‘In 2015/16, there were
four mes more females
genotyped than males...’
per cent. This is represented beyond
the dark green band in the bullseye
diagram (see Figure 2). Under early
genomics in 2011, some bulls still
moved about 100 units.
Today, most bulls listed in the Good
Bulls Guide move less than 75 units
from their genomic evaluation to their
ﬁrst proof following the addition of 50
daughters.
There has been a major increase in
the number of genomic bulls in the
list of top 100 bulls for BPI with almost
two-thirds of the top 100 bulls being
young genomic bulls.
Their average reliability for production traits has increased from 64 per

The drop in the cost of standard genomic testing from $90 four years ago
to $50 today has made it more affordable for dairyfarmers to genotype
some or all of their herds.
Female genotypes can be used for
a variety of purposes. Having heifer
calves genotyped gives farmers the
option to save on rearing costs by selecting those with the highest genetic
merit to keep and selling the surplus
at a younger age. Alternatively, some
people keep all heifer calves but use
sexed semen over those of highest genetic merit and a beef breed over the
others. Both approaches speed up genetic gain by breeding replacements
from the herd’s top genetics.
Stud breeders use genomic results
to conﬁrm parentage which is helpful
for pedigree records and a requirement for registering embryo transfer
(ET) calves. They are also increasingly using genomic results in the marketing of elite animals.
To start, dairyfarmers commonly
begin by genotyping each group of
heifer calves, which means the bulk of
the herd is done within ﬁve years. D
Contact: ADHIS extension and
education manager, Michelle Axford, phone 0427 573 330, email
<maxford@adhis.com.au> or website
<www.adhis.com.au>.
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✔ Focus expenditure where it will
deliver best returns
✔ Check soil ferlity to make costeﬀecve ferliser decisions
✔ Use good informaon to make
decisions

By Andrew Speirs

I

N tight times, trimming unnecessary costs is important. Reviewing
fertiliser requirements is an important process, ensuring costs are
justiﬁed and provide a beneﬁt to the
business.
Unnecessary or inefﬁcient use of
fertilisers affects proﬁt.
Most farms will know their income
for the coming ﬁnancial year so now is
the time to know where to trim costs
and deliver proﬁt.
Management of fertiliser costs is always an important area to review.
The seasonal outlook – based on
“The Break” – from the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources – shows a high
likelihood of an average to above-average spring in most dairy regions. As
a result, capturing as much pasture
growth as possible during this season
is vital.
Using nitrogen strategically is a useful tool for maximising spring growth.
Be sure to contact a fertiliser supplier
and discuss the expected nitrogen requirements for the season as urea will
likely be in high demand.
Focusing on where money is spent
and where it will give the best return
will be the difference between those
producers who do OK and those who
do well.
Where do you focus?
The starting point is to analyse
the farm’s current soils tests (last
one to three years), ensuring there
is good information to make fertiliser
decisions.
Where information is lacking or
there is no information, get soil tests
taken and analysed at an approved
laboratory so informed decisions on
fertiliser inputs can be made. This is
an opportunity to either save money

Figure 1: Soils at or above adequate levels of P will not produce any more pasture if
ferlised.
Phosphorus for Dairy Farms (PFDF _Farmlet data 1994-2001
Ellinbank

Adjusted milk solids from pasture (kg/ha)
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Key points

Why ferliser is a hot topic this spring

750-370 * exp (-0.13* Olsen P)
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Table 1: Understanding potassium numbers
Interpretaon

Sand
ppm

Sandy loam
ppm

Clay loam
ppm

Clay
ppm

Peat
ppm

Deﬁcient

<50

<80

<110

<200

<150

Marginal

50-100

80-120

110-160

120-180

150-300

Adequate

100-150

120-150

160-250

180-300

300-350

>150

>150

>250

>300

>350

High

by not fertilising where it isn’t needed
or increasing pasture production by
applying nutrient where it is needed.
Variable costs are generally where
the biggest cost reductions can be
made without affecting net income.
Fertiliser is a signiﬁcant variable
cost that needs to be reviewed regularly.
On many farms, there can be a
signiﬁcant variation in soil fertility
across the farm.
If these areas are not already being
treated individually, now is the time
to get out the farm map and divide the
farm into two, three or four sections
based on fertility and management
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differences. For help with splitting up
a property, talk to an adviser, agronomist, factory ﬁeld ofﬁcer or a neighbour who has done this.
Many farms have adequate to high
soil phosphorus (P) levels. Soils at or
above adequate levels of P will not
produce any more pasture if fertilised.
I have clients who have not applied
phosphorus to high P pastures for a
number of years and have suffered no
loss in production, conﬁrming this
can be done with conﬁdence.
Where soil phosphorus levels are
marginal to low and the pasture base
is good, there will be an economic
response to applied P. This is where

‘Focusing on where
money is spent and
where it will give the
best return will be the
diﬀerence between those
producers who do OK
and those who do well.’

• Phosphorus can be left off with no
production losses where soil P levels
are adequate to high;
• Check potassium levels, particularly where hay or silage has been cut;
• Check sulphur levels, taking particular note on lighter soils;
• Apply nutrients where the pasture

base is good and soil-test nutrient levels are marginal for the best economic
response.
For more information on Dairy
Australia’s nutrient management
program Fert$smart, go to website
<fer tsmar t.dair yingfor tomorrow.
com.au.>

fertiliser dollars need to be allocated.
Soil potassium is a different story to
phosphorus, as it is signiﬁcantly more
mobile and is easily lost from the soil.
On some farms, potassium is actually under applied for various reasons
(e.g: hay cutting and/or lack of monitoring).
Soils that are adequate for potassium will still normally require some
maintenance potassium because of its
mobility.
Soil sulphur levels are highly variable. Soils with an organic matter
content of more than four per cent
often have adequate sulphur. Lighter
soils and soils with marginal sulphur
levels should have the appropriate
amount of sulphur applied.
Some products, such as lime, do
not contain phosphorus, potassium
or sulphur, so are not a substitute for
these nutrients.
Other sources of the above mentioned nutrients such as poultry
waste or compost can be much more
expensive than standard fertiliser
products.
It is important to look at the cost
per kilogram of total nutrients (let
alone available nutrients). If the person selling a product cannot give
ﬁgures or on-farm trial results based
on a dry matter response, think carefully about spending money on such
a product.
Carefully managing fertiliser costs
will be beneﬁcial to the business. Use
good information to make decisions:
• Use soil tests to inform where/
what fertiliser application will give
the best value for money;
• Talk to a fertiliser supplier about
expected requirements;
• Divide the farm into management/
fertility zones that will allow targeting
of the best fertiliser applications;
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Free business health checks

O

NE-ON-ONE sessions with experienced dairy advisers are
being offered free to dairyfarmers as part of Dairy Australia’s Tactics
for Tight Times campaign.
Taking Stock is available at no cost
to all dairyfarmers in Victoria, South
Australia, Tasmania and NSW.
It is delivered as part of the Tactics
for Tight Times campaign and is supported by the Gardiner Foundation,
the Australian Government, the South
Australian Government, the Tasmanian Government and major dairy
processors.
Taking Stock sessions are conﬁdential and delivered by trained industry
advisers to help farm families work
through key management decisions
and identify support available to manage their businesses through challenging times.
Advisers work with key members of
the farm team over the kitchen table
to support ﬁnancial and physical analysis of their operation and facilitate
discussions regarding the business

‘The strength of Taking
Stock is that it is
based on a one-to-one
conversaon with a
trusted, skilled adviser.’
position, future options and an action
plan for the business.
Dairy Australia’s group manager
farm proﬁt and capability Chris Murphy said the offer of free one-on-one
assistance through the Taking Stock
program was in response to farmer
requests.
“The strength of Taking Stock is
that it is based on a one-to-one conversation with a trusted, skilled adviser,” Mr Murphy said.
“It is an opportunity to take time
out from the business for three or four
hours and have a meaningful discus-

sion about the current situation and
plans for the future.”
This year more than 600 farmers
have signed up for the Taking Stock
progam.
The ﬁnancial and physical analysis
Taking Stock offers includes:
• Understanding and managing the
budget;
• Identifying cost-saving options;
• Calculating pasture consumption;
• Managing debt and the balance
sheet;
• Understanding additional support
services that can be accessed, including counselling and health services;
and
• Creating an action plan.
D
Anyone interested in taking advantage of the Taking Stock program
should call their local Regional Development Program (see details on
the inside back cover page of this
edition of the Australian Dairyfarmer) or click ‘contact us’ at website
<www.tftt.dairyaustralia.com.
au> for details.

Taking Stock provides Jarrod with peace of mind

T

AKING Stock has given south-west
Victorian dairyfarmer Jarrod Meade
a budget and idenﬁed cost-savings but
more importantly peace of mind in a ght
2016/17 season.
“I’d say to anyone ‘do it’,” he said. “It’s
taken the pressure oﬀ my wife knowing
that we should be able to make it. A major factor for me was that Taking Stock is
100 per cent conﬁdenal.”
The sharefarmer milks 200 cows at
Cobden and arranged the Taking Stock
session with the help of WestVic Dairy.
Mr Meade decided to choose a consultant who had not analysed their operaon
previously to get a fresh perspecve on
their business.
The consultant set up a date and
emailed them a list of items they would
need to prepare to get the most out of
the session.
“He turned up and put all the informaon through Taking Stock and DairyBase
on the computer and came up with the

Jarrod Meade is conﬁdent of managing
his budget aer ‘Taking Stock’.
ﬁgure we needed to break even,” Mr
Meade said.
“We are now 100 per cent conﬁdent in
managing the budget. We can keep track
monthly and put that toward the ﬁgure
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we produced so we know if we have under or over spent and where we can ulise a bit more money to grow the milk
cheque.”
The Taking Stock session revealed a
few areas to work on, including bringing
the grain price in the budget down to
align with current prices.
Using more and higher quality ferliser
will also help in the producon of more
home-grown feed.
“What we found was that our ferliser
usage was at 50 per cent compared with
the state average so if we spread a bit
more quality ferliser we can grow more
grass and put more dollars in the boom
line and buy-in less feed,” he said.
Mr Meade said the budget was all
about spending money in the right areas
at the right me so they did not have a
deﬁcit at the end of the season. “It’s also
about not being cash short in the months
we supply the least amount of milk,” he
said.

Case study: Grant and Leesa Williams
What are you doing to understand your current business
situation?
We are looking at doing Taking
Stock with GippsDairy. We have completed cash-ﬂow budgets and we are
logging into DairyBase a bit. The milk
factory has also provided milk payment budgets. We had a quick chat
to our banker; he’s aware of what is
happening and he has no current concerns.
What is your plan to maximise
value from home-grown and
purchased feed?
We are using the feedpad as a way
to reduce pugging and this will help
us grow a bit more grass and grow a
bit more silage. The feedpad was only
ﬁnished last winter so it’s the ﬁrst full
winter using it. It’s working well at the
moment and has given us a chance to
get the cows off the paddock during
those days of poor weather. We’ve
done a brief feed budget and because
of the low milk price we will reduce
our concentrate feeding a bit. We are
trying to follow a similar feed pattern
to last year, but just tinkering with it
a little bit.
How are you managing your
costs and budget?
Going forward, we will use a bit
more urea. We have never been really
high urea users but will apply a bit
more while it’s at a good price as it’s
the best way to grow cheaper feed. We
are keen users of DairyBase and do
like it. By analysing past years’ ﬁgures
we have calculated a breakeven milk
price and cost of production, which is
higher than what we are being paid,
so we either need an early step up or
we will need to trim expenses further.
One area we will be reducing is capital
infrastructure spending such as laneways and building repairs, and also
reducing phosphorous and potassium
fertilisers. Our recent soil test shows
that we have reasonable levels of potassium and phosphorus so we are
able to pull back for a while.
How are you managing your
herd health and welfare?
We have dried the cows off slightly
earlier than in the past mainly be-

Grant Williams says he is aiming to grow more silage this year to increase stocks of
home-grown fodder.
Farm Details
Dairy Region

Hallora —
GippsDairy
region,
Gippsland,
Victoria

Milking area (ha)

225

Cows milked

500 cows

Milk producon
(kg milk solids)

255,000

Milk producon
(kg milk solids/
cow)

510

Home grown
feed (tonnes/dry
maer/milking ha)

8

Cows/full-me
equivalent

142 cows

cause of the lower milk price for July
and August, and this will give the cows
a bit of an opportunity to put on some
condition. We will be using cheaper
artiﬁcial insemination (AI) bulls in
our breeding program this season. It’s
something we do reluctantly but feel
it won’t hurt too much. Something we
haven’t cut back on is dry cow treatment where we are still blanket dry

cow treating. Also we are still using
any vaccinations that we normally
use in the belief that it will reduce animal health expenses down the track.
If it’s essential it is still being done.
We are comfortable with our current
cow numbers, meaning we don’t want
to make too many changes to our milk
ﬂow. Overall, we don’t want to change
the type of farmers we are and we’re
trying not to make too many overall
changes, just tinker with the system
we have already got.
How are you looking after yourself and staff?
Currently we employ two of our sons
and are hoping to limit any changes
to their jobs. In terms of holidays for
us, it’s not really a priority but maybe
a weekend or two off throughout the
year will occur. It’s just one of those
years when you have to pull back on
costs a bit.
What are your tactics for spring?
Making sure we can grow
enough silage. By using extra nitrogen and maintaining a slower rotation we are hoping to grow a surplus
and cut more silage than last year. We
are planning early for turnips, so as
soon as they are right to go in, we will
get them in as they are another cheap
feed option.
D
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Case study: Karen and John Hunt
What are you doing to understand your current business
situation?
We developed budgets for the business as soon as the opening milk price
was released. We are looking to be involved in any activities that support
business capacity and we are working
closely with our accountant and bank.
We have been utilising a farm ﬁnancial
and physical business management
program for some time, and we have
registered for DairyBase.
What is your plan to maximise
value from home-grown and
purchased feed?
Our business has always had a
strong emphasis on growing and utilising home-grown feed, and we will
continue that routine. We undertook
some analysis of the effects of reducing grain or altering stocking rates
on the business, but calculated that
we won’t make changes around feed
practices.
How are you managing your
costs and budget?
We are working hard to manage our
costs and budget in the current challenging industry conditions. We have
calculated our breakeven milk price
and we are adjusting our budgets and
cash ﬂow monthly. We run main and
working budgets, and we can regularly make changes to the working
budget.
Intensive monitoring of water is essential for this business, and we are
maintaining weekly water updates.
We will continue to soil test because
soil test results are essential to making the most efﬁcient decisions on fertiliser and nitrogen applications.
How are you managing your
herd health and welfare?
It is standard practice for us
to carefully monitor and manage herd
health, and we will continue that routine. The key criteria for culling cows
will be those with lower production
and fertility.
How are you looking after yourself and staff?
Communication is an absolute key, and we run regular meetings
with staff to keep them informed and

John and Karen Hunt are working closely with their bank and accountant to help them
manage the low milk price.
Farm Details

‘We are working hard to
manage our costs and
budget in the current
challenging condions.’
reassure them that the farm is viable
and their jobs are still important. We
manage ourselves by making sure we
know where we and the business are
at: the good, the bad and the ugly.
Currently it is an emotional time
and it’s crucial to look after the farm,
the stock and the people.
What are your tactics for spring?
We are spring calvers so having the herd and farm in best possible condition for calving is our focus.
Right now we are carefully monitoring
any animal health issues and getting
the herd into ideal condition for calving and the new milking season.
D
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Dairy region

Allendale —
DairySA region,
south-east
South Australia

Milking area

170 hectares
(150 hectares
irrigated)

Cows milked

600 cows

Milk producon
(kg milk solids)

270,000

Milk producon
(kg milk solids/
cow)

450
(1800 kg milk
solids/ha
irrigated area

Home grown
feed (tonnes/dry
maer/milking ha)

20

Cows/full-me
equivalent

2000 cows

The way in which virtual herding technology could be used.

Key points

Virtual herding: a vision for the future
✔ Dairy Australia to lead virtual
herding project
✔ Will improve the management of
individual grazing animals
✔ Will help protect the environment

V

IRTUAL herding technology will
be developed collaboratively by
the dairy, pork, wool and meat
and livestock industries with the help
of a Commonwealth Government
grant.
Dairy Australia will be the lead
research and development corporation (RDC) in the development of the
virtual technology, which will enable
farms to manage both individual and
small groups of animals within a herd
better.
“This project will put Australian
livestock industries at the forefront of
applying advanced digital technologies,” Dairy Australia’s managing director Ian Halliday said.
“Virtual fencing and herding technology has the potential to transform
individual, small group and entire
herd management.”
It is anticipated virtual herding will
vastly improve the management of
individual grazing animals and better
match their nutritional needs with the
feed that is available thus enabling
producers to improve overall animal
and pasture productivity.
It is also expected the technology

Virtual herding technology could use a
collar ﬁed to an animal that idenﬁes
its locaon and provides a physical
smulus, such as a noise, to control its
movement.

‘Virtual fencing and
herding technology
has the potenal to
transform individual,
small group and enre
herd management.’
will reduce the labour required to
move and draft cattle. By keeping animals out of sensitive areas and managing overgrazing, virtual herding will
help to improve environmental and
animal welfare outcomes and give

farm managers a better way to manage animal health and welfare.
“Dairy Australia invests in research
and technology to help ensure the
longer-term viability of dairyfarmers,” Mr Halliday said. “While we are
tightening our belts, with budget cuts
to manage our way through difﬁcult
times, we are committed to longerterm initiatives that will beneﬁt farmers.”
As a result of this research overall
animal and pasture productivity will
be improved, resulting in reduced
production costs and improved farm
proﬁtability. “The high upfront cost of
developing technologies like virtual
herding, would not be possible without the shared contribution of farmers through the research levy and
the support of the Commonwealth
Government, which will fund about
two-thirds of the project,” Mr Halliday
said.
The grant is made under the Commonwealth’s Rural Research and
Development for Proﬁt program and
will be conducted in partnership with
other RDCs, including Meat and Livestock Australia, Australian Wool Innovation and Australian Pork Limited.
Research providers and other partners for this project are Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture, CSIRO, University of Sydney, University of Melbourne,
University of New England and Agersens Pty Ltd.
D
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Key points

Climate change to hit farm proﬁtability
✔ Modelling shows climate change
to impact producvity
✔ Climate variability will connue to
be a challenge
✔ There are opportunies but
farmers will need to adapt systems

O

N current 2040 climate projections all three farms modelled
in Dairy Australia’s three-yearlong Dairy Business for Future Climates (DBfFC) research project would
be less proﬁtable if they continued to
farm exactly as they do today.
The research results indicated
that lower pasture production and
utilisation, increased purchased supplementary feed, greater reliance on
cutting silage/hay rather than direct
grazing pasture, and lower milk production per cow, would all contribute
to this outcome.
The DBfFC project aimed to ﬁnd a
way of interpreting the current understanding of climate change and variability in such a way that it could assist dairyfarmers in making decisions
about their future farm management.
Ty Maidment, who manages a 180cow dairy farm at Strathalbyn, South
Australia, said one of the most valuable aspects of being on the local
DBfFC group was becoming more
aware of the changes going on around
him.
“It made me realise the importance
of having your ﬁnger on the pulse,
season to season,” he said. “Knowing
what levers to pull as different seasonal conditions approach is critical.
We need to have the facilities ready
to make changes. Prevention is better
than cure.”
Farmers interviewed during the
project were generally conﬁdent
about adapting to incremental climate
change based on their past experiences of managing variable seasons. But
sometimes it is not the things they
can control but the things they can’t
control that prevent skilled farmers
from taking the steps they need to
manage more effectively.
Irrigation from bores, dams and rivers is one of the most common solutions to improving the productivity
of dryland dairy farms facing hotter,
drier conditions but, unfortunately

Gippsland farmers inspect farms in north-east Victoria. Their region is likely to be
more like the north east by 2040.

‘The research indicated
that on current 2040
climate projecons all
three modelled farms
would be less proﬁtable
if they connued to farm
exactly as they do today.’
for Ty Maidment, government red
tape surrounding the use of his farm
bore for irrigation has so far made it
impossible.
By modelling three real base farms
in different regions and testing three
development options at each site, the
researchers were able to forecast all
would be likely to have a reduction in
proﬁt.
The growing season for pastures
will shift under 2040 climate change
scenarios creating feed challenges.
Year-to-year climate variability will
continue to be a challenge for dairy
farm businesses.
To minimise the potential impacts
of climate variability, dairyfarmers
will need to improve their management skills and continue to adapt their
farm systems to manage climate risks.
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In Victoria’s Gippsland dairying region, Chris Hughes was already in
transition from winter to autumn calving when he was invited to join the
Dairy Business for Future Climates
(DBfFC) project.
“The biggest factor for us was that
we were not using our farm infrastructure as well as we could,” he said. “By
changing over to autumn calving we
could have our cows in milk on pasture for more days. We have reduced
our stocking rate slightly to take some
of the pressure off over winter.”
Mr Hughes calculated there were
some economic beneﬁts in adjusting
the stocking rate because under autumn calving each cow would have
the opportunity to produce more milk
off grass and therefore there would be
more income (or proﬁt margin) per
cow.
The DBfFC project modelled the
performance of dairy farms in Central
Gippsland (Vic), Fleurieu Peninsula
(SA) and North West Tasmania under
three different management systems
for the current climate and projected
2040 climate.
While it proved impossible to compare the development options across
all three regions, because they were
speciﬁc to each location, there were
some general trends. The most signiﬁ-

cant of these was that milk price was
the largest single source of variation
in proﬁt across regions.
Mr Maidment said: “Milk price puts
a handbrake on what you want to do.”
It affects the practical application
of options for making changes and
causes greater variation in proﬁtability than projected climate change to
2040.”
In recent decades, the Australian
dairy industry has been on an intensiﬁcation pathway utilising higher
levels of inputs to produce more milk.
This pathway has been questioned in
light of projections for warmer and
more variable future climates.
The impact of climate variability
(wet/dry sequences, including effects
on pasture utilisation and feed costs)
was greater than projected 2040 climate change for most options.
Of the three development options
tested, no single option was identiﬁed
in any region that could be consid-

ered superior to the others. All had
certain strengths and weaknesses.
The Intensiﬁed options, which had
a high reliance on purchased feed,
had the greatest year-to-year variability in proﬁt. These systems were often
the most proﬁtable in wet decades,
but the least proﬁtable in dry 10-year
sequences.
The Simpliﬁed options generally
had the lowest average proﬁt across
development options within sites, but
had the least year-to-year variability
in proﬁt and were generally less impacted by the 2040 climates.
The Adapt option in Tasmania
increased cow numbers without increasing the percentage of purchased
feed. Instead, the farm area under irrigation was increased. This led to
increased proﬁtability and pasture
utilisation.
However, this option depended on
readily available irrigation water at a
relatively low price and would not be

an option available to the majority of
dairy farms in southern Australia. The
Adapt options in both SA and Victoria responded to changes in pasture
growth patterns predicted for the
2040 climate.
While the systems approach allowed the researchers to make comparisons between today and 2040 for
a range of different climate change
scenarios and farm management systems it is not expected dairyfarmers
will make wholesale or sudden changes. In fact, it is more likely they will
weigh the evidence against their own
experience as Mr Maidment and Mr
Hughes did.
They will more likely use the information to prepare themselves for
changes on a season-to-season basis
and to re-conﬁgure those parts of
their farming system that obviously
will make it more productive and
therefore proﬁtable as the climate
trends shift.
D

Not all doom and gloom in climate change

C

HRIS Hughes was already in transion
from winter to autumn calving when
he was invited to join the Dairy Business
for Future Climates (DBfFC) project.
“The biggest factor for us was that we
were not using our farm infrastructure as
well as we could,” he said.
“By changing over to autumn calving
we could have our cows in milk on pasture for more days.
“We have reduced our stocking rate
slightly to take some of the pressure oﬀ
over the winter months.”
Mr Hughes calculated there were some
economic beneﬁts in adjusng the stocking rate because under the autumn calving system each cow would have the opportunity to produce more milk oﬀ grass
and therefore there would be more income (or proﬁt margin) per cow.
“We can restrict grass and feed silage
up to the end of June to build a feed
wedge that will get us through the winter
period unl the grass takes oﬀ in September,” he said.
If the winter turns wet, he has the opon of a feedpad, a key piece of infrastructure that was not geng as much
use as it could have in the winter-calving
system.
The other factor was that taking advantage of a winter milk price premium.
A crical inﬂuence behind these systemic

Gippsland dairyfarmer, Chris Hughes, on
a visit to north-east Victoria as part of
the Dairy Business for Future Climates
project.
changes has been the climate variaons
dairyfarmers are experiencing.
“When I joined the Dairy Businesses for
Future Climates working group I learned
that the future for Gippsland was likely to
be similar to north-east Victoria,” he said.
The working group visited three farms
in the North East and then the opportunity presented itself to aend future support group meengs on the Glass fam-

ily’s focus farm. Mr Hughes subsequently
made numerous farm visits to the Glass
focus farm, hosted by Pat and Kerry and
Brendan and Sarah Glass. He became a
regular at their local discussion group in
2015 and 2016.
“It’s sll early days for us,” he said. “We
haven’t adopted many of the other pracces from the north east yet but we’ve
made the change to autumn calving.”
The Gippsland DBfFC working group
used a base farm in Central Gippsland
that had excellent historic records to explore diﬀerent opons for adaptaon and
change to perform well under diﬀerent
climate modelling scenarios.
“What it showed was that any one of
the three models could work but it did
depend on the risk appete and skill of
the farmer,” Mr Hughes said. “By reducing our stocking rate we will be in a similar income zone as previously but we will
have greater ﬂexibility to make changes
as climate factors change.
“The modelling gave us conﬁdence to
see that change might be good; it could
be an opportunity. I think the visits to the
Glass’s focus farm reinforced that for me.
“For the industry, in general, it highlighted that proﬁtable dairy farms are sll
achievable under any of the scenarios.
It’s not all doom and gloom in climate
change.”
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